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CHAPTER I 

ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

I'here is a significant movement across the country for the devefopment of 

retirement communities linked to colleges and universities - collegeiuniversity linked 

retirement communities (Pastaian md Schwarz 1994) (Pastaian and Tsao 2001). 'lie 

motivation of seniors returning to campus is qualitatively different from those who 

choose traditional retirement communities. It is obvious that there is a hunger for 

sumething more tfnm warm weather, comfortable surroundings. excellent food. and good 

l-redth care (Pastalan 1999). It is h-rdmentally about personal growth, the development 

of more meaningful roles and an enabling culture that fosters the creation of new rnodets 

fbr retirement. 

Several underlying factors have enormous import toward chis emerging 

phenomenon. First of all. from the social context. retirement today has low societal value, 

a life stage without roles and expectations for older adults. ?'his suffering of a roleless, 

purposeless and devaiued later life by older adults is manifested by an ui~satisfied hunger 

for new purposes and more balanced learning, work and leisure roles. 



Second, older adults themselves today are qualitative] y difrerent from previous 

generations. In their "third age1" of life, defined by Laslett (1996) as the age of self: 

actualization, challenge and fulfillment, this growing group of hcalthy, active and 

increasingly better-educated older adults with a diversity of experiences and life skillis 

possessing great potential for social contributions, is still in scarch of more meaning m3 

value (Cole 19951. We cannot afford to ignore these enormous national resources, and 

energies (PastaIan 1999). 'it is clear that how we turn these challenges posed by the "mass 

longevity" into new opportunities is of great importance. 

Third, colleges and universities, having traditionally been agents of social change, 

have recently become interested in developing retirement communities on their campuses. 

Finding ways that they can serve in a leadership role by laying a foundation for 

attitudinal changes and the creation of nefi7 models for retirement become great 

challenges and responsibilities to institutions of higher learning. Finally, 

college/university linked retirement communities can provide an opportunity to develop 

new models of retirement. 'The environment that they create is distinguished from other 

traditional retirement communities not only by motivations of older adults returning to 

campuses but by great potential for providing an ellabling culture wherein personal 

growth and self-actualization are enhanced. opportunities for the development of new and 

more valued roles in retirement are provided. and intergerleraticmd interactions are 

encouraged. 

1 t1 stage of Life that represents a period of time after retirement and prior to the onset of serious health 
problems or disability 



In Search Of Meaning And Value In Retirement: 
ltlallaneed Role Opportunities - Learning, Work And Leisure 

'I'oday. older adults face a prolonged period in life aAer work in which they cue 

relatively healthy <and vigorous hut lack a recognized role and clearly defined econorrlic 

and social purpose (Sheppard 1991)). Retirement poses serious probleins fi3r older adults 

whose lives and identities have been closely tied to work and cornnlunity roles that a e  

diminished or unavailable during retirement. ?'he social definition of retirement seems to 

exclude economic productivity, and emphasizes leisure. It is this definition that has led 

social scientists to label. retirement a "roteless role" (Rosow 1967). 'Ibis ambiguous status 

of retirement and explicit devaluation rnake older adults in retirement appear to be no 

longer needed by society. This rejection, more than their health or their f\c)using. is a 

major proble~n. 

"Learning while aging" and "Working2 while aging" are two social trends today 

implying that older adults are dissatisfied with a life primarily structtlred around leisure 

and are exploring ways in which significant social roles can be defined and appropriate 

balances can be struck between learning, work and leisure. Our traditional education- 

work-leisure dimension of the life cYcle"raws rigid boundaries between the stages of 

life. In this life cycle, high social expectations and meaningful roles are assigned to youth 

' Charles Handy (1984) gives a three-fold definition of work: 
I .  Job work, which is the paidjob, including full-time self-employ~nent. 
2. Marginal work, which covers the work we do "on the side" for extra earnings (pocket-money work ) 

3. Gift work, which includes all the work we do for Free in the gray economy and in voluntary work. 
Charles Handy. The Fuaire of Work, (Cambridge. MA: Blackwell Publisher inc., 1983) 
Fiere I use Handy's threefold definition of work including work (job work and:or marginal work) and 
meaningful work substitutes (gift work). 

We derive our major social roles from an age-differentiated scnucture, which divides societal roles into 
three parts: educationaI/leaming roles for the young. work roles for the middle-aged, and retiremenuleisure 



(le'uning role) and adulthood (work role). The life stage of old age means that an 

expansion of leisure time in the last stage of life receives low expectations and no clcarly 

defined roles and purposes from our society. I-eisure, however, is not quite leisure when 

you  do not have work. We sfi~uld distinguish between high-status leisure (respite from 

important work), and low-status leisure (non-work) (Rosow 1969). 'I'herefore, a life style 

with balanced learning, work and leisure activities has the greatest potential to quench 

older people's hunger fix more valued and meaninghl roles in retirement. 

"l,earixing 'uMe aging" provides opportunities for older adults to enjoy a wide 

variety of activities associated with well-being in later life. Research shows that "healtl~y 

active people who continue their intellectual interests as they grow older tend to maintain, 

and even increase. various dimensions of cognitive functioning" (MacNeil and Tcague 

1987'). 1,eamin.g also can enhance older adults' self-reliance and independence; enable 

them to cope with practical and psychoiogical problems in a complex and changing world; 

and strengthen their actual or potential contribution to society (Grooinbridge 1982). 

Moreover, "learning while aging" gives a sense of k ing  usehl. competent, and well- 

intbmed: increases confidence; and promotes the discovery of new powers or purpose in 

older adults (Schuller and Bosw 1932). 

"Working while aging," which has received increased attention mong  older 

adutts, organizations, and society at large, represents another trend, which provides 

opportunities for older adults to be involved in significant economic!non-economic and 

social roles. Older adults themselves are eagerly pursuing societally valued retirement 

roles for older people. (Matilda White Riley and J. W Riley, Age Integration and the I,ives-ufQJde.~-req&e_, 
7'he Grrorrtoltigist, %'. 3 4  11, pp. 110- 1 15, 1904). 



through meaningful productive roles (paid work andlor voluntary work I ('Faylor. Bass et 

al. 1992) at the same time as organizatioxls are viewing older adults as excellent wc>rkers 

and valuable resources for improving productivity and alleviating Labor and skill 

shortages (SHRh9'AAR.P 1998) (McNaught and Rarth 1992). Society is in need of 

expanded human services without increasing costs and reducing dependency among older 

adults4 by encouraging Ionger work lives in order to moderate the long-term economic 

unsustainability(Peterson 1399). 'Therefore. "working while aging"' provides options and 

opportunities for older adults to have satisfying social roles and engage in productive 

activities. Besides the fact that older adults are willing and able to work (Ranh, 

McNaught. et ai. 1995) (Kraut 19871, research shows that 'working while aging" can 

contribute to older adults' health and well-being (Herzog, !louse et al. 199 1 ) and it is the 

single stroxigest predictor of longevity and vitality among older people (Friedan 1993). 

The -'learning while aging" and "working while aging" phenomena not only 

challenge the conventional linear model of learning-work-leisure life cycle, but also 

suggest that learning, work and leisure should not be the sequential events or life stages. 

Rather. a more flexible structure of three parallel role opportunities (learning, work and 

leisure) should open simultaneously to older adults (Riley and Riley. 1993). 'I'herefc3re. in 

order to encourage older adults to develop valued and meaningful r ~ l e s  through learning 

and work or meaningful work substitutes in retirement. an environment with an enahling 

culture that supports a more balanced learning. work and leisure life style is of great 

importance. 

d - 
['he old-age dependency ratio is defined as the proportion of persons 65 years old and over to those of 

working age (between 18 and 64). 



The Changing Nature Of Older AduIts: 
Older Adults As Precious Resources 

Era of Mass Longevity and Compression of Murbidity: 
Living Longer in Better Health 

I'he world is expaiencing population aging al a drr-imatic rate. In the United States, 

the population over age 65 will double from 35 million in 1000 (12.4% of the population. 

about one in every eight Americans) to 70 million in 2030 /20% of the population, about 

one in every five Americans). Since 1900. the percentage of Americans ti5 and older has 

more thm tripled f ~ o m  4.1 ?6 in 1900 to 12.4 96 in 2000. and the number has increased 

eleven times from 3.1 million to 35 rnillioll (Administration on Aging 2001), a 

phenomenon recogni~ed as the "graying of America." 

Aside from the staggering numbers, life expectancy and active life expectancy5 

have been extended to m impressive degree, such that older Americans are not only 

living longer but remain in better health (Manton, Stallard et al. 1993: (Irimmins, Saito er 

al, 1997; Manton. Staitard et d. 1997). a phenomenon known as "comprcssion of 

morbidity" or "rectangular survival c w c "  (Fries 1980; Fries and Crapo 198 1 ; Fries 

1989). 

f-lurnan survival curves. showing the percentage of population surviving at each 

age, have been moving toward a rectangular shape over the past century (Fries and Crapo 

198 1 ). This implies that more and more people are surviving into the latest ages. which 

is moving the average l i k  span closer to the maximum life span. in spite of substantial 

declines in mortality at older ages over the last several decades having been well- 



documented, less is known about changes in morbidity among older people. in other 

words, will our society, with a rectangular survival curve, be filled with inactive and 

disabled older persons spending Inore of their later lives in an expanded period oi' 

rrmorbidity? Shis question is the subjecl ctf academic debate between those who believe in 

the expansion of morbidity and those who believe in its compression. Based upon the 

Huinan Su~~zival Curves for 1900 to 1980, Fries and Crapo (1 981 ) suggest that. given that 

the human maximum life span remains constant, the age at tirst infirmity will increase 

and the duration of infirmity, therefore, will decrease. In other words, the active life 

expectancy will cxpand and inactive life expectancy will be compressed. In spite of a 

number of studies using data from the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) during 

the 1970s to early 1980s which found that older Americans were living longer but in 

poorer health than previously (Colvez and Blanchet 198 1; Crimmins, Saito el al. 19891, 

studies using data h m  the mid-1980s to the early 1990s report that health seems to be 

improving. Manton. Corder, and Stallard (Manton, Stallard et al. 1993; h.lanton, Stdlard 

et al. 19971, using data from the National Long Term Care Survey (NLTCS), report a 

becreme in the incidence of disability, as well as prevalence disability, among the 

colnmunity-dwelling and institutionalized elderly population over 65 bctween 1982 and 

1989. Crimmins, Sairo and Ingegneri (1997) report an increase in the length of disability- 

free life expectancy between 1980 and 1990. Crirnmins, Saito and Reynolds (1997) atso 

report a decrease in the incidence of disability between 1984 and 1990 among those older 

than 70 from Longitudinal Study of Aging data. 

5 Active life expectancy is a health measure that integrates mortality arid morbidity information and 
represents the average amount of time people can expect to live free of significant disability. 



'The medical literature also supports the finding that older !'\rnericms are now living 

longer in better health. For example, there has been a significant decrease in the raie of 

cardiovascuiar disease (Davis. Hayes et al. 1985) and mortality and morbidity due to 

strokes (McC;overn. Burke et al. 1992). 'I'hese trends from the active life expectancy and 

medical literature, together with substantial educational gains in the United States over 

the past three decades (I'reston 19921, which are strongly associated with longer Life and 

better health (Ciuralnik, Land et al. 1993) suggest the likelihood that people are living 

I onger In better health. 

A Chinese idiom says, "as long as the mountain is green, there will be firewood." 

By that is meant, "as long as there is life, there is hope." 'T'herefbre. the extended Iife 

expectancy and active life expectancy give older people hope and motivation for seeking 

more meaning, purposes and value in their Iater life. 

Higher Educational Attainment 

For the past several decades. the educational level of the older population has been 

rising mpidly. Between 1970 and 2000, the percentage that had completed high school 

rose from 28% to 70% (Day and Curry 2000). d will reach 87% by 2020 (Siege1 IC193). 

About 15% in 2000 had a bachelor's degree or more (Day and Curry 2000). 7'he fact that 

more and more older adults are better educated has two significant repercussions. First, 

research suggests, "E:ducation extends both total lif;: expectancy and active life 

expectancy" (Land, Gurnlnik et al. 1993). Studies also show that mental stimulation has a 

positive correlation to improved physical health and well-being and correlate the 

maintenance of mental vigor with the capacity to survive (Winter and Winter 1986). 

Education~leminy thus may serve as a powehl  social protective mechanism delaying 



the onset of health problems at older ages. Second, researches reveal that individuals with 

higher levels of education are more inclined to enroll. in educational programs when thcy 

rctire (Peterson B 983; Cross 1983 1. With dramatically increased educational attainment 

among the older population, therefore. we can anticipate a substantial participation by 

older adults in educational programs in the near future. 

A staggering number of older people, therefore. ihce a prolonged period in life iin 

which they are healthy. active and better-educated but lack a recognized role in society. 

This country earlnot afford to throw away these enormous resources, skills, and energies. 

It is essential. that our society address the tragic waste of human potential by developing 

new models of rctirelnent and more opportunity structures for older adults in order to 

contribute to their otvn grow11 and that of others, 

The Role Of Colleges And Universities: 
Colleges And Universities As Agents Of Social Change 

Colleges and universities are essentially places where teaching, research. and 

service to the cornunity are integrated. With its distinct functions properly performed. 

the university becomes part of its environment, and develops the capacity to influence 

and benef'it that environment. Colleges and universities have traditionally served as 

agents of social change (Paststalan 1999) by contributing to the solution of major problems 

encountered by the local community and society at large (Gang 1975.). At a time tvhen 

our society is facing unprecedented social challenges, there are a number of ways in 

which they can serve in a leadership role by laying a foundation for attimdinal changes 

and the creation of new models for retirement. 



A Policy Fostering "Diversity" and "Age Friendly" Environment 

It is essential that colleges and universities develop a policy to foster "divcrsity9' 

in intellectual, cultural, and social life on campus. We I~ave been moving totvard age- 

integrated society (Riley and Riley 1994) wherein the generations will be more 

interdependent a 4  interactive thm ever before. Along with a drainatically rising 

participation of older adults in !earning activities (I_r.S. Department of Education 1995), 

colleges and universities will become a multi-generational environment and senre 

students of varying ages for diiyerent types of learning. This cross-generational Leaning 

md interaction has the potential to educate students of all ages about aging and ageisn~ 

and help change the attitudes of a youth-oriented society wherein stereotypes of older 

people have been so negative. With a policy fully endorsed by their presidents. colleges 

and universities can lay a foundation for attitudinal changes and creating m enabling 

culture that fosters an *'age fiendlf' environment. 

An Enabling Culture for the Creation of New Modeis for Retirement 

For the development of an enabling culture that can Iead to the creation of new 

models for future retirement, colleges and universities should establish an important 

mechanism in the form of "Office of Mature Students/Residents." Ideally. retired 

administrators, faculty and alumni, senior residents on campus. and others from the larger 

community should mostly staff this office. The Office of Matue Studentslliesidents 

essentially serves two major fimctions. First, it serves as a 'information oasis' ~vhere 

oldcr adults can iind information, seek opportunities3 and use it as a base to reach local 

cornmunjty or outside organim~ions, which could turn into useful employment 



oppi3rtunities and conmunity services. Second, it  serves as a 'service initiative' that is 

responsible fix developing intergenerational learning and productive learning programs, 

initiating opportrinities, and establishing mechanisms to meet the needs of older adults 

and integrate them into all facets of the college/universiiy. 

ColIegeAiniversity Linked Retirement Communities: 
Kew :Models For Future Retirement 

Learning w hik Aging 

This model addresses the need of older adults to acquire valued and meaningful 

roles through learning activities. More and more of them are finding creatilfe uses of 

leisure time through the pursuit of all types of learning activities offered by colleges and 

universities. These activities include the pursuit of a tbrmal degree, the pursuit of an 

interest or curiosity through special courses, lectures and seminars, and the pursuit of 

gucst lectures or mentoring. This model provides an opportunity structure fmrn which 

older adults / I )  derive their new roles by seeking personal fulfillment, taking up new 

skills. extending cultural horizons, and achieving persolla1 growth; (2) build new 

friendships by meeting people of all ages with similar interests; (3) transmit their 

expertise, experiences, anct skills to the peers of all ages by the practice of "learning by 

teaching" such as guest lectures. mentoring, and peer teaching; (4) restructure their 

leisure time by hlfilling the task requirements demanded from learning activities such as 

assignments to be read. meetings to be attended, or presentations to be prepared. 

For this model to be viable. the general ambiance on campus must be "age 

friendly". By that is meant the youth-oriented, age-segregated model of human resource 



development should not dominale a college or universi~y. Rather, it should adopt a more 

comprehensive rnodel of life-spar1 development, and provide education accordingly. As a 

result. age infewation can be realized on the campus. 

Working while Aging 

Fhis model addresses the need of older adults to acquire significant social and 

economic roles though work ctr meaningful work substitutes. Work activities in this 

n~odel include paid work, marginal work (pocket-money work) m d  gift work (voluntary 

work)' (Handy 1984). This model views older adults as a major and valuable resource 

and emphasizes the role they can play on campus or in the conxnullitg at large. '!'here are 

a wide variety of possibilities and opportunities for older adults to explore and participate 

in appropriate and meaningful work activities. By having a campus presence, older adults 

~4th special expertise and life experience7 may have oppomnities to support colleges 

m4 universities in their teaching" research, and public services. f iere  are some 

mechanisnas that could be established by colleges and universities to enhance this model, 

such as "Research Initiative ~entork"' '  and "Intelligence ~ool'"". Tfirough Research 

[niriatii~e Network, older adults may have opportunities to he involved as researchcrs in 

many prqjects funded by outside clientele or in partnership with professional researchers 

6 See foomote 2. 
7 Older adults who are retired college:univzrsity przsidents. professors. scientists, physicians. corporate 
executives. writers, and artists.. .may have opportunities to keep in touch with their field and avocations 
and to share them with others. 

"1 includes teaching activities in the form of guest lectures, mentoring students. peer teachers, and course 
leaders. 
0 Research Initiative Network (see page 195) 
10 Intelligence Pool (see page 196) 



from colleges and universities (Bass and Caro 1095). Throilgh Intelligence Pool, older 

adults are recmited by colleges and universities and outside organizations h r  Si~ll- 

time!part-time employment or voluntary work. Again. for this n~odel to be '"age friendly,'* 

partnerships benveen colleges/urriversities and organizations should change their hcus 

from young people tc) the needs of older adults who are increasingly considered as 

valuable resources and assets (Chen 1987). 

Intergenerational Interactions 

Colleges md universities are moving towards a multi-generational e~wironment 

md serve students of varying ages for different types of learning. This intergenerational 

learning and interaction on campus has the potential to build conlpanionship between 

generations rind Gunher, transform the whole college/university into an "age friendly" 

environment and develop a new model for retirement. This model addresses all types of 

interactions between older adults and younger students. They might meet cach other in 

athletic or cultural events; they might work together in volunlary work; they might learn 

together in a class or seminar; and they might encounter each other on a jogging path. All 

these contacts happen in a natural, unstnictured, and informal way. This age-integrated 

ambiance has the potential to educate students of all ages about aging and ageism and 

help lcssen the negative stereotypes that each generation has of each other. 



Personal Growth 

I-lurnan development is a process of ~el~actualization that is continuous 

throughout life iMaslou7 1968). In other words. older adults. instead of disengaging from 

roles and activities, should continue to develop their human potential to the end (sf life. 

With a supportive intellecn~al, social, and cultural environment. college/university linked 

retirement cornrnunities can provide older adults with a riclt contest where personal 

g~owth is a way of life. 'learning while aging" and "working while aging" (paid work or 

rneaningfi~l work substitutes) hold special transformative possibilities for personal gxowth 

and self-actualization. They provide opportunities for older adults to derive new and 

meaningful roles.: have intellectual stimulation; acquire new or increased knowledge in 

specific areas; interact with new and interesting people: explore new ideas, interests and 

acti-\/ities: and develop a transcendent mind with critical awareness of the complexity of 

life. This model addresses the higher order needs or desires of older adults for self-esteem 

and self-actualization. Continuing personal growth, however, leading to the development 

of t'ulit potential as human beings, provides a way and hope Ehr fulfilling the higher needs 

of older adults. Moreover, it helps define the special purposes and meaning of later life 

that give positive deiinition and shape to the roles of older adults. 

The phenomenon of college/university linked retirement communities is not 

simply a matter of building a retirement community on or near a campus. To distinguish 

them from traditional retirement communities. colleges and universities and the 

environment that they create play an essential role in terms of commitment, financing. 

can~pus resources, programs and facilities. and intellectual, social and cultural. ambiance. 



A deeper and more detailed understanding of this phenomenon can be had by looking at 

tho broader issues in terms of the social context, the nature of older adults. the rolc of 

colleges and ui~iversities, and the attributes of the environment that foster the creation of 

rrew models tbr retirement. 

This study contributes to meeting this need by responding to the following 

research y uestions: 

Research Questions 

I .  &'hat are the underlying factors intluencing older adults who move to 

collegeiuniversity l iked retirement communities? What are their pxotj les in 

terns of age, marital status. income. health starus. educational attainment, 

and work status as well as the use of enabling technologies? 

2. What are the attributes of the environment that ccollege/university linked 

retirement communities may create in terms of social. cultural. and 

educational activities, support services, enabling technologies. physical 

settings, and general ambiance that motivates, encourages and supports 

personal growth as well as social integration'? 

3. What are the commitments and attitudes of colleges and universities t o ~ w d  

developing retirement communities on or near their campuses and how can 

they sen7e in a leadership ro[e by laying a tbunda~ion for attitudinal cflanges 

and the creatic-jn of new models for future retirement'? 



4. What are the implications of the coIlegz/university linked retirement 

community in providing opportunity structures and creating new models for 

retirement? 



LITERATURE REV1 EW 

Collegehniversity linked retirement communities are a relatively new 

pher~ornenon among a wide range of housing options for the elderly, 'This is an impostant 

area of research because this type of retirement conlmunity is very different from 

traditional retirement communities because the focus is fundamentally on personal 

growth and a supportive ir~tellectual ancf cultural ambiance tfiat relates to the development 

of new and more valued roles in retirement. Research, however, in this specific area is 

currently sparse. Therefore, the purpose of this literature review is to frame the 

propositions that are crucial for this research by exmining the nature and histov of 

retirement communities. issues and problems that have been posed by retirement 

communities as well as our society. major social trends, and the rise of coIlege/university 

linked retirement communities. 

'f%e Nature And History Of Retirement Communities 

Retirement communities, a concept responding to the specific housing needs of' 

older adults, vary in tbms and types according to different definitions and classifications. 

r2rnong a wide variety of definitions, several such criteria as the practice of age 

segregation, active and independent senior residents, and a planned or inlelltioi~al 

cornrnxlnity with a wide range of services and leisure activities fbr older adults are 



embedded in all ( Wcbher and Osterbind 196 1 ; Barker 1966; Hcintz 1976: Lawton 1980: 

Elunt. et al. 198.3). Webher and Osterbind (Webber and Osterbind l'lril), for cxample, 

defined retirement communities as "a small community, relatively independent, 

segregated, and non-institutiona1, whose residents are mainly older people separatcd more 

or lcss completely from their regular or career occupations in gainful or non-paid 

ern ploy men t." In his s~udy of retirement comm~mi ties in California Barkcr (Barker 1966) 

described them as "a planned low density development of permanent buildings. designed 

to house acrive adults over the age of fifty, and equipped to provide a wide range of 

services and leisure activities." In the same vein. a study of retirement communities in 

New Jersey specified a retirement community as "a planned. low-density, age-restricted 

drveloprneilt constructed by private capital and ofkring extensive recreational senrices 

and relatively low-cost housing for purchase." 

Hunt arid his colleagues (I-lunt. et d. 1983) defined retirement communities with a 

broader perspective, viewing them as "being aggregdtions of housing units and at least a 

minimal level of services planned for older adults who are predominantly healthy and 

retired." Furthermore, they devised a multi-dimensional typology according to four 

attributes such as the scale of the community. the characteristics of the population. the 

kinds and mounts of services offered. and the sponsorship or auspices under which the 

community was built. As a result of considering the dilnensiolrs of the four attributes in 

relationship to their broad definition of retirement community. five types of retirement 

communities were proposed: retirement new towns. retirement villages. retirement 

subdivisions. reiirerneni residences, and continuing care retirement con~mhmities. 



Retirement conm~unities are not a recent phenomenon in the 'linited States. Dating 

back to the Ic120s. some projects were developed in Florida by fraternal lodges, labor 

unions, md religious youps with the intent of providing their retiring members with a 

supporti~e living environment %.ere the prototype of its kind (1 funt. et a\. 1983). ~"\mnp 

them were the Moosehaven community established in 1922 for retired members of thc 

1,oyal Order of hfoose and their wives: the hornc for carpenters in 1,aJkeland established 

in 1928 md sponsored by the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of An~erica; 

ancf the Christian Herald's Memorial Home Community at Penney Farm established in 

1927 (Burgess 1.961 ). 

The post-World War irI period and particularly the 1960s and 1970s represented 

an cra of the strongest growth of retirement communities (Golant 1992). In addition to 

some of ihe best-known developments in traditional Sunbelt and Western retirement 

states such as Florida Arizona. and California retirement comn~unities were also 

developed in Washington, Illinois. and New Jersey, often located within easy automobile 

access of' large metropolitan area or on relatively low cost acreage on the urban fringe or 

in ma1 areas ( Weintz 1 9761, 

Several underlying factors have caused the current proliferation of retirement 

communities. First, a number of studies unanimously reported -chat most residents 

preferred to live in an age-segregated environmellt where they had higher morale and that 

age-segregated communities provide more opportunity for social contact and the 

avoidmce of social isolation, serving as incitements for the development of retiren~erlt 

communities (FIoyt 1954: Bultena and Wood 1969; Burby and Ureiss 1976). Second, the 

phenomenon of "exnpty-nest," a reduction in family size due primarily to rhe departure of 



childrert and also to ihe loss of other household members, leads older adults to alter 

housing space or seek an environment that supplements broken hmily ties (1-Leintz 

1976). 

'lhird. the phenomenon of retirement. rnAing the working man suddenly a 

"senior citizen." signals a change in social status and a need to find ful-fillrnent in a new 

set of personal values and new kinds of activities. Furthcrmore. the very fact of 

retirement may create social md psychological pressure to relocate for  he reasons of 

lifestyle. amenities, and avoidance of living ix~ the presence of former duties, 

responsibilities. and active associates (Barker 1966). This argument is supported by 

dernograptlers pointing out that the migratory behavior of human beings is closely 

associated with developmental k5ks in their life course. ' f i e  retirement migration in the 

life-course patterning of migration schedule represents the third of a series af four cunres 

ranging from curve I - younger children, cuwe 11 - the young adult years md curve XI1 --- 

the retircrnent years, to crwe IV - the end of life (Rogers and Watkins 1987). 

Fourth, during the1 950s and 1950s, two competing theories, disengagement 

theory and activity theory, arose about adjusting to the loss of role and status in old age 

and both propounded the importance of age-segregated settings. Disengagement ihear?; 

(C:umming and Wemy 1961: IVilliams and Wirths 1965) holds that old age or retirement 

is a period when the rnutud withdrawal of society and older individuals from one another 

occurs as a consequence of natural and normal tendency reflecting a basic biological 

rhythm of life- To hold on to this notion, disengagement theorists felt it would be best to 

!lave older adults segregated so that their time and the declining energy codd be spent in 

roles that are unique to old age. Activit~ theory, on the contrary, argues that, 'rhe older 



adult who ages well is the person who stays active and manages to resist the shrinkage af 

his social world" (Havighurst, Neugartex~ et a!. 1968). Furthermore, instead of seeing age- 

segregated settings as a place where older adults would perform a set of discontinuous 

roles and activities, activity theorists assume that age-segregated sertings are the best 

place to assure a continuity of rotes a ~ d  activities for older adults. 

While providing older adults with a residential setting consistent with how they 

want to spend their leisure and recreational time and a more desirable neighborhood and 

rommtmity setting, retirement communities are still challenged by several such critical 

issues as age-integation versus age-segregation, public attitudes rowards the meaning 

and value in retirement, and a higher need for older adults themselves to achieke personal 

gowth and self-act ualization and fulfillment. 

The Issues And Problems Of Retirement And Retirement Communities 

Age segregation and Age Integration 

There persists in the gerontological and sociological literature a debare anlong 

geroi~tologists. social planners a ~ d  the general public concerning the controversial issue 

of the age-seyregarion versus age-integration of older people in American society. It is 

argued on the posithe side that age-segregated arrangements provide older adults with a 

nlilieu %,here shared values and life experiences and characteristics in common promote 

friendship (Lowenthal and Robinson 1976; Teaff. Lawion et al. '1978); where the age 

context contributes to higher morale and social. involvement and lower stress (Gubriurn 

1972); where a ready source of friendship and social roles which tie them into social 

groups and networks enhances the social integration (Rosow 1967; Osgood 1982); where 



the use of age appropriate norms of attitude and bchavior provides social supports 

(Messer 1967): and where similar life-styles make it possible to efiectively provide a 

variety of recreational. medical, and leisure sewices at lower cost (Gola~t 1992). 

Conversely, it is argued on the negative side that such age-segregated settings arc 

places where older people are regarded as a segregated group "to be removed from the 

presence of their families, their neighbors. and their friends, fiom their fm1i1ia.r 

neighborhoods, from their normal interests and responsibilities, to live in desolate 

idleness, relieved only by the presence of others in a similar plight" (Mumford 1956); 

where older persons are escaping to a hedonistic or fun-morality lifestyle (Jacobs ICl7S); 

and where the elderly are prevented from sharing wisdom and experiences with the 

young, leading to a restricted set of friendships and neighbors and a feeling of uselessness 

md rejection (Golant 1 985). 

Critics of age-segregated settings have advocated age integration on the grounds 

that it promotes social integration (Mumford 1956). This argument is based on a 

traditional and idealistic view that old and young should live in close proximity and share 

a common way of life. which consequently fosters socialization, maintains continuity, 

and prevents isolation and loneliness in the lives of older adults. (Mumford 1956), 

therefore. argued, '"t normalize old age, we must restore the old to the comunit;si" and 

"any large-scale organization of habitations for the aged should be avoided." 

In spite of negative attitudes toward age-segregated residential settings, a 

cumulative set of research findings established theoretical and empirical grounds fix 

believing that an age-homogeneous environment might ha\~e more positive t-hm negative 

outcomes for many older adults. Rosotv (1967) has developed this position most 



forcefully. IXc: has argued that there are four factors that are important in the mair.itenmce 

of social integration fbr the elderly in their neigltborhoods. 'These are: stability of the area. 

long-term residency. social homogeneity, and primary goups that remain intact. 

Howcver. due to the change andlor deterioration of the neighborhood, which would have 

enormous impact on the social homogeneity and primary groups. and their loss of social 

roles and group membership. the integration of older persons into the society as a whole 

is seriously weakened. Kosow (1967) proposes that the solution for rejntegrition of the 

nation's elderly lies in age-segregated communities. In his pioneering study of the effects 

of age-segregation on morale, Kosow investigated the life satisfaction of elderly residents 

of apartment buildings in Cleveland, Ohio. and tbund that older persons living in age- 

segregated environments had more fiendship interactions and higher levels of life 

satisfaction. 'The major social gains in age-homogeneous environments include making 

more friends, opportunities for new roles and mutual support. the generation of new 

activities. and more appropriate behavioral norms. Like Rosow, Carp (19hb) in her 

longitudinal study of the effects of age-segregated settings on its senior residents. found a 

positive association between moving into the age-homogeneous residential environment 

and morale. 'Those who moved into Victoria Plaza in Cleveland, Ohio were signif'icantly 

more satisfied with life in general than those who did not. In a follow-up study eight 

years Later. Carp ( 1975) hund that the residents were not o d y  lrlore satisfied with their 

housing but also happier. Messzr (1967) and Sherman (1975) also found positive 

associations between the nuinher of age-peer friends, number of neighbor-friends, 

frequency of contact, m d  age concentration. 'Teaff and his colleagues (1978) studied the 

relations between the age mix of the housing and the well-being of the residents in a 



national area prchibiiity sarnple of 1875 elderly residents in 153 public housing sites. 

Age segregation was shown to be positively associated with the amount of participation 

in on-site activities, morale, housing satisfaction. and neighborhood mobility. 

E3ultena and Wood (1969) sought to assess the role of planned retirement 

camnlunities in American life by comparing retired men who had migrated either to 

retirement communities or ordinary age integrated communities in ,bizona and indicated 

that morale and satisfaction were significantly higher for those in retirement conmwities 

than in regular communities. Furthermore. they attributed the higher levels 01 mora[e and 

satisfaction to two factors - personal attributes and stnlctural features. A great majority of 

those in retirement communities have higher educational attainment, higher occupational 

level, and good health. They are also more likely to be childless or have no children 

living in the vicinity. For the structural effects. "a physical concentration of age-peers of 

similar social background sen7es to expedite the formation of new friendship ties. md  the 

promulgation of a leisure orientation in these places is more compatible with the life- 

situation of residents than is an extension oi'the work ethic into the role definitions of the 

retiree." 

A major question would be how do older people themselves feel about the age- 

segregation or integration? Swartout (1965) studied IJeisure World as a sociocultural 

system and conducted thirty intensive interviews with residents and sWff In the context 

of a variety of other findings. including the age-segregated nature of activities in the 

community, she concluded that "the evidence appears to be overwhelming that this 

population views the age-segregation 01 the cc~mmunity as a positive value, ;md that such 

segregation occurred by choice before moving into the site, and is being hnher refined 



after the move. This attitude towards age groups is completely in accord with the 

cmphasis in American culture on peer groups from school-age on through the life history 

of an individual. The geographic isolation only makes visible some of the social 

boundaries already present.'" In the same vein. Lawton and Nahemow (1975) reported 

that a large proportion of oldex adults living in retirement communities approve of this 

age-segregated style of living and that many of those who were uncertain about this 

living only with age peers beibre their moving into such a conmunity considered this 

kind of environment attractive after a year of residence. 

Although a great mount of research seems to emphasize the social advantages 

and gains in well-being for the older adults associated with age segregation, it is clear that 

the aag-homogeneous communities are not an all-inclusive solution to the housing needs 

of the elderly. md definitely not a solution to the larger problem of "rebuilding human 

communities" (Mumford 1956). It is essential to note that the central focus of the issue of 

age-integration versus segregation should be directed to the notion of choices manifested 

in the form of autonomy and control - one of the significant indicators of quality of life 

in later years (Rowe and Kahn 1987). On the one hand, our society should provide varied 

choices from which older adults might have opportunities to pursue their favorite lifestyle. 

On the other hand, older adults should be able to make decisions of their ONTI regarding 

choices of living environment that are congruent with their motivations, needs and 

preferences. In this regard. both age integration and segregation have the potential to 

contribute to the quality of life of older adults through providing specific resources that 

can gratify a variety of social, psychological and physical needs of this one 

heterogeneous social class. 



It? the same win, Lawton (19801, in his study of planned housing, has suggested 

the need to expcsin~ent with cross-generalional living situations in diffkrenl contexts and 

has proposed that -'residential segregation within a more broadly age-integrated 

environment, such as a project located on a college cmpus" could be a solution to the 

age-segregation versus integration issue and could open up the way to social integration 

for dl ages, Therefore. looking at this issue from a broader point of view. it is essential to 

develop a new model for future retirement that could sen7e as a potential solution nor 

specific to integration nor to segregation. Rather. it is a new way of providing choices. 

opportunity stn.~ctures, and new and valued roles. 

Attitudes toward the Meaning and Value in Retirement 

Ilespite an erlornlous amount of research showing that retirement communities 

provide a kind of withdrawal from a wc-)rid that has conflict normative systems towards 

older people (Messer 1967) and offer great opportunities of new fiendships and social 

integration (Kosow 1 967; Bultena and Wood 1960; Hochschild 1973: Osgood 19821, the 

public rarely views this age-homogeneous environment as natural and t'unctional. This 

rejection is manifested to the utmost in the conunents made by Margaret Mead as "golden 

ghettos" and Maggie Kuhn as "playpens for the elderly." 

'I'here art. some underlying explanations for the negative attitudes toward 

retirement andlor retirement communities. First of all, retirement more often than not is 

viewed as a time to disengage from society and/or a time to engage in fivolorrs activiries, 

which leads to the general image that older adults are noncontributing members a 

burden on society. In Rosow9s (1967) view, the underlying problems of later life or 



retirement, Inore than health care or economic well-being. are intrinsically social. Rosow 

argued thai older people "share the central beliefs of society and do not change these 

because they age. Hence, their integration does not suffer from holding distinctive 

deviant values, But their loss of social roles and group memberships does undermine their 

social integration." In other words. although there is little loss of an oldcr person's value 

integration, their role ambiguiry, a basically empty role, resulting from the Ioss of social 

roles and group memberships, leads to isolation and alienation in retirement. 0 x 1  the cme 

hand. retirement communities do provide older adults with functions. social activities, 

friendships, and social integration within this retirement subculture, which is cut off from 

the main culture: on the other hand, an ape-segregated environment in no way changes 

the generally negative attitudes held by our society, partly because it still suggests the 

separation of the old with their inte~tsively leisure-oriented activities from the young, and 

partly because it is in no way an attempt to normalize old age and restore the old to the 

community. 

Another underlining explanation for the negative attitudes toward retirement 

andor retirement cornmullities is related to our traditional education-work-leisure 

dimension of the life cycle. 'The linear model for experiencing and representing education, 

work, md leisureirerirement in the life course draws rigid boundaries between the life 

stages of childhood a ~ d  youth. adulthood, and old age (Siegel 1993). Our social 

institutions and values assign high expectations and meaningful roles exclusively to the 

youth, representing learning roles, and adulthood, representing work roles. I-lowever, old 

age, representing an expansion of leisure time in the last stage of life, receives low 

expectations and no clearly defined roles and purposes from our society (Sheppard 1990). 



'I'his linear social structure that defines age-appropriate norms and roles poses serious 

problems for older adults whose lives and identities have been closely tied to work and 

cornmunit): roles that are diminished or unavailable during retirement. Therefore. this 

ncw emerging ieisure-oriented social class ~nanifested in the life of retirement and/or 

retirement cornrnunities receives low societal value. 

X'rends of the past several dccades suggest that the fmiIiar social st.ructures of 

education, work, and leisure/retirement need substantial revision t Siege3 I c)Y3 1. 

Neugarten (1975) has pointed out that oiu society is becoming an "age-irrelevant 

society," in which age is losing its power to determine when and how a person should 

[earn, work, and have Icisure. Furthermore. over the next several decades, these social 

stmctims will be virtually transfornled from age-differentiated to age-integrated types 

(Riley md Riley 1994). In Riley's view, for the past century. people's lives have 

undergone a drastic revolution. For people in this prolonged period in life after work, 

ironically, our social structures have not provided matched, meaningfu'ul. and 

institutionalized role opportunities. Riley (1994) argued. "There is a mismatch between 

the strengths and capacities ol'the increasing nurrlbers of older people, and the inadequate 

opp~rtunities in society to utilize. reward, and sustain these strengths." She attributed all 

these structures' failing to accommodate many of the changes in people's life 'eto the 

concept of "structlual lag." Furthermore, Riley ( 1  994) proposed one possible solution to 

this problem of "structural lag" and called it an "age-integration" model. In this age- 

integrated structure. the age barriers are remowd and role opportunities in all structures -- 

education. work. and leisure/retirement - are open to people of A1 ages. By that is meant 

a life-span distribution of education. work, and leisure involving an intermingling of 



activities rather than sequential boxes of life. Such age-integrated structures would have 

revolutionary consequences and, most importantly, would open to older people the full 

range of role choices. It also has the potential to solve the problem of "rebuilding the 

hurnan communities" by 'Yestoring older adults to a position of dignity and use, giving 

them opportunities to Corn new social ties m d  giving them functions and duties that draw 

on their precious life experience and put (them) to new use'' (Mumford 1956). 

Iience, in order to encourage older adults to develop valued and meaningful mles 

tlxough learning and work or meaningful work substitutes in retirement. it is essential 

that we develop a new model for retirement in which an environment with an enabiing 

culture that supports a more balanced learning, work and Leisure life style can be 

provided t ~ )  older adults. And this model would serve as the function of a bridge that will  

lead to the realization of an age-inlegrated society. 

Needs of Older Adults for f ersonal Growth and Self-Actualization 

The third age of life, according to Laslett's definition (Laslett 1996), is the age of 

selflactualization, challenge, and fulfillment. In other words, it is a period of continued 

personal growth and hecorning everything that one is capable of becoming. In hct, this 

view is supported by MasIow's hierarchy of needs" in vvhlch self-actualization is the 

highest level of personal development (Maslow 1954). Maslow's theory helps us to 

understand that human development is a process of self-actualization chat is continuous 

I '  In Maslow's theory, human beings strive to satis@ a hierarchy of needs. This hierarchy organizes human 
needs into five levels: ( I  ) Physicrlogicai needs, such as food. water. sheller, air. ( 2 )  Safety needs, such as 
physical safety, psychological stability. and economic security. (3) Social needs, such as Delongingness, 
Inve, spouse, friends, family, and conmmunity. (4) Esteem needs. such as self-esteem and respect of others. 



thrcmghout [il-k. IIt supports an optlnlistic view of developing full human potential. and 

f~~rther, pmlnotes a view of the third age, or retirement, as a time for continued growth 

toward self-actualization and a time to contribute to our society. 

I,aslett's characterization of the third age and Maslow's theory of fi~rnlan 

nlotitatioil are, in fact, coiisistent with the contemporary view of human development and 

aging. From the Life-span perspective on develop~nent and aging. Perlrnufter (Perlrnurter 

and Hall 1992) colscludcd -'human development is defined as any age-related change in 

body or behavior from conception to death. It can ixwolve improved functioning (gaixas), 

deterioration (losses), or simply a difference (neutral)." In other words, on the one hand, 

deveiiopnent could be negative (losses) in body and behavior from conception to rnarurity 

such as the fact that the brain cells which do not make connections with other cells die 

(Gi-~Bdman-Mic 1987); on the other hand, development could be positive (gains) at the 

later end oC the life span such as an increase in some aspect of intelligence (f-lorn 1982) 

and in wisdom. In the same vein, Perlmuner (Perlmutter 1988) has proposed an 

integrated three-tier model of intelligence. In this model. intelligence is composed of 

thee separate levels: processing, knowing, and thinking. The first tier, corresponding to 

basic cognitive processes, rnay decline toward the end of life, but the second tier, 

corresponding to world knowledge, and the chird tier. corresponding to strategies 

higher mental functions, may sti tl continue to grocv. 

'I'his new view of human development not only challenges the traditional 

assumptions, which assumed that aging or development after maturity is a process of age- 

( 5 )  Self-actualization. which refers to one's desire for self-fi~lfillment. a tendency ro become aaualized 
toward onces full potential. 



related losses in slructurcs. functions, and social roles, but also supports the challenging 

vision that the third age is a stage of life in which this growing group of increasingly 

healthy tvlJ better educated older adults with. a diversity of expertise. experience, and life 

skills has great potentia! for social contributions as well as their ONTI self-actualizaliun. 

It is essential that we should develop a new model for retirement that fosters older 

adults' personal growth and sclflactualization and provides opportunity structures that 

open wdys for them to engage in contributive activities. 

Two Major Social Trends: 
"Learning WhiIe Aging" And "Working While Aging?' 

Two major social trends today. learning while aging and working while aging, 

suggest that oilr traditional linear social structmes of education, work, and leistre are 

giving way to the age-integrated type of social structures, in which role opportunities in 

all structures - education, work, and leisure - are open to people of all ages. This also 

supports the view that older adults are not satisfied with a life primarily structured around 

leisure and they are exploring the ways in which significant roles can be ctzfined and 

appropriate ballmce can be struck between learning, work, and leisure. 

Learning while Aging 

Learning -\.;bile aging implies a lifelong process of development linked to both 

human potential a d  elderhood and, mosr importantly, manifested in the way of hlfjlling 

the educational needs of older adults. It also conveys a vision that older adults, through 

lifelong learning, empower themselves to reach a oonstnlctive \my of living in which 



continued persol~al growth. actively engaging in comrnunily services, mJ leadersl~ip are 

a way of life, 

American educaror Howard McClusky ( 1974), who ernphasi.;r.es the development 

of human potential a?; a lifklong process, has argued that educatior~ could he a m%jor force 

in empowering older adults. and moreover, only that kind of education which will satisfi 

the universal educational needs of older people, could, then, empower them. L,ike 

Maslow, he, therefore, fc9mulated a hierarchical needs system as a guide for the 

developnment of leaning while aging. which consists of coping, expressive, contributive, 

influence, and transcendence. 

First, the coping needs imply that through purposeful learning. older adults may 

cope with the reduction or Ioss of power je.g., income, status, social roles, and energy) 

and. therefore, could be re-empowered. Second, expressive needs are based on the 

premise that people have a need to engage in activities for the enjoyment of the 

expression of their natural capacities; through this pursuit, older adults could be 

empowered. Third, the contributive needs are based on the assumption that older adults 

have the need so give, most possibly in the f o m ~  of services by using their experiences, 

expertise, amd energies. which would in rum give them feelings of being useful and 

wanted. Lifelong learning, then, has great potential to empower older adults by giving 

rhem more opportunities and abilities to contribute to the comrnimity. I:ourth, the 

influence needs are most directly related to leadership. In McClusky's view. the r~eed for 

coping, expressing, and contributing focuses on how education could increase an older 

person's influence in the personal realm. But, he argued, education could, as well, 

empower older adults to make constmctivl: changes in society. 111 other words. older 



adults have a need to become agents of social change. 'The final need is fix transcendence, 

the highest level of need for learning while aging. In McCIusky's cfefinition, 

transcendence is characterized by seltlessness and generosity, which could be embedded 

in the fcx-rn of engaging in activities beyond one's personal interest. More specifically, 

older adults have a need to tra~scer~d the limitation of declining physical powers wxl of 

diminishing life expectancy. and to develop a broader value system in which the 

achieveinent of some importaxice beyond this life can be realized. 

By pursuing and fulfilling McClusky's hierarchy of educational needs, learning 

while aging becomes purposeful and meaningful for older adults themselves as well as 

our society. Oldex adults not only exercise influence in improving and overcoming their 

onm situation. but are empowered with opportunities and abilities to contribute ro the 

well-being oi' the larger society by actively engaging in community services and 

assuming new "intluence roles" in facilitating social change. Consequently older adults 

are an invaluable asset and the social and cultural costs of ignoring these resources, skills, 

and energies are enormous. 

Our conventional wisdom, unfortunately, holds rhat older people are inappropriate 

learners for education or training. lJntil recently. the research literature on changes in 

cognitive fbnctioning with age has generally held a negative belief rhat there are 

irreversible biological and psychological life span changes in learning ability. Recent 

studies, however. have challenged this assumption with more positive empirical findings 

hat. in general, indicate that there is lirtle decrement in intellectual performance over the 

lifc span in information-processing ability, such as verbal ability and inductive reasoning 

already achieved by early adulthood (Fry 1992). More recent results from the Berlin 



Aging Study (t3altes, Mayer et al. 1993) reveal that human capacity in Ialer life may 

differ not only Interiildividually (among in~iividuals). but also intraindividually (wjtl~in an 

individual), from domain to domain. 'T'his suggests that optimization of Late-life learning 

can only be achieved by considering individual diiyerences in older persons and by 

providing appropriate educational strategies consistent with their unique Icarning 

potential (Fry 1992). Another supportive argument is that there rear b o  components of 

intelligence: crystallized intelligence and fluid intelligence. Although fluid intelligence, 

the intelligence applied to ncw tasks or the ability to come up with nokel or creative 

solutions to unforeseen problems, appears to decline as one ages, crystallized intelligence, 

which reflects accrmulated knowledge, experiences, and socialization. tends to increase 

with age (E-lom 1982). Thus, declines in cognitive ability (fluid ability) iimong older 

pcople can often be compensated for by the expertise (crystallized ability) acquired with 

aging (Salthouse 1985). Some lifelong cognitive skills may continue to improve 

throu&out life, and some new cognitive abilities may emerge in later life, as long as 

adequate health is maintained (Perlmutter I q88). 

Beside the studies described above which dispel negative stereotypes. and uncover 

the learning ability among older learners. the evidence that increasing numbers of older 

people are successftrlly undertaking late-life education is significant. In the lJnited States, 

fi3r example, the percentage of older adults aged 55 md over participating in educational 

activities has increased at a dramatic mte from 5.8% of those ovcr 55 in 1981 (L1.S. 

Ilepartment of Education 138 1 ) to 15.4% in 1991 (U.S. Department of I+,ducation 1991 ), 

ailit 2 1.6'/0 in 199ut r .S .  Department of Education 1995). Thus, a consenatively 



estimated eleven million Americans agc 55 and over are going back to school as third age 

students through local senior centers, community colleges, and universities. 

In the llnited Kingdom. the Open University (OU) experience has provided 

signitkant evidence that more and more older people are pursuing continuing education, 

and their academic performance is satisfying. Johnson (Jolmson 1995) reported that 

negative stereotypes about older peop1e.s capacity to engage in third age learning have 

been dispelled by the performance of older students at the U.K. Open Ilniversity. The 

participation rate of older learners over age 50 in undergraduate level courses has risen rcj 

14%. and that of 60 and over has risen to 5 O / 0 .  Although their course choices. motivations, 

and methods of learning differ from younger students', their academic performance 

compares favorably. 

hloreover. research reveals that individuals with higher levels of education are more 

inclined to ellroll in educational programs when they retire (Peterson 1983: Cross 1984). 

With dramatically increased educational attainment anlong older people, therefore, we 

can anticipate a substantial participation by older adults in educational programs in the 

future. 

C~eneralIy speaking, such third age learning experiences can promote a sense of 

being useful, competent, and welt-informed; increase confidence: and lead to the 

discovery of a new sense of power or purpose in participants (Schuller and Bosrqn i 992). 

AIl the experiences help older people to take control of their own lives; in other words, 

they are empowered. 



Working while Aging 

Although alder Americans are now living longer in better health, public and 

prjvate sector retirement policies encourage early exit from the workforce. America1 

xvorkers, therefore, are retiring from hll-time involven~e~lt in the labor force at 

progressively earlier ages (Quinn and Burkhauser 1990). 'hese two paradoxical trends - 

working shorter (con~pression of work life) and living longer in better health (extended 

life expectancy and compression of morbidity) are producing an expanding "third age" 

of life (1,asleti 1996) after retirement and prior to the onset of serious health problems or 

afisability, which also is a stage for which our society provides few defined roles. 

An area of study termed "productive aging" which has received increased 

attention mong  older adults. organizations, md society at large, advocates involving 

older people in significant economic and social roles. Productive aging describes an array 

of activities through which older adults contribute to society. These activities are defined 

by Herzog et al. (I-Xenog, K a h  et al. 1989) as "any activities that produce goods or 

services, whether paid or not, including activities such as housework, childclue, volunteer 

work, and help to family or fiends." More recently, Bass, Caro and Chen (Bass, C m  et 

al. 1993) defined productive aging as "my activity by an older individual that produces 

goads or services, or develops the capacity to produce them, whether they are to be paid 

or not," In other wc?rds, this definition includes only such activities as paid or voluntary 

service or goods produced and education or training provided to enhance one's capacity 

to perform paid or volunteer work. 



The Changing Nature of Work 

CJntil rcccnt years. and before the post-industrial age. the design of work ~vm 

dominated by the principle of "scientific management" (Taylor 191 1 ). in which people 

were viewed as extensions of the machine. Based upon rhe "time and motion study," 

Taylor analyzed jobs by breaking them down into their constituent tasks to determine 

which were essential, and timing each movement. With superfluous motion eliminated, 

the worker, foilowing a machinelike routine, became much nlore productive. At that time, 

so-called "brawn industry" period, most jobs required a high degree of physical stamina 

or manual dexterity, and physical requirements. therefore, were a major reason for 

encouraging older workers to retire. However, over the past half century-. the llnited 

States has shifted from mmufacturii~g to an information society. Mind work or 

iu~ourledge work has replaced physical labor as the dominant employee activity. 

Additionally, strong continued growth in the service sector should be viewed as helping 

older workers because these illdustrjes are likely to value experience, knowledge, and 

judgment more than physics! ability. Therefore, this shift in the nature of work has a 

positive impact on providing suitable work for older adults seeking alternatives to 

retirement. Ciencrally speaking, the changing nature of work will create more flexible 

wurk apportu~~ities such as part-time \vork, temporary positions. telecommuting, and job 

sharing that malch the preferences of many older adults. 

The Phenomenon of De-retirement 

'The bclundary between work md  retirement has been blurring. Emergent trends 

tow/ard expanded work life or de-retirement such as partial and flexible retirement. post- 

retirement wurk, self-employment. and reemployment have provided significant evidence 



that more and more older adults are sceking a longer work lif'e. Ilntil recently, the work 

lifk. after decades of early exit from the \+orkforce and decreased Labor-force 

participation rates among older adults, has been compressed. From the late 1950s ro the 

mid-1980s. the participation rates of mcn aged 55  to 64 and 65 and older declined 

steadily when increases in real income and the structure of pension plans made retircment 

more attractive and possible (Barth and McNaught 1991). Since the mid-1980s, however, 

the labor-force participation rate ibr men aged 5.5 and over has leveled oR. and moreover, 

has stated to reverse. 

Ir-r recent years. a growing number of studies on work pattern in later years such as 

work after retirement. partial or flexible retirement. and bridge jobs (between the end oi'a 

career job and full cxit out of the labor fbrce) (Ruhxn 1990) have emerged. Doeringer, 

Ruhm. and Sum (Iloeringer, et al. 1988) in a Boston Lniversity study reported tha~ most 

retiring workers have a bridge period of employment before permanent retirement. One 

out of five retirees goes back to work within three years of retirement, typically in a 

difTerent occupation and: or indusiry and at a low rate of pay. About a fourth of these 

bridge jobs tun1 into a second careers that last a decade or more. Ruhm (Ruhrn 1990) 

argt1t.d that at least half of workers partially retire at some point in their lifetimes, and the 

average period between the onset of partial retirement and complete withdrawal ikom the 

labor force exceeds tive years. Myers (Myers 1991) using the data from the Retirement 

I iistory Study, examined the behavior of workers who have left full-time employment in 

their career work anJ. reported that, while the majority of the workers (73.8%) in his 

sample make the traditional retirement decision of complete withdrawal from the labor 

force, 26.2 percent of the sample work at some time after leaving hll-time employment 



at their career work. Results show that the most likely change to employment is to trike a 

new hll time job Q I 1.4%); second most likely is to be part-time at a new job ( 10.29'0); the 

least likely is to work. pan-time on the same career work (4.60/ioj. Elder and Pavalko 

( 1  993) found that most of the sample either retired gradually (46%) or exited in a single 

transition (3096). Only 16 percent of the men significantly reduced work time or left the 

vvorkforct. and returned. Also important is that upper-level managers and prokssiol~als 

have the grealest opportunity to pursue postretirement careers over an extended period. 

8-Ierz ( 1995 j identified a new trend - work after early retirement - by analyzing data &om 

men who were receiving a pension and participating in the workplace and reported that 

both full- and part-time work among retired men younger than 65 has increased markedly 

in recent years. 13articipatjon rates for those aged 53-61 were up from 3716 in 1984 to 

49% in 1993. Between the ages of 6 1 -64. rdtes had increased from 19% in 1984 to 24% 

in 1993. 

In fact, according to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics ( U S .  Bureau of 

Labor Statistics 1999, the participation rates for persons (men and women) aged 55 and 

over have been increasing f%om 29.496 in August 1991 to 32.2% in August 1999, and 

even those aged 65 and over have been raised from 1 1.3% in August 1991 to 12.6% in 

August 1999. 

The pattern of work afier career cessation suggests that traditional. retirement, a 

stage in which retirees completely disengage from work activities, has been compressed. 

'X'he work Life, as it were, has been expanded. More and more retirees continue working 

or return to work. either part-time (3r full-time after receiving their first pension payment. 

In other words. they are working retirees, and moreover. they are working while aging. 



Trends toward Volunteering among Oider Adults 

Volunteerir~g, another form of productive work is increasing anlong older adults. 

(bn the one hand, in the contexl of the considerable unrnet needs existing in our society. 

older people represent solutions rather than problems because of their tremendous 

number and availability; on the other hand, older persons are much more lihely than 

younger persons to agree strongly that retired people should contribute through 

coxnrnunity sewice and also that life is not worth Liking if you cannot contribute to the 

wcll-being oi'others (Ilerzog and I-Iouse 1991). Thus, in light of the need for expanded 

huxnan senrices without increasing costs, and the need for older people to have a 

meaningful and purposeful life. older persons are becoming more and more attractive as a 

volunteer resource, and at the same time they are participating in a sizeable number of 

volunteer a c t i ~  i ties. 

A number of recent studies reveal that there has been a substantial increase in the 

proportion of older adults who engage in formal organizational volunteering. in 1965, 

11% of people over the age of 65 had volunteered (L.J.S. Ilepartment of Labor 1965). Efy 

1990, t k  proportion had increased to 41% of people over age 65 (Marriott Senior 

Services and 1J.S. Administration on Aging 1991 ). Factors for this increased rate of 

volunteer work among older people arc, as suggested by Chambre (1993j, cultural 

changes in the meiming of old age resulting in positive shifts in the public atiiturde toward 

aging and the aged. changing demographic characteristics such as improved health and 

raised educational attainment, and social policies promoting volunteering by older people, 

increasing the value of volunteer work and expanding opportunities tbr older volunteers. 



Both older volunteers and society can benefit from volunteering. Older people 

validate the self-perception that "I am competent" and sustain their selgesteern (I-lerzog? 

et al. 1998) through helping others. feeling useful and productive. and fallfilling a moral 

responsibility. A recent study (Musick. et al. 1999) suggests that volunteering has a 

protective effect on mortality among those who volunteered for forty hours or Iess over 

the past year. In other words, those who voltmnteered for only less than an hour a week 

stayed alive longer than seniors who did not volunteer. 

'I'hese bvc9 major social trends, learning while aging and working while aging. 

appaently support the visionary mcjdel of age-integrated social structures proposed by 

Riley (%ley and Riley 1991). In this model a life-span distribution of zducation, work, 

and leisure involves an intermingling of activities rather than sequential boxes of life. 

Therefore, leanling while aging and working while aging would have enormous positive 

impact on older adults' life in the form of offering more signiiicant opportunities for 

devzloping new and more valued roles in retirement, and promoting the rebuilding a 

sc~cially -integrated hurnan community. 

The Rise Of Colllege/University Linked Retirement Communities 

The History of Goll[ege/tiniversi!y Linked Retirement Communities 

The advent of collegz/university linked retirement communities dates back to the 

early-1980s. when some pioneering colleges and universities began to develop this type 

of retirement community with the intention of creating a supportive intellectual and 

cultural environment to serve their retired faculty, staff and alumni as well as older adults 



from local comnnunities. Meadowood at Indiana University at Bloomington, Indiana, for 

cxample, was established in 198 1, origir~all y a foresighted concept proposed by President 

I-iermaxm Welts ilt~ his State of the Ijniversity address in 1962. Other early retirement 

conmnunities of this kind include Eienton at Elon, Elon College, North Carolina, the Pines 

c~f  Ilavison. Ilavison College, North Carolina, md Green Hills at iowa State University, 

,iames, Iowa (Gajilan 1998; Loose 1998). 

During the 1990s and the early 2000s. a number of campus-affiliated retirement 

ct~mn~unities were deveioped across the country as part of a larger trend toward 

redefining retirement, zmd partly because more and more colleges and universities were 

seeing older adults on cmpuses as invaluable resources who not only contribute to the 

diversity of cmpus lik hut also can support the college and university in its teaching, 

research. and public senrice. In some cases, with the vision that colleges and universities 

are magnets for older adults in that they offer varied access to a rich and wide range of 

activities and hcilities and a vibrant mix of age groups, some developers have established 

retirement communities with strong affiliations with. and close proximity to, the linked 

cmpuses. 'The non-profit Kcndd Corporation, for example. has developed retirement 

communities located near affiliated campuses such as Kendal at I-fmover, linked with 

Dartmouth College. New Hampshire, built in 1991; Kendal at Oherlin, linked with 

tlberiin C:ollege. Ohio, built in 1993: and Kendal at Ithaca, linked with Cornell 

University, New York, built in 1098. In other cases. the development of a 

coltegeiuniversity linked retirement community is initiated by a youp of' 

collegeluniversity-atZi1iated people. envisioning an active adult learning and living 

environment af'filiated with a great collegeiuniversity community, and in partnership with 



a private developer. One example of this kind is I!niversity Commons at the University 

of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, established in 2000. In 1986. a group of T.iniversity 

of Michigan faculty and staff members came together and conceived the idea of 

develc~ping an active adult residential community on campus in which residenis could 

continue their aftjliation with the University; enjoy rich and varied social. cultural and 

educational. activities; and pursuit intellectual growth. ?'his group of people, therefore, 

established the University Condominium Association, purchased land From the 

IJniversity c 4  Michigan. and in 1997 collaborated with Blue Hill Development. an Aim 

Arbor based developer, to make this idea become reality. Other examples of this kind 

include the Forest at Duke, affiliated with Doke University at D~lrham, North Carolina, 

established in 1993. and Academy Village, afiliated with the University of Arizona at 

Tucson, Arizona? established in 2002. 

In addition to providing senior residents with a rich context of social, cultural and 

educational activities, some colleges and universities were actively invoived in the 

col~aboration process (such as providing manpower. land, or financing) for the 

development of linked retirement colnxnunities through joint venturing with a private 

developer, bur do not own or operate such coxnmunities. The Colonnades at the 

'Ciniversity of Virginia at Charlottesville. Virginia, for example, was established in 1991 

on a 59-acre parcel of laild leased from the university's Real Estate Foundation. which is 

a cooperation between the Ihiversity of Virginia's Health Senlice Foundation, Real 

Estate Foundation. and Alumni Association and the Marriott Senior Living Services, a 

commercial developer of continuing-care facilities (Loose 1998; Bailly 1999). Its 

affiliation with the University of Virginia attracts many former faculty, st&Y. and alumni 



as well as some other like-minded older adults (Bailly 1999). Another example of joint 

venturing is Lcmgview. a ni~nprotit retirement community built in 1908 on land dortated 

by Ithaca C'oIiege. New York. The successfuul partnership between l.,ongvie.\.; a ~ d  Ithaca 

Chllege is embedded in a blended, intergenerational lifestyle, in which older adults have 

access to a variety of  social and cultural program. activities, and cantpus facilities aid 

have opportunities tc, interact with students and faculty. 

More and more colleges and universities have recently become interested in 

developing retirement comnlunities on clr near their campuses and have made ii 

commitment toward integrating them into the larger university envirox~ment. With a 

strong intention of creating an envircmmznt uhere older adults. younger students, faculty 

rand staff, and the col1ege:university at large could benefit i'rom shared resources and 

experiences, some colleges m3 universities have been actively involved with coryoratc 

partners to develop and operate retirement communities on or near their campuses. In this 

caqe. the college and university themselves literally are the developers. One good 

example of this kind is I loly Cross Village at South Bend, Indiana, esrahtished in 20011, 

when the Brothers of the f-Ioly Cross expanded their service ministries to include the 

development of an intergenerational village on the campus of Holy ('ross College, which 

neighbors the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. The Brothers of the 

Holy Cross, now not only own and operate this canipus community, but also actively 

involve some Brothers in living among other residents of the ~Jillage and rendering 

scrvice. Other examples of this kind include Lasell Village at Lasell College, Newron, 

Massachusetts, built in 2000. The Village at Penn State. State College. Pennsylvaiia, 

built in 2003, and Oak EJarnrnock at the Ilniversitj of Florida, Gainesville, built in 2003. 



A New iWodel for Future Retirement: 
Propositions for the Research 

The issues and problems that have been posed by retirement communities as well 

as society at large. and major social trends that have been discussed so far would serve as 

the impetus for the rise of college/university linked retirement communities. In other 

words, the development of such cornmunities could be viewed as a constructive response 

to the demands from older adults themselves as well as society at large. First of all. 

there has been a demand for an environment. on the one hand. where older adults could 

enjoy more social involvement, new friendships, higher morale, and supportive services. 

which would most likely happen in an age-segregated setting (h4esser 1967: Rosow 1967: 

Hulrena and Wood 1969: ffochschild 1973; Osgood 1982) and. on the other hand. where 

they could also have more cross-generational interactior~s bith younger generations, have 

more opportunity to give and contribute to the larger community, and have a broader 

sense of social integration. which would most likely happen in age-integrated 

ilrrangements (Muinford 1956). Second. there has been a demand for an enviro~ment 

where older adults could explore a full range of education. work and leisurc opportunities. 

derive meaningful social roles from age-integrated social structures. and avoid a lifestyle 

primarily structured around leisure (Riley and Riley 1994). Third, there has also been a 

demand f0r an environment where older adults are encouraged and supported to pursue 

self-actualization. and where they are empowered by learning andor working activities to 

contribute to both younger and their own generations (McClusky 1974 I. Finally, thc two 

ma.jor social trends, learning while aging and working while aging, have been preparing 

our society h r  an age-integrated society. But before an integrated human community is 



achieved, a new n~odel for rclirernent, which could fulfill the cternands &om older adults 

ilnd the society at large, is needed. 

'The affiliation rind integration between a college or university and retirement 

cornl-nunity. aherefore, hds the greatest potential to serve as this new model. 'The 

university linked retirement conmlunity provides a rich and varied contest emphasizing 

learning activities, supporting work or meaningfill work substitutes, facilitating leisure 

acrivities, m.d encouraging intergenerational interactions. Senior residents would el1,joy a 

supportive social, cultural and intellectual ambiance; expiore new and valued roles, and 

discover n e ~ ~  approaches io a more meaningful l i k .  Based on the ways in which senior 

residents interact within the milieu prclvided by the colleges and universities, new models 

for future retirement therefore have great potential 10 ernerge in the form of a 

n~ultifaceted lifestyle (the behavioral patterns) where learning never stops; where one is 

never iotatly disengaged from iwrk or meaninghi work substitutes; where cross 

generational interactions take place naturally; and where personal growth is a way of life. 

'The major propositions for this research, therefore, are thal a college/university 

linked retirement comnlunity provides older adults with an environment where: 

1. '"earning while aging" is expected and valued; 

3,. "wcxking while aging" is encouraged and facilitated: 

3. "intergenerational interactions" arc: naturally stimulated and appreciated: and 

4. "personal growth" is a major goal. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

'[he purpose of this research is to explore and analyze the phenomenon of 

coliege/university linked retirement conmlunities. A qualitative case study approach has 

beer1 chosen to study this phenomenon within its natural occiuring environment and draw 

a comparison between two types of cotnmunities in terms of the chardcteristics and 

n~otivations of older ac3ults; the attributes of ihe environment such as social, cultural and 

educational activities, support services, physical settings, enabling technologies. and 

general ambiance; and the role of colleges and universities in terms of commitment, 

involvement as well as policies anci programs. 

A concepal frameurork of cotlege!imiversity linked retirement conltnuniries 

developing new models for future retirement will also be developed through the process 

01 data analysis. This conceptual framework will serve as an explanation for the 

relationship among senior residents, the envixonmenl and the role of colleges and 

universities and its significance for the creation of new models for futurc retirement. 

Research Ilesign Overview 

The research design has two-phases. Phase One involves a nationwide ernail 

survey to compile a directory containing information describing the number. type. 



programming and location of every zxistirlg collegehmiversity linked retirement 

commtmity in the country as \veil as those in discussion or planning phases t~lld even 

those who have no current plans for Jevcloping such communities. From this director), 

two types of communities, then. have been chosen as research sites. 

Phase Two involves a multiple-measures approach with face-to-face in-depth 

interviews. on-site observations, and review and arlalysis of relevant documents. 'Those 

interviewed include residents, university ot3cials. and others who are part of the tlnancial. 

operations and management structure of the retirement community. The intewieu7s focus 

on the &>i,[lcwing .researc,h questions: 1) What are the underlying factors influencing older 

adults who move to college'university linked retirement communities and what are their 

profiles? 2) What are the attributes of such retirement communities in terms c~f social, 

cultural and educational activities. support services, physical settings, enabling 

techoiogies, and general ambiance that motivates. encourages and suppons personal 

gro\.;tk as well as social integration? 3) What are the commitments and attitudes of 

colleges and universities toward developing retirement communities on i9r near their 

campuses and in what ways can they serve in a leadership role by laying a foundation fir 

altitudinal changes and the creation of new models for future retirement? 4) What are the 

implications of ?his type of retirement community ft~r providing new opportunity 

structures for retired citizens? 

In an attempt to effectively answer Lhese questions, a ft3ur-domain-fian1e\vork was 

developed and used as a guide for units uC analysis, data collection. data analysis. and 

linking data to research questions (Figure 3-1). The four domains include: 



Figure 3-1 : Four-Domain-Framework / Data Collection and Data Analysis 
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colleges and universities are involved in the aff'iliation with retirement communities. E3y 

their definition. college/hmiversity linked retirement communities could be generally 

divided into three categories: 

I. Collegesluniversi ties are closely af'tiliated with one or more retirement 

communities in t e n s  of providing senior residents with programs. classes, and 

access to their facilities and events such as libraries, computer la.bs, gyms, and 

cultiral and athletic events, but do not provide manpower and support, Land, or 

financing for the development of such communities on or near their 'ampuses, 

and do not CIW'II or operate such communities; 

11. More than providing seniors with programs, classes and access to their facilities 

and events, col1eges:'universjties have made a commitment to provide manpower 

and support, land, or financing for the development of retirement communities on 

or near their campuses through joint venturing with a private developer, but do 

not own aid operate such communities; 

III. More thm providing senior residents with programs, classes and access to their 

facilities and events, cullegesiuniversities also provide manpower md support, 

land, or financing for the development of retirement communities on or near their 

campuses and also ON- and operate such retirement communities. 



Email Survey 

Of 435 enmil surveys sent to selected" colleges and universities, 155 replied li,r 

a response rate of 33.75%. The results generated fnnn the Phase One survey shotv that 

there are currently forty colleges and universities identiiied as having an at'filiated 

retirement commimity on or near their campuses (Pastalan and Tsao 2004 j. 

The results indicated tha~ there arc currently an estimated twenty-cight retirement 

communities in the first category; five colleges mJ universities in the second category: 

dncl seven colleges and universities in the third category. In addition, fifty-eight colleges 

and uni~ersities have nothing to do with a n y  retirement community on or near tlneir 

campuses; eleven are planning to dckelop this hind of collegeluniversity linked 

retirement colmunity on or near their campuses within five years; thirty-seven are in the 

stage of examining the femjbility of developing collcge/'imiversity l i~ked retirement 

conrmu~rities; and nine are strongly interested in this innovative conccpt but either 

currently do not have any planning about this matter jet or need more inforination h r n  

researchers (see 'Table 3- 1, 3-2,3--1 and 3-4). 

In an attempt to have broader and deeper understanding of the different types of 

such retirement communities and to have maximum variations and different situations in 

which the cases could be understood (Eisenhardt 1989). two different types c ~ f  

com~unities from the continuum of integration with colleges and universities are 

selected, University Commons at the University (of Michigan. Ann Arb6.w. Michigan 

12 The criteria of the selection include: I ) college must he established on or before 1960; 2 ,  number of' 
srudeors !nust be at least 1.500; 3) number of faculty must number at leasr 100; 4) land availability must be 
at leasr 70 acres. 



representing the second category and I-loly CIross Village at Notre Dame, South Bend, 

Indiana, representing the third category. 

University Commons 

Lrniversity C'omrnons, an active adult learning and living community at the 

University tyof Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan, is one of five campus retirement 

communities identitjed in a national survey conducted by the University of Michigan's 

National Center on Housing and Living Arrangements for Older Americans in 2001 as 

belonging to the second category of college/miversity linked retirement community. 'I'his 

active adutl community features 92 attached condonliniurn homes centered around 

I-loughton Hall, a 17,000 sE educational commons building. The recently completed 

pro-ject has been developed in a collaborative effort including the University of Michigan: 

a non-profit University Condominium Association; and Blue Hill Development of Ann 

Arbor, Michigan. 

In addition to their individual connections with the university. the resident goup 

plans a rich and active program of courses, lectures. seminars, recitals. concerts, and 

other individual and group educational activities. Moreover. residents as well have many 

opportunities to interact with students, to tutor. to attend classes, to help young people. 

and to teach or lecture in some classes utilizing their own life experience as background. 

Holy Cross Village 

I-Xolly Cross Village, an intergenerational community at Holy Cross C:'ollege in 

South Bend. Indiana. is one of eight campus cornmimities identified in a national survey 



(Pastalan and 'Tsao 2001) as the third type of col[ege!university linked retirement. 

community. It was developed by the Brothers of the Congregation of the 1-Xoly Cross who 

own and operate Holy Cross College. in addition to the 32-unit assisted-living and 6Q-bed 

skilled nursing care facilities that are situated or1 the northwest edge of campus. this 

campus village features, in the first phase, a 26-unit independent apartment building, 

serving primarily as housing fbr brothers as tvell as about 20 units of individual, duplex, 

md f o q l e x  villas surrounding a man-made pond. A second phase construction will 

include a clubhouse and three apartment complexes, which will house up to 300 people. 

Et7entual.lly, It-Iuly Cross Village will h.ave the capacity ro accommodate about 480 

residents. 

With its unique location neighboring the llniversity of Notre I )me ancf Saint 

Mary's College, Holy Cross Village provides residents with a great variety of social, 

cultural. md educatio~~al campus living. Holy Cross College also serves a. majar rote in 

encouraging residents to participate in activities on thee campuses such as tutoring, guest 

lecturing, volunteering, lifelong learning, work or meaningful work substitutes, religious 

services, and anending cultural and sporting events. Moreover, the Brothers of the Holy 

Cross live among the residents and render them service. 
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Table 3-3 The Collcge/LTniversity Linked Retirement Community Email Survey / Category II 
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Data Cuiiection And Analysis 

Data collection in this research employs multiple procedures ixlcludirag literature 

review, in-depth interviews. on-site observations. participant observ~tions, and archival. 

research. Foilowing the guidance of the four-domain-framework (Figwe 3-11, data were 

coilected through the spring and summer of 2002 in two settings, University Conmons at 

the T.!niversity of Michigan and f-loly C.'rc>ss Village at Nstre Dame. A total number of 71 

residents and 2 university officials, 2 cornmunityiprogram directors, and 2 developers 

from both settings were interviewed. 

Face-to-Face In-depth lntcrview Strategy 

?he face-to-face interview was carried out very successfully due to supportive 

arrangements fro111 the community director at University Commons and the proOject 

consultant at I-IoJy Cross Village who distributed invitation letters to every resident and 

scheduled appointment. Interviews, except for university officials, community directors 

and developers, usually were conducted in respondents' homes. and only in a few cases 

were conducted in other piaces such as the lobby area of Houghton I-lall at 'CJniversity 

Commons or the commtmity office at Holy Cross Village. 'The duration of inten7iett.s was 

about 45 to SO minutes. With the permission of the respondents, the entire process of 

interviews was recorded by a digital recorder for the purpose of ensuring the correctness. 

The interview strategy utilized within this research was based on the theoretical 

perspective of combining quantitative and qualitative approaches so that the quantifiable 

data collected from closed-ended questions would be placed in the broader context of the 

environment represented by contextual data from open-ended responses and observations. 



Interview questions in the questio~zllaire (Appendix A) are priinarily closed-ended 

questions intended to derive the characteristics of senior resideilts in terms of age. marital 

status. income, health status. educational attainment, work status, and the use of 

information 1-echnoliogies as well as other important profiles. 'Two significant open-ended 

questions were asked by the researcher in order to better understand the mtstivatioas of 

senior residents returning to campuses and their transactions with the enviroim~ent 

created by the linked community and colleges and universities in tenns of their daily 

activities. One of the open-ended questions is, "&%at were the major reasons that 

convinced you to nlove to this university-linked retirement conmunity?", and the other 

one is, "Since you moved to this university-linked reiiremeni community. have you 

attended my social, cultural or recreational events provided by the university?" 

Post-interview interactions between the researcher and respondents are still 

ongoing, and are primarily for the purpose of updating and/or correcting data that should 

further validate the research. 

Four-Domain-Framework 

Figure 3-1 illustrates a four-domain-framework for guiding data collection and 

data analysis as well as linking data analysis to the research questions. For t k  first 

domain, the social context, the primary data coliection method employed is a literature 

review. 'I'he focus of this review and analysis is on the nature and history of retirement 

communities. issues and problems that have been posed both by retirement communities. 

by major social trends. and by the rise of collegeiuniversity linked retirement 

communities. l'llis literature review and analysis not only provides a better understanding 



of the underlying factors that have enomlous impact on the emergence of 

collegeiuniversity linked retirement communities but also resillts in the deveioprnent of 

major propositions crucial for this research. 

For the second dot~lajn, the characteristics of older adults. the primary data 

collecticm method is a fke-to-face in-depth interview with senior residents. The focus of' 

data analysis is on the underlying moiivations, needs, md preferences that influence older 

adults to move to collegeluniversity linked retirement communities as welt as on their 

profiles such as age. marital status, income, health status. educational attainnlent, work 

status an$. the use of enabling technologies. 1'11e outcomes of this dava analysis sene to 

answer the question. "What are the underlying fiactors influencing older adults ~7ho move 

ro collegehmiversity linked retirement communities? What are heir profiles in terms of 

age, marital status. income, health staxus. educational attainment. work status. m.d the use 

of enabling technologies?" 

For ihe third domain. the attributes of the environment, the primary data 

collection methods incorporated are a face-to-face in-depth interview with senior 

residents, on-site obsen~ations, and participant observations. The data are collected 

through the subjective views of residents who participate in transactions with their 

environment. 'The focus of data analysis is on the environmental resource, including 

persons, eveilts!'activities, and physical settings as well as the inter-relationships that 

older adults are aware of and with which they transact; the outcome of their 

environn~ental trai~sa~tions in terms of performed behaviors and attached meanings: and 

the behavioral pattern categorized from clusters or groupings of sin~ilar transacting 

behaviors and attached meanings (See Figure 3-2). ?'he outcome of this analysis 



contributes to answering the question, "What are the attributes of the environment that 

~ollege!~university linked retirement coinmuilities may create in tenns of social. cultural 

and educational activities. support services. enabling technologies, physical settings, and 

general ambiance that motivates. encourages and supports personal growth as well as 

social ir~tegration'?" 

The Characteristics OF 
Senior Residents 

Profiles & Motivations 

Maior Behavioral Patterns 
Transacting Behaviors 
& Atlached M a s i n e  

Social, culturnl and cclucatioiral activities 
* Suppurr vervicrs 

Enabling T'echnnlqics 
* Physicat Settings - Cenerul Ambiance 

' :tlotlvutrr,g .%r!ior Zes!detlts lo Pcgor.tn 

Trc$r~sacting ! 3 e h l o r . ~  .qcccrding to Tbzir 

yg and J&XQL(%- Transairiq 

The Role of Colleges & 

The Older Person 

The Outcome of the 
Transaction Between the 
Senior Residents and the 
Environmental Resources 

The Retirement Con~munity 
& Campus Environment 

Figure 3-2: The Conceptual Model of Older Person- Environment Transactions 

For the f0urlh domain, the role of colleges and universities, the primary data 

collection method used is a face-to-face in-depth interview with university officials, 



bet~elopers and community directors conduc~ed in their offices. T11e inter vie ti^ quesiions 

axe open-ended and arranged as follows: 

I .  What would you say were the major reasons that influenced your university to 

develop a university linked retirement cornmunity on the cmpus?  

2. Eiow was the university linked retirement com.n~unity financed'? Investors. 

university resources (e.g., land, etc.), or privately financed. (e.g., mortgage, 

internal funding, etc.:] 

3. Specjtkally. what prcjgrammatic resources are devoted to create a culture wl~ere 

personal growth is a way of life? 

4, Ilid your university encounter any financial or programmatic difficulties and 

problems in the process of developing such university linked retirement 

community? 

5. R a c d  on experience, what are your suggestions for what to do and what to avoid 

for the development of a university linked retirement cornrnur~ry located on or 

near campuses? 

6. What do you foresee for the future regarding university linked retirement 

communities? (Give hvo or tlxee examples) 

-I'l~e data analysis is concerned with the role of colleges and universities in the 

process of developing retirement communities on or near their campuses in terms of 

attitudes and commitment, the extent of invol\lement as well as policies and programs 

leading to an enabling culture. The outcome of the data analysis for this domain 

addresses  he question. "%%at are the commitnlents and attitudes of colleges and 



unirrcrsitizs toward developing retirement communities on ox near their can~puses and 

ways that colleges and universities car1 serve in a leadership role by laying a Ibundation 

for atti~udinal ctlanges 5m3. the creation of new models for future retirement'!" 



IZESEAKCH FINDINGS 

The Characteristics Of Older Adults 

A Profile of the Residents I University Commons 

'The residents of University Commons are distinguished by tl~eir high educational 

attainment, good health sta~us. and high level of income as well as strong aEliations with 

the I.!niversity of Michigan. Many respondents are married. active in social, cultural and 

educational activities, have very good knowledge of using information technologies, and 

are still engaged in working activities (volunteering or paid work) at present rime. 

Furthermore. the vast majority of residents have extremely high overall satisfaction in 

terms of filltilling their expectations. 

The detailed findings in regard to the profiles of residents are as follows: 

Gender 

he proponions of men (46.3%) and women (53.7"'~~) horn age 55 to 80 ai~d over 

are relatively equal; however, in thc age group of 75 to 79, women outnumber men. (See 

'Table 4- I ) 



hi? 

I TOTAL 117.1%(7) : 7.3%(3) : 12.2%(5) 17.1%(?) :26.8%(11) : 19.5%(8) 1100%(41) 1 

Table 4-1 : Gender and Age of Respondents i UC 

f&g 

According to Table 3-1, the age distribution of the residents of [Jniversity 

Commons, generally speaking, is somewlmt balanced in that it ranges from the relatively 

young age group 155-59) io the relatively old (80+). It is important to note that 

approximately one-quarter of the respondents are between the ages of 75 and 79 (26.8%). 

which represents the largest age group. 'The embedded reason for this could be tha  it was 

many in this age group who initiated this development in 1986 when they were in their 

late 50s and early 60s. 

Also important is that University Commons attracts approximately t 7% of the 

residents in the relatively young age group of 55 to 59. Most of the respondertts in this 

age group have not retired yet; however, thcir reason for the move is the desire to 

continue their strong affiliations with the university after retirement md prepare their 

retirement Living in advance. 

About one-fifth of the respondents are 80 and older (1 9.5%), while 17.1% are 

between the ages of 70 and ?4, Another 12.2% are between the ages of 65 and 69. Just 

7.3% of respondents are between the ages of 60 to 64. which represents the smallest age 

group. 



Marital Status 

'The majority of respondents are married (75.6%). while 19.5% are widowed and 

3.9% are divorced. (See -['able-4-2) 

Table 4-2: Marital Status of Respondents t UC 

Educational Attainment 

'The profjle of' educational attainment is astonishing. Eight out of ten respondents 

report obtaining a postgraduate degree (80.596). while 13.6% have received an 

undergraduate degree. Another 4.9'/0 report having some college or a 2-year degree. 

This pltxnornenol~ could be attributed to the fact that Ilniversity C o m ~ o n s  has 

been designec3 for U-M alumni. faculty, and staft*(and their sunriving spouses), and many 

of the rcspondents are faculty rr~embers n'no most likely have f 1rD or Master's degrees. 

Another possible reason is that persons having higher educational attainment are 

more likely to participate in learning activities when they retire (Peterson 1983: Cross 

1984), which is one of major resources college!universit?: linked retirement conlmunities 

provide. (See 'Table 4-3) 



'fable 4-3: Educational Attainment / UC 

Health Status 

'fie residents. generally speaking, have a profile of very good health. Nine out of 

term respondents report their own health as either good or extremely good (90.?%), while 

7.3% describe themselves as neither good nor bad and 2.4% are poor. (See 'i'ahle 4-3) 

'fable 4-4: Health Status / UC 

Work Status 

Many of the residents are still teaching or working in their fields or engaging in 

meaningful work substitutes. 'I'he majority of respondents indicate thai lhey are "retired 

but still an active volunteer" (56.1%). and many of whom are engaging in a great variety 

of community services such as committee members at University Commons; board 

members at Gray Panthers. the Hemlock Society End-of Life Care, Michigan League, 

University of Michigan Alumni Association. and other organizations; and acting as 



volunteers in the botanical garden, 'I.iniversity o f  Michigan Musical Society. AA'IJW 

(American Association of IJriiversity Women), International Neighbors, and local 

churches. Others are still lecturing and working with students or doing consulting work 

fbr clients. 

In  addition, one fifth of the respondents describe themselves as "a working 

re~iree" (retired hut still self-employed or employed) (19.5%). Most of them sti[l work at 

the same occupations they did before retirement such as physician scientists. physicians, 

engineers. nurses or psychotherapists. Others are publishing papers, doing grant research. 

n ~ t i n g  a chapter in a bonk or doing consulting work for a federal judge. 

.Approximately one out of ten (9.8%) indicate that they are still "employed or self- 

employed" at the present time. limong them are psychoanalysts, physicians, anaf 

contractors. About 12.2% report that they are "retired" without any paid work or 

volunteer activities. (See 'Table 4-5) 

Table 4-5: Work Status I UC 

Household Income 

'T'he profile of hc>usehold income is impressive. Four out of Len respondents report 

that they have a ho~lsehold income of $1 50,000 and more (43.9%). About a tifth report a 



tjgure between $125,000 to $149,999 (1 9.5%). Approximately ten percent of  he 

respondents indicate that they have a household income of between $I!>O,OOt'> and 

$124.999. Slightly more report household incomes between $75,000 and $99,999 

(12.2%), A small percentage report that they have a household income of between 

$5d),000 and $74,999 (2.4%) or beiween $35.000 and $49,999 (4.9%'). Nearly 5% have 

annual household incomes of $35.000 or less. (See Table 3-6) 

Table 4-6: Household Income / UC 

Geogra~hic Origins of the Residents 

University Commons draws large numbers of its residents from the An11 ,Arbor 

area (85?4). E:urtherinore, many of them have been living in the area for more tl~an thirty 

years. Many of [he respondents have a life history of attachments with Ann ,.arbor and. in 

parlicillar, ivitfi the llniversity of Michigan. h4oreover. they prefer conaiming their 

relationsl~ip with the university and , h n  Arbor tlxough n70rking or volunteering. Such a 

move, therefore, allows them to continue to work or volunteer and enjoy familiar 

co~nmunity activities while freeing them from home maintenance responsibilities. 



Associations with the University 

All of the respondents have affiliations with the 1;niversity of Michigan. More 

ihan half of the respondents are "alumni" (5 1.2%). About 44% report that they are 

"faculty". An equal percentage is "stail'" (19.5%) or "spc)use of alumni, faculty. or staff' 

( 19.5%). (See Table 4-7) 

Table $7: Associations with the University / UC 

('1%~ number ofresponses is greater than the number of observations, due to multipie responses.) 

Taking Advan here uf Resources on Campus 

'l'he vast majority of respondents lake a course for personal enrichment (78%). 

That usually includes computer courses, history (art history. the history of western music 

and the hislory of Japan), English, French, chamber music, political science, music, 

writing, or issues about the American Indian. Approximately one quarter use the campus 

lil3r;lries (24.404!/0), while 12.2% use the computer lab. A small percentage reports "using 

the campus recreational center" (7.3U4). (See Table 4-81 



Use !he campus recreational center 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Table 4-8: Taking Advantage of Resources on the Campus : L!C: 

(The number uT respcrnses is seater than the nun1ht.r ofobsenratiuos, due to multiple responses) 

Activities on t'arn~us 

Many respondents report attending a "guest lecture" on carnpus (34.I0/o'/0) in 

areas such as nutrition, psychology, diabetes, modern Chinese culture and literature. 

Brc)adway musicals, political science and cultural issues, DNA genealogy study. anit 

subjects connected with university administration. 

I'here are 26.8?6 "volwnteerlng" on campus in medical research. social work in a 

clinic, acting as docents at Mathaei Botanical Garden, volunteering at the cancer center, 

md cansultix~g for patients in their tlospice stage. 

Another 1'7.1% pursue "part time or full time work" on campus as psychiatrists in 

the medical school, work at the Center fur Russian and Eastern European Snldies, as 

physicians, nurses, acting as the interim chair of the C'otlege of LS& A, and as ifme 

associate director of the Institute for Social Research. However. 3 i -7% report thax they do 

not pursue any activities on cmpus. 



Table 4-9: Activities on the Campus 

(The t~urnber of responses is greater than the nurnkr of observations, due to multiple responses) 

13face of Using Computer 

The outcomes of this particlllar protile indicate that many oi' Ihe residents Rave 

very good knowledge of how to use information technologies for the purpose of work or 

personal use. The great majority of respondents use a computer either at home or both ar 

home and at their office (83%), while 14.696 cio not use a computer. Few repcm using a 

computer somewhere else (2.396 1. (See Table 4- 10) 

Tuble 4-10: Places of Using Computer ! UC 

Reasons for lrsing a Computer 

The most quoted reasons for using a computer are "Connect to Internet'- (82.99'0'1 

and "Ernail and C~ommunications" (82.9%). The second most cited reason is "Word 

Processing"' (75.6%): the third is "Work at Home'' (46.3%). Other reasons are 



' ~ H o o k k e e p i n ~ ~ ~ i n a n c e S ? ~ ~ t l : s ~ l - ] ~ u s  Record" (39%). ''<;ames" (26.8041)- 

'.Databases'' ( 1  9.5'Yi). ( See Table 1- I I ) 

r-- 1 N o  ans. Percent. i 1 Reasanslccpmputer I 
3 L 

Connect to Internet I _ - - - - - _  - - - -  - - - - _ - -  
E-mail and cornmi$nicatcons 

.. .. - . . . . . . .. .. .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - -. - 
Word processing 

Work at home 

Bcokkeeping/finances/taxesIh~usehoId record 
. . . . .. . . . . - - . . - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - . . - .. - . . 

Games - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .* .. - - .. - - - - - - - - - - 
Databases 

_ _ - - _ - . . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ . I I I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - -  
Non -rssponse '4.6% 

Desktop publishing:News letters 

Graphics and design 3 1 7.3% 

TOTAL OBS. 1 4 l  ] 
L 

Table 4-1 1: Reasons for Using Computer / UC 

(The number of responses is greater than the number of obsen~ations, due to rnultiple responsesj 

Internet Activities 

'The nlost q~roted Internet activity is "Read and Send e-mail" (85.4'%/;,). 'The second 

is "1,ook for Travel l[nfoxmatiun" (58.596) and the third most cited Internet activities are 

"News'We&her/Sparts" (36.39'n) and ^'Shopping" (46.3%). Other activities are 

"Research" ("i.Sa?'), "Seek Health. InfrPrmation" (41.596), m d  '-Look for Financial 

Bnformation" ( 36.6?6). (See Table 4- 12) 



Table 4-12: Internet Activities / UC 

('['he number of responses is greater than the nurnber of observaticrns, due to muitiple responses) 

No ans. Percent. 
Internet activities 

Read and sene e-mail 
& . - - - ......... - ....................................... 

Look for travel information 
*. - ......... - ..... - - - - - - - - . - - .... - ........-.-.-........ 

News/weather:sports 
* ............................... - - .... - - - . - ..... - - - ......... 

Shopp~ng 
........ - ...... - . - - ................... - .. - .. - . - ..... 

Research - - - - -  
Seek health information ...................... 

Look for financial information 

Look for recreationalier?tertainment information 
.- .- .- .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - .- - 

Browse for fun 
............................. - .... - .... - .... - .. - .. 

Non -response - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - . . - . . -. - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - 
Bank on-line 

............................. - . - - ....... - - - - .... - .. - ... 
Participate in an e-community . - . - ............. - - .. - - ................. - ...... - ... 

P!ay games - - -  .............. .....-.. 
Buy or sell stock 5 - .... - - ............... - - - . - - ...... - ............ - . - - ...... 

Newsgroup 3 
i - - . - - - - .. - - ...... - - - - - - .. - - - - . . . . . . .  - - .. - - ..... 
i Seek religious information 3 

Experience of Using Enternet 

Apprc'xirnately half of the respondents report that they have becn using the 

Internet for over 5 years (48.80/'0), while 36.8% have heen using the Internee for 2 to 5 

years. A small percentage indicate that they have been using  he Lnterna for 6 to 1 4 

months (3.3?/01 or less than 6 months (7.396). (See Table 3-13) 

Chat roomsldrscussians i ........................................ - 
I Distance learningltaking courses 

1 .....-..-. 
1 

2.4% ...........--.. 
2.4% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
2.4% 

.............. 
2.4% 

2.4% .................. 
O.Q?6 

i Partici~ate in an on-line auction I 1 
............................. - - - - - - - .... - . I---- Look for job information 

Other - - . - - .......................... - . - - .. .... - .... - 
Look for companionship and/or support~ve relationships 

- - ..... - 
1 

1 

0 

TOTAL OBS. 41 j 



Table 4-13: Experience of  Using Internet / UC 

f ndepeadence and f nternet 

Nearly two-third (63.5%) of the respondents either agee or strongly agree that the 

Irldernet can maintain their independence. while 17. 1°/0 report "I>nn't Know". and a small 

percentage says that they disagree with this statement (4.9?4). (See Table 4-1 4) 

No ans. Percent. 
Independence 

i 

Disagree 1 i - - - - - - -  
Strangly disagree 1 G 0.0% 

TOTAL QBS. 41 100% 

Tahle 4-14; Independence and Internet / UC 

Social he long in^ and Internet 

Four out of five either agree or strongly agee that "the Internet provides 

opportunities fix staying in touch with friends and Fdmjly and nlaking new connections, 



whish inakes me &el contintled social helonging" (789'0). while 7.3'51 disagree wiih this 

statement. (See ?'able 4-1 5) 

Table 4-15: Social Belonging and Internet / tiC 

Fuifillment of Expectations 

'IThis group. generaliy speaking, extremely expresses a high level of satisfaction in 

terms of f~dfilling thcir cxpectations. The vast majority of respondents either agree or 

strongly agree with the statement, "Cieneraliy. the mlhiarlce provided by this university- 

[inked retirement community fulfills my expecta tinn"' (90.2%). A small percentage 

rcports '"Don't Know" (2.406) or "Disagree" (2.4%). i2nother 4.9% express "Szrongly 

1)isagree". (See Table 4-1 6) 

Strongly disagree 

Don't know 

Table 4-16: Fulfillment of Expectations / UC 



A Profile of the Residents I' lioly Cross Village 

The residents of Holy Cross Village, general speaking, share many aspects of 

sucioeconomic background with those of University Commons, For exanple, they have 

high educatioilal attainment, gooil health. good income. and strong ties with the 

U.niversity of Notre Dame. 'The majority of respondents are mmied, active in a variety 

of social, cultural and educatioixil activities. use infbrmaiiorl technologies, and are still 

engaged in full- or part-time work and volunteering. Many of the respondents express a 

high Icvel of satisfiction in terms of the fuitjllment of their expectations. 

.I'L\e detailed iindings in regard to the profiles of residents are as follows: 

Gender 

'The percentage of women (60%) from age 55 to 80 and over is slightly higher 

than that of nlen (30%), and, in particular, between the ages of 75 to 79 women [75?,6) 

outnumber men (25% j. (See 'Table 3- 17) 

Table 4-17: Gender land Age of Respondents ! HCV 

& 

Approximately one-third of the respondents are between the ages of 70 and 74 

(313.3'?/0), wl~ich is the largest age group. Another one-third of the respondents are 80 and 

older (30%), bhe second largest age group. One-quarter of the respondents are between 

the ages of 7 5  and 7'3 (26,7'%/0). Another 6.7% are between the ages of 65 and 69. Just 



3.3'4 of respondents are between the apes of 60 to 64. which is the srnallest age group. 

(See 'Table 4- 17) 

Marital Status 

'The majority of respondents are married (80°/0), while 16.7% are widowed and 

3.3% are never married. (See Table 4-1 8) 

Marital status 

Widowed 

Never married 

. - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - -  
0 0% 

I TOTALOBS. I 30 ] 100% 1 
Table 4-18: Marital Status or Kespondents / HCV 

Educational Attainment 

'I'he residents of Holy Cross Village, like those at I_!niversity Gonlmons, have high 

educational attainment. Four out of ten respondents report obtaining a postgraduate 

degree (43.3'%), while 26.7% have received an undergraduate degree. About one-fifth of 

the responclents 420%) report having some college or a 2-year degree. A small percentage 

(1  0%) report that they are high school graduates or less. (See Table 1- 19) 

- - - - - - - 
Some railege or 2 year degree 

High school or less 

Table 4-18: Educational Attainment / HCV 



Health Status 

'I'hz great majority of reqxxdents repon their olvn health as either good or 

cstrcmely gocd (96.704). while 3.596 describe themselves as 'neither good nor bad.' (See 

I'ablt: 4-20) 

Table 4-20: Health Status / HCV 

Work Status 

In addition lo volunteer work. 16.7% of the respondents describe thernsefves as a 

'-working retiree" (retired but still self-employed or zmployed). Many of them still 

continue their professional work such as college professors; registered nurses; certified 

pubtic accountants (CPA): and psychologists. tn some cases. they become consultants in 

their own tields or w r k  on a part-time job of their own interest. 

An equal percentage (1  6.7?4) of the respondenls repon that they are '*retiredv 

lwithaut paid work'volunteer activities). c See Table 4-2 1) 

Table 1-21: Work Status / HCV 



I-fousehold h o m e  

The residents in Holy Cross \:illage have relatively high household incomes when 

compared with the median income of households contaiilii~g fanilies headed by persons 

451- in 2000 ($32,853) (Administration on Aging 2001). More than one-third of the 

respondents report that they have a household income of $50.000 to $74.999 (36.4%). 

Thee out of ten respondents report a figure between $35,000 and $49.999 (3094). 

Approximately thifleen percent of the respondents indicate that they have a household 

income of $75,000 to $99.999" A small percentage report that they have a household 

income of $150.000 and more (6.794) or between $1 00,000 and $1 24,999 (3.3%). (See 

Table 4-22) 

Household Income 

S50.000 to 574.999 

535.000 to $49,999 

Table 4-22: Household Income / HCV 

Geographic Origins of the Residents 

Holy Cross 'L'illage. like University Commons, draws a large number of its 

residents from the South Bend area (56.7%). Moreover, many of them have been living in 

there for rnctre than thirty years. 'The significant rmderlying factor for this, according to 

the comments that the respondents made, is an emotional bond h r  the University of 

Notre Dame. the churches, a d  the Brothers as well as maintaining a similar lifestyle and 

sense of continuity. 



Associations with the ihiversitv 

'The majority of respondents have affiliations with the University of Notrc Dame 

indicating that they are alumni (3096): spouse of alumni. faculty, or stai'f (3Oi%,): faculty 

(10%): and staff (3.3Y'uj. Approximately one fourth of the respondents (26.7?4). however, 

have no affiliation with the university. (,See ?'able 4-23) 

Table 4-23: Associations with the University ! HCV 

(The number o f  responses is greater than the number of observations, due to multiple responses) 

I'akin~ Advantage of Resources on Campus 

Half the respondents report that they use the campus libraries (50%), while 40?6 

of the respondents take a course for personal enrichment including computer courses. 

religious courses, poetry. theology. anthropology, history, [iterdture and opera. 

Approximately one-third of the respondents use the cm~pus  recreational center (33.3%). 

Ailother 16.7% indicate that they go En the religious services provided on the campus. 

(See 'Table 4-24) 



Use the computer lab 

Table 4-24: Taking Advantage of Campus Resources / HCV 

(The nunher c9f responses is greater than !he number of observations, due to multiple rcspo~~ses) 

Activities on Campus 

'The majority of respondents report "volunteering" on cmlpus (56.7%), which 

includes mentoring, hosting parents, ac,tjng as a tour guide in the Basilica of the Sacred 

I-leart. leading the "Great Ilecisions" discussion group, teaching in the Forever Learning 

Institute, providing marriage preparation for students, acting as English conversation 

partners for foreign students, Cjirl Talk (reading for blind or elderly people), participating 

in liturgical senlices, volunteering in nursing homes, medical clinics, the Soup Kitchen 

and Thrift Shop, hospice care, the Christ Child Society and adoption and foster care 

programs. 

Ten percent pursue "part time or full rime ~rork" on camptls teaching theology. 

psychology and humanities courses, research in publishing, and nursing. 

Another 10% attend "guest lectures" on topics ranging from American histov md 

the Korean and Vietnam Wars to psychology and religious issues. (See Fable 4-25) 



Par? time or full time work 
Guest lecture 

Tabie 4-25: Activities on Campus / HCV 

('];he number of responses is greater than tile number of observations, due to multiple responses) 

lt'laces of Using Computer 

Generally speaking, the residents of Holy Cross Village have good knowledge of 

using infbrn~ation technologies. The majority of respondents use a computer either at 

home or both at home and at their office (56.7%); however. 36.7% do not use a col~lputer. 

(See 'Table 4-26) 

Both home and somewhere else 

Table 4-26: Places of Using Computer !' HCV 

Reasons for I!sinr a Computer 

'The most quoted reasons for using a computer are "email md comrnunicatic>ns" 

(56.704) and "con~~ect to tilternet" (56,7?'); the second is "word processing" (40%) and 

the third is "-tvork at home" (20%), "bookk-eepin~~tinm~~e~?'taxe~~"no~~eh01d record" 

(20%), and "garnss" (20%). (See Table 4-27) 



Reasons for using co 

Connect tc Internet 

Bookkeepingifinancesitaxesihousehoic! record 2G 3% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- .- .- -. .. . . .. - - - - - - - - - - - 
Games - - - - .- - . . . . .. .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - 

Work at home 

Desktop publistllnglNews letters - - - . . . . . . . . -. - .. - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - . . .. - 
Graphics and des~gn 

Databases 

1 TOTAL OBS. 1 30 1 I 
Tahle 4-27: Reasons for Using Computer : HCV 

('T'ne number of responses is greater than the number of observations, due to multiple responses) 

Internet Activities 

'T'he mast quoted Internet activity is "read and send e-mail" (56.70io). '['he second 

is "research" (43.3%0!'oj and "look for travel information" (43.3%). and the third is "seek 

health infom~ation" (40%). Others such as "newsiweatherlsports" (36.704). "shopping" 

(23..3i!4,), and '"look for financial ir~formatiun" (23.3%) are also cited Internet activities. 

(See Tablie 4-28) 

Experience of Using Internet 

Approximately 26.70/i of the respondents report that they have been using the 

internet for 2 to 5 years. while 23.3% have been using the I.nternet 1-br over 5 years. A 

small percentage indicates that they have been using the Internet for 12 to 23 months 

(3.3%) or less than 6 months (3.3Y.6). (See Table 3-29) 



Non -response 

Look for travel rntarmation 

Seek health information 

L.ook for financraf informatton 

Participate in an e-community 

Browse for fun 

Look for recreationaliei?te~~nment information 

Bank on-line 

Table 4-28: Internet Activities ! HCV 

(The number of responses is greater than the number of observations, due ro nn,iltiplr: responses) 

-- - - - -- 
N'. a n ~ .  Percent. 

Experience using Int 
i 
j Non -response - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - -. - - - -. *. - -. - - -. - 
j 2 to 5 years 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Over 5 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

12 to 23 months 
.. - - .. .- - .. . . - - . . -. . . . . - - - - . . - - .. .. -. -. - - -. - -. - -. - - - - - - - - - - 

Less than 6 months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6 to : 1 months 

TOTAL OSS. 30 ] 100% 

Table 1-29: Experience of Using internet / HCV 



Independence and Internet 

More than half (53.3961 the respondents cither agree or SZTC)II~I~ agree that the 

Internet can mainrain their independence, while 3.30/0 report "don't know'" and none of 

rile respondents disagree with this statement. (See table 4-30) 

Table 4-30: Itadependenee and Internet ! HCV 

Social Belonging and Internet 

Half the respondents either agree or strcrongiy agree that "the Internet provides 

opponunities for staying in touch with friends and family and making new connections, 

which makes me feel continued social belonging" (50°/0)), while 3.3% report "don-t 

know" and another 3.3% "disagree" ~ 4 t h  this statement. (See Table 4-3 1) 

Social belonging 
N". ans. Percent. I l l  

1 Ncn -response 

Agree - .. .. . . . . -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - .. - - - - 
Strongly agree - - - - - - - - .. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Don't know 

Disagree . - - -  - - - - - -  - *  - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Strongly disagree 

1 TOTAL OBS. 1 30 1 200% I 

Table 4-31: Social Belonging and Internet : HCV 



Fulf"illmerat of Expectations 

The majority of respo~lde~~ts either agree or strongly agree the statement, 

"Generally, the ambiance provided by this university-linked retirement comrnurait): 

fnldiills my expectation" (66.7')G). 'There are 26.7%. however, who did not respond to this 

statement due to their relatively new residency. A small percentage reports '-Strongly 

Ilisagree" (6.7%). (See Table 4-32!) 

Table 4-32: Fulfiltment of Expectations / I-ICV 

Motivations of Older Adults 

One essential question, "&%at are the underlying factors influencing older adults 

to move to college/w~iversity linked retirement communities'!" has been explored by 

analyzing and coding the collected data subjectively reported by the respondents when 

they were asked. "What were the major reasons that convinced you to move to this 

university-linked retirement comxnui&y?" Responses to this open-ended question 

resulted in several salient categories that were analyzed and coded from the collected data. 

The discussions below reflect their motivations. 



Categarv i: Resident Characteristics 

One of the most signillcant reasons that convinced older adults to move to 

I.Jniversity Commons or 1-loly Cross Village is that of resident characteristics. Ir1 other 

words, the fact that people have similar background. like interests, md affiliations with 

the university; pcople are friends or colleagues; and people, in the case of 1-Ioliy C:rr)ss 

Village, have the same religious faith, motivates many of the resporidenis to make the 

decision to move, 

(Comments offhe Resideflts of t'ltiversity Cummt~ns) 

"One of the reasons is tl~al my husband wanted to be with colleagues. so he could talk to 
hem about the university and his work. We were verj realistic and we knew that one of 
us someday will be left alone. so we felt that we should be in a cornmunit? where you 
have people of iike interests and not be alone." iric'j 

"I knew maany of the people who are living here. people that T have been associated with 
when 1 was in triiining in the University of Michigan 30 years ago and I have known 
professionally since then." ~I.!c) 

"We knew about this over 10 years ago, md we thought that it [night be too expensive 
for us. We knew many people who were involved that included Ihe contractor and 
architect. People who were involved are people we respected very highly ...' Fhe 
restriction to the UM Alumni, faculty and staff is plus and minus. It's good to be involved 
with people from dilTererent areas different walks of life." (I:c) 

(Comntents ofthe Residents of Holy Cross Viffage) 

". I have fcmnd already I know a lot of people who already lived here and I arn sure some 
of'their goals and activities are very similar to mine so 1 enjoy being aroxnd those kinds 
of' people. " crrcv, 

.'We have met many residents here in some social events. and some of them we already 
knew from St. M q ' s  College md the University of Notre Dame." ;l-tcvl 

"I think t!le characteristics of the residents is very important. ... Thai was my 
interpretation of the mission statement in terns of the sense of community and 
interdependence that wouldn't be possibie if i t  were extremely heterogeneous. On the 
other hand. they were not ali retired professors. it is an advantage because you wouldn't 
want a narrow scc!pe." <iiC\;i 

"The people here are a commonality. That's very comforting. The people who are 
moting here I could say for the most part are here for the religious affiliations and I 
think the whole commitment to reach out to one another is going 10 be a great source of 
comfort." (HC'V) 



C'ategorr, 11: llniversitv Resources and 34utual Affiliations 

'I'he University of Michigan and the Liniversiiy of IVotre Dame provide older 

adults with a milieu in which they can e ~ ~ j o y  rich and varied social, cultural, and 

intellectual activities. 'The university resources. therefore, serve as a nragnet for older 

adults wlw intend to pursue learning activities, interact with young people, or explore 

new approaches to a rnearlingful life. 

In other cases. many of the residents have enjoyed rich academic careers with the 

liniversity of Michigan or the University of Notre Ilame. Some of then1 are still teaching 

and working in their own fields. 'T'hese people are more likely to have strong ties to the 

university, md they desire to maintain the affiliatior~s with colleagues. stude~xs, and 

social organizations, which contribute to the sense of belonging and continuity. 

(<,y~~mmenr.s trf"the Residemis of Z;;niversifv Commons) 

"We like the concerts offered by the University of Michigan Musical Society. And we 
take courses in the Learning in Retirement program of the Turner Senior Resource Center 
at the University of Michigan.'' (G;c) 

-'I still lecture in Modern Chinese literature and work with students in the Department of 
Asian [,anguages and Cultures." (1x3 

"'I have two appointments with the university at present time: 1 am a psyctlialrist in the 
medical school; and 1 also teach a mini-course, "Psychology of Ethnic Conflict in Eastern 
burope" in the Center for Russian and Eastern European Shidies iCREESi." (LiC'r 

''1 have a lot of contacts with the university and I know a lot of people out there. They are 
kind enough ~o invite us to all kinds of things all the tiale. I am on three or four university 
committees. 1 am on the commirtee in  the Institute for Social Research and 1 am on the 
orre for library. So I do things like that. And they are very kind to us. They do give the 
hrrner president some privileges. ... And if somebody has a problem and wmts to know 
what I think about it or how you might solve it, I talk to him. 1 made it a rule that I would 
never intervene in any way once 1 left the office, but I would try to be helpful to anybody 
who wants to know something that maybe 1 knew, but I think you cao'r ha.ve the ex- 
president hanging arvund trying to act like he is  still !he president. So I don't do anything 
at the university unless 1 am asked to. And of course. the more the years passed, the less i 
know people. I retired kotn the university in 1978, and then, ten years later, in J988, 1 
came back. as interim president for eight months." iuC) 



(Comments <$the Residenrs of Hoiy Cross b'illuge) 

"l.!rriversity resources. yes, it is supposed to use these resources and to be involved in that. 
R E C ~ ~ J S ~  X am not only reaching in  St. klary's (..oijege and r.he Qniversity of Notre Darne, 
I an1 also teaching a special program." ifiCV) 

"First of all, there is a community here bounded by common interests for the most part 
and that is Il'orre Dame. And so yon got something that connects. Sonlcone described il in 
one of'his books as m adult Disney I-and, One of the Notre I3ame priests. He has a book 
on science and grace. He said Notre Dame is an aduit Disney Land: you have yolir sport 
!;md. your education land, your spiritual land. and your memory land. And so people 
conli: here all the time; you are connected." (ticvj 

"We felt thal we could utilize these three colleges' resources such as the library, (and) we 
can go to concerts and lectures." !iiCv) 

"For my own personal reasons 1 wanted to be close to the Notre Dame library and I could 
znvision that 1 will do sorne guesr lectwrs." ciiCV1 

''I do my physical exercises in the fdcility called ACC ... They have a faculty locker room 
and I have key roo. 1 have an ofXce over there. I leach over there, 1 go to lectures and I 
rake courses too. which I can do if I audit the course. l get free courses so 1 have taken a 
couple already and plan to do more." (I-ICV) 

Clatepow 1x1: tearnine Activities and Personal Grow-th 

PI significant motivation toward pursuing learning activities and personal growth 

has been identified by several influencing factors including the opportunity for teaming 

aciivities such as taking classes, atrending lectures, seminars arid discussion groups. and 

participating guest ieciures: a culture or general attitudes that encouraging intellectual 

development; and an environment that catalyzes personal growth. 

(Comments ofthe Residents rg L'nilvr.sity Gmtmons) 

.'We wish to live in a community where there is a learning focus with lectures and 
music." ( U C )  

"I think it's a wonderful idea because ii enables you to live with people many of whom 
you have known already and give you an array of different kinds of people who were not 
from ihe smutle discipline ... and that makes it interesiir~g because you [earn things ihat 
you really di>ri7t know anything about. Many of [hem are academic types. you know, who 
were interested in the academic world and what's going on and what's going on in their 
own fields. If you are in a place like this, for instance. here all these new things in a world 
of medicine or in a world of sciences, in health sciences. particularly. And if' your 
background is like mine you really don't know very much about that bui you are 
interested because they are doing so many exciting things. And so you can ]lave a session 
in which you can talk. they will talk and then you have questions so that makes it really a 
very irileresting place to be. You are not bothered. You are isolated in the sense that you 



have your separate quarters but you are not isolated frorn a world of ideas or a world of 
what's going on and interesting people to talk to. "(tic! 

"The availability of the connection with the 1-loly Cross College. St. Mary's College artd 
the I.!niversit). of Notre Dame is a desirable thing; we can atittend social and cultural 
events and some of the classes and lectilres to keep learning and growing and whatever. 
That's enjoyable." ir-JCV, 

"'And I choose this place because it is ciose to the university since I frequently come t.o 
lectures and I lake courses and concerrs and all that kind or  things tha~ go wit!] the 
university setting." ct4c:V: 

"1 also like the idea of sharing ideas with people who ;ue pan of the policy group. We 
meet at St. Mary's College every Sahrrday. That's kind of interesting. it is called "Great 
Decisions" a foreign policy discussion group (lo- 15 people). You look at the video and 
you study and read for a couple of hours and talk about these things. It's fascinating rs do 
that with a group of bright people." t~cv'i 

Category I V: An Active intergenerational Curnrnunitv 

I:ssential elements of "an active intergeneratitional conmlunity" are embedded in 

the n~otivations of the residents t h o  wished to have better opportunities to stay involved 

in "social interaction" with other active older adults and younger generations, and who 

desired to have "common ties'' in the sense of shared values, like interests and sinrllar 

background based on the university. In addition to "a geographical area," the "socia) 

interaction" and "conm~an ties'. are integral elements of the concept of *'communityv 

defined by (Hillery 1955). Moreover, with the proximity to colleges or universities 

residents could walk frorn their homes onto campuses: walk among young people; talk 

with young people; and go to their unions or hrther their lives. It is this that constitutes 

the intergenerational community. 

(Comments (#the Residents of Universig Cbmmons) 

"it interested me from the beginning, probably for the two following primary reasons.. . . 
One I. am singlc and, like many scholars, I tend ro be a hermit and I wanted to build in a 
communiry that will keep me mingling with people." cuci 

"We wish to live in a community where rhere are stimulating people to visit and make 
friends in varied activities. We think [hat as you get older, instead of getting isolated. you 
really ought to focus tnore on coming together with other people and cornmunit> 



interactions. which, of course. includes younger generations. Sc~cial interactions are very 
crucial tor a good tnerltal health as you age." iuc) 

"1 like the idea that it was linked to the university, and there will be tt~at 
intergenerational community. 1 think the number orle thing would be the intergenerational 
community it was offering. The community meaning there is a facility that we are in that 
offers more than just the possibility of cornrn~mity: there is a focal point here and the 
facility that we can act and live if we chose to." !i!o 

(Ct~mme~zrs rfthe Residents of H o b  Cross 1:'ilI~gL;) 

"One of those things we really like is this multi-generational conm~unity living. U'e have 
friends who are students." cficv) 

"...And I like the mission statement of this community where they talked about not just 
having a place to live but creating a con~n~unity where people interxi with each other 
which 1 like. .And we are on a college campus and can walk to the other two college 
campuses. It's a kind of an intergenerational community." (HCV) 

"Tt's an intergenerational community living. I like the idea of meeting new people 
because my husband and I in the past had been host parents for Notre Darne students and 
so our interest side is in multi-culture and multi-nationality friends really. We can count 
on our hands how many students we have been host parents for." ttlcv: 

"My daughter said, this place is just for you, morn. It's a beautihl place fbr retiring, and 
you mix with all those yuong people here." c t ~ v )  

"1 like very much the idea of having young students around. The overall atmosphere here 
intelleclualty. religiously and the idea of inrergenerational community.. ." ckli:~: 

"I was really taken with the mission statement that we received in the mail. because ir 
struck me as something we would really like to be part of. What it  \$as. was a 
intergerlerarional community of people who knew each other and share common interests 
and also reach out to further community.'* rtrcv; 

Caregofv V: Affiliations with Ann Arbor or Notre Dame i Aging in Place 

According to the profile of "'geographic origins of the residents," University 

Commons drew large numbers of i t s  residents from the Ann Arbor area (85%); I-loly 

Cross Village, likewise. recruited the majority of its residents tiom the South Bend area 

(57'141). This tinding indicates that most of the residents have intensive affiliations with 

Ann Arbor or Notre Dame and have strong desires toward maintaining this &Xliation. 

'?'his phenomenon, which could be interpreted as broader definition of aging in place, was 

confirmed by the following descriptive motivations: 



(Cumme~ts rg the Rusitfenfs of L'niversiQ Coinnzoits) 

"LVe have been living in Ann Arbor sillce 1947. It has been more than 50 years. Our 
lifestyle hasn't changed. We have all our friends in the Michiearl Musical Socie&."c[jc: 

"'We have heen living in Ann Arbor since 1960. Many social and cultural opportunities 
are available in this college town in Ann Arbor. Ann Arbor is a good place to live. Arid 
because this is a small town. the social and cultural events un the campus are easy to 
access." 

"I first arrived in Ann Arbor during the 1950s as a freshman of Ihz Urliversily of 
Michigan. And since then. I have never left." rr:c, 

"We want to stay in Arm Arhor, so this is a good choice. It is near the university and 
downtown. And one of my kids and grandsons Jive in Ann Arbor area." ii!C:j 

(Comments ofthe Residents ofHo!v Cross I,.7ilage} 

"'If we moved out to the country to a retirement area I'd have to be coming back. We 
considered that. There is one IS miles away. I don't want to travel twice a day back arid 
forth 18 miles. So that was a big fact to make us stay here. We kept all our doctors. our 
dentist was already in this area. so this is the place that we wanted." i,ciCV: 

"We moved here wher~ [ was a year old. My father had lost his job in the Depression, and 
he got a job at Norre I:)arne; we were here from then on. T'hen 1 happened to man). a Inan 
who taught at Nome Darne, so here is my home." rtrcv: 

"The religious background here is one of the main things, but we also wanted to stay 
right close to the University of Notre Dame and act~rally h e  neighborhoud where we 
lived before. hie thought this is an ideal situation and felt we wanted to be able to be part 
of university and college life." ;I-I(:V) 

Cate~ors VI: Supportive Environment (Maintenance Free / Downsizing / 
Universal Design) 

'To motre to a supportive environment has been identified as a strong motivation 

for moving to the University Commons or Holy Cross Village. One major factor was the 

apparent need to be free of the responsibilities of maintaining a relatively large home. 

Some of them have alternative places for wintertime or vacations, and only live in the 

1.Jnivexsity Commons or Holy Cross Village seasonally; others engage in many travel 

activities and desire the freedom of "lack and walk." Other tkctors related to the category 

of supportive environn~ent such as clownsizing to a srnailer house and the need for a 

barrier-free physical environment are also strong influencing factors. 



(tidmmtnts @the Residents c# Ut~iversily Commonsj 

"I use the phrase "lock and walk." the facl that you can live here. yet, if you want to. you 
can just lock tile door and go away for a week or two without worrying about your place. 
J think that is the key issue. And then obviously the co~nmunity aspect and the activities 
here are very attractive to me, also." cc:c) 

"Since we spend so much time at our summer home in northern Michigan, there would be 
no one here to take oC the home and yard and that sort of thing, So it seems like it would 
be a good idea to move to someplace like this where maintenance would be taken care of 
and the house would be watched when we are away for sis months a year." I!;(:! 

"We lived in a large house where we raised our three children. 'They had all left. We were 
interested in finding a smaller place to live. And we iooked at the idea of' living in a 
condominium. And we saw this one was available. One of (he main reasons was to 
douqsize to a smaller place." cut) 

*'1 am the major reason. I am the one having trouble with our sfairs. 
U'e had a two-floor house where the second tloor was where the kitchen was and 
hedroorns and everything. So for everything you have to go upstairs and downstairs md 
upstairs and downstairs. 'l'he care of the garden and the yard and the driveway with snow 
in the winter were jmt W~UC)US. It was a lovely house and we hated to leave. We built &is 
house in 1957 with our own architect. It was just too much. as we got older. to keep it up. 
It was a big house and hard to maintain and handle all the things that go with it. 
Another major reason that we moved to this place was that we were on the board to plan 
rhis place. We were part of the original group developing this con~n~unity." (uc; 

"I. like the corlcept of the condominium. Because 1 have two places, I need to get rid of all 
the maintenance respunsibilities." c L:C) 

.'I have a place in London and 1 want some place that's going to be vcry easy to leave 
here secure and go there. And ... I got very tired of shoveling snow and caring for the 
lawn and doing all the things h r  the house and I thought that it would be awfully nice to 
come to a place where somebody else did that." iuc? 

(Commenrs of fhe Residents of Holy Cross VilIuge) 

''I think the fact that everything is done tbr us. There is rro more plumber, no ntore 
carpet, no more painting, and no more roofing; everything is done. And it is a heatitifill 
place. The ground is welt-kept and we don't need to do anything ourside as far as 
gardening or the lawn. And in the winter there is no snow shovel. Somebody is taking 
care for us. So those were the prinlary reasons." {HCV'I 

'-We had a big home and had four children all living out of town and the house i s  too big 
for us. We had lived there for 46 years ... They do all the ~naintenance work our:side and 
he (her husband) was tired of doing that." ittcv) 

"I never wanted to move even after my husband died. Then I feit that the r~eighborhood 
was changing. 1 did not have enough money to k e p  up the ten-room house. whish I wish 
to be kept up." c FICV) 

"1 think the physical arrangement itself has the most appeal to us really. . . .  At our age 
living in an 8-room house, two stories with a basement, the going up and down stairs for 
both of us got to be a little too much. We had a big side lot that was almost a third of an 
acre and it's dificult to take care of, so we had to downsize. Then Re came across this 



place and had seen the development about that respect. 'l'hat's the physical palz of' it." 
(ilcv; 

"1 think our age and the hct that my spouse couldn't keep up w~th the iog !lome on tile 
river. The log llome on the river is comfortable and nice but it requires a lot of e x ~ a  work 
and i think the fact that we are aging and we could no longer ro do this. So we raiked 
about making life easier fbr ourselves." ctlc:v) 

"Both my husband and i have arthritis, which occasionally fails us up. We thought 
mcrving here would be physically for our comfbn. We have only one step to take from the 
garage to the living area while in our oid home we had so nlarly steps to take, so the 
convenience of that." jH<:Vl 

Category Vl i :  Social Contacts / Social and Cultural Activities 

Central to the frequently mentioned rnotivatio~l of engaging more in social 

contacts is the idea that people want to stay physically and rnentally active and viial 

through their participation m d  involvemexit in a variety of social and cultural activities. It 

i s  also important to note that many of the residents have been living in Ann Arbor or 

South Bend for many years, <md they had been involved in a great r~hmlt:er of social. 

cultural and educational activities before they moved to University C:ornmons or Holy 

Cross Village. I l i s  move. therefore, atyords them the opportunity to keep the same 

lifestyle. 

(Comments oftire Residents of fhiversig Cunrmons) 

"We didn't want to move to a piace where we are just living in our aparrmerlt and not 
having any other involvement in the community activities." (LC,  

"1 decided to move here six months after my wife's death. I need the interactions with 
other people and a c~mrnunity like this one that provides oppommities. And J am very 
pleased that it has been very much realized." (LC) 

"We like to have more opportunities to meet people, to contact with people. 
l think there is a tendency for people. as the1 r o w  older to become isolated. 
We have Inany friends." cut) 

"The major reason was the opportunity to become a pan of a community where we have 
regular contacts with people and neigl~bors who have similar interests as well as the fact 
that many activities that were scheduled here. It's just really an ideal living for me." ;r:c-, 

(Comments qffhe Re.sidents of Holy Cross Village) 

"You know you don't have family imd then you really depend on a lo1 of friends." (HCW 



" f  was pretry much alorle. I lived in an apartment here for a while and I realized diet in a 
piace likc this 1 can have a comtnunity ... My neighbors are wonderhi and they art: really 
eood to each other, friendly and so far no battles. so I have a lot of pence and good time." 
iijcw 

"The sense of conlniunity that is here when you live with someone who has Alzheimer's. 
It's very lonely: they cantlot interact. with you so here I know very many people who have 
already moved here and then there are college courses available. We can use  he 
swimming facilities at Notre Dame. It's just going tn be very comforting for me." crrcv, 

Category Vfl 1: flocatioa l Proximity 

The proximity of I.lniversity Commons to the university, dobvntown Ann Arbor 

and some oiher special places or features was one important factor that motivated sonle 

of the residents to move to this community. In the same vein. Holy Cross Village with its 

proximity to  he thee  institutions of higher learning and its convenient geographic 

location, in particular to the Michiana Regional Transportation Center in South Bend, 

which hosts eight airlines. a train station, and bus depot, drew many residents ~dlosc 

rn%jor concern is the proximity to the things they need and like. 

{Comments uftire Residents of LTniversity Commons) 

'"I want to have a place in Ann Arbor for my weekend place. The first thing about the 
place is location. which is near the things that I like srlctl as the botanical garden. golf, 
and the university. Location means proximity to the university and dow~~town.'' iiic) 

'" like the location in the woods m d  it is close to the university, downtown. and Matthaei 
Botanical Garden." rut; 

(Comments offhe Residenis cd-Ho/y Cross Village) 

-'I like this because, first of all. the beauty, the peace and the availability. Within IS 
nlirlutes you can be at the airport, at the shopping mall. at the doctor's oflice. at a bank. at 
a grocery srcrre, and at major outlets." orcv) 

"Che was that the airport is really accessible to us or to children coming in, and we have 
that here. Where we were before in Sterling, it takes two hours to O'Hari. airport, an<] 
then when you get to O'Hare it takes arlolher two hours for your flight. So if somebody 
wants lo come visit you, it was a real struggle. tiere, one of our sons calls up on Thursday 
and said that he cvould come to visit us. flew out Satnrday. played goff and had dinner 
with us and went back Sunday. We couldn't have done that in Sterling." cfic'vl 

"'l'he location was prime. The availability of three Catholic churches right here within 
walking distance and three good libraries --- you know, the University of Notre Dame. St. 
Mary's College and Holy Cross College all are available within walking distance." :H~.'V) 



Cateeolrv 1X: Indewendence / Self-Determination 

C>r\e motivation found among some residents is the desire to have choices and 

maintain control over personal decisict~ls. 'X'his move allows them to he independent and 

avoid being a burden to their children. Furthern~ore, they have the c>ppcxtunity to make 

~kcisians for their future living arrdngements rather than being relocated by mother 

person's decision. 

('ommenr$ cM the Residents 04' University Commons] 

"My main reason for this move was that my sun wor~ld ooi be responsible fur rne." ~idc) 

"1 had a mother who lived alone until she was 89 or 90. Much the rime she managed well. 
And earlier in her life when she was about 65, she had a mmi woman who looked into 
congregated housing that was sponsored by a local church, and she though! it was a 
wonderful idea. By the time she needed to move somewhere, she thought it was a aerrii>le 
idea. .h$ so she wouldn't do it. And so ultimately we made the decision fix her and 
moved her a couple of tin~es very much against her will. It seems to me that my inother 
suffered a great deal because of'the lack of active companionship and stirnuiation. And 
that precisely is what I thought both of us need it in order for us not to become a worry to 
our own children." !i.IC) 

(Comrnenzs r?filte Residents of Holy Cross ViZiage) 

"(lor children are all in dirferent parts of the country and we don't really want to be a 
buden to them or want thein to feel that they have to care for us in case we have health 
problems. So hopefully we are abie io maintain ourselves without being a burden -to our 
children.'. iHCVr 

"'I livecl out in the country away from medical care md so on, and I mmed 75 and I 
wanted to make my own decisions about where to go before I have any serious health 
prohlerns in the future. stroke or heart attack whatever, so then somebody else will malie 
my decisions for me." (HC'V, 

It is clear. therefore. that having ci~oices and maintailling conxrol over persolla1 

decisions have been important factors for older adults' motivations to make the move. 

Category X: Relipious Reasons / Brothers' Ministry and Values 

Due to its strong religious background. Holy Cross Village implicitly drew many 

residents who have shared a common religious faith and trusted the Brothers' ministry 

mb their values. 



--And also having had associations with Holy Cross, the Brother priests and sisters, i 
knew their values. They had high values and what they were going to do was not going to 
be something instrumental to the people that came here, because they were giving away 
themselves and in a non-profit situation to a group of people that nothing much has been 
done for of this magnitude." ciiCV) 

"My first connection with the Brothers was when I came to Notre Dame in IcG6 to go to 
school. and some of the Brothers (who, senled in the hall we gut lo know pretty well, 
enjoyed them. and they were fine. U'e figured that this is pretty much the sarne setlicmenl. 
with the Brothers as neighbors." ctlcvi 

"I was a inember of the Sacred Hem Parish in Notre Dame since I93 I .  When I wrr:t to 
high school and at Notre Dame 1 had professors who are Holy Cross Brothers. It seems 
maybe not purposely but just normally a bond for Notre Dame. the church and Brothers. 
The Brothers were verj instrumental when I was a youngster in reaching us our religion 
about Father and churches, and preparing us for our fist communion confirmation and 
that sort. I was familiar and very much at home with the Brothers. priests, and sisters." 
{iiCV) 

"I would say ... the fact that it's Catholic and we want to be lising in a community that 
suppons our religious faith." ! i i C ~ )  

Category XX: Assisted Living and Skilled Nursing Care on Site 

Unlike University Commons, Holy Cross Village has its OMTI on-site assisted 

living and skilled nursing care facility that influences many of the residents to make the 

decision for the move. Several intrinsic reasons expressed by the respondents include: 

first, they have an urgent need for this type of services; second, they have a sense of 

being secure and a sense of predictability by knowing that the place they might go is right 

there, although they do not want to use it too soon; third. this armgement enables the 

other spouse living in the independent houses in the village to have an easy visitation and 

a more comforting life: finally, the on-site assisted living and skilled nursing care facility 

presents itself as a high quality setting with better care and professional stail' when 

compared with a traditional local r~ursing home. 

fCc~mrne~zts c?f the Residmts of Wo[v Cross ViIingej 

"Also another thing was that if something happened they have right on the grounds here a 
nursing home and it's wonderful. It provides for another step. 1 have also seen people in 
California that, if they have to put their spouse in one and drive {away), all day they're 



driving. just to f'eod t h m ,  to get across the bridges. to get through the traffic, and as they 
get older it's harder and harder to drive ln tile middle of those frerways."(t~( ? I  

"1 moved here because, first of all, my husband had a mini-stroke rast Jidy and we ha<! 
put him in a nursing home in Illinois. My children who live in Colorado, Montana. ancl 
here in South Bend said icr me. 'Mom you've got move near your kids because we-ve gi>l 
to take care of you, We want to visit Dad, so we put him in the nursing home wherever 
you choose to move.' ... I ihink the combination of nursing care and irlcfividual home is 
good for US. He needs the nursing home and 1 can take care of him." ctic'vi 

"My husband has been sufyering from Alzi~eimer's disease for nliore than ten years and 
the Brothers of the Holy Cross ha3 generously agreed to take him into their nursing home. 
Ib'e would need that service: however, nPy hope was to keep him at home." ~ H C V )  

The Attributes Of The Environment 

In order to effectively analyze the attributes of the environment subjectively 

perceilled and experienced by the respondents, several open-ended and closed-ended 

questions pe~aining to the social. cultural, and educational activities and programs: 

i.ampus resources and activities; support senlices; enabling technologies: and physical 

settings were aked  by the researcher in a face-to-hce in-depih interview. By heavily 

relying on the residents' self-reports in terms of their perceptions, feelings, and 

evaluations. the subjectively experienced environmental attributes could be revealed and 

randerstood through three levels of analyses: first. the environmental resources, which 

includes persons, events or activities, and physical settings as well as the 

interrelationships among them and with which they transact; second, the outcome of 

t.rmsactions between older adults and their environment in terms of the transacting 

behavior anti its attached meanings and; third. behavioral patterns, which are clusters or 

categories of similar transacting behaviors manifested in the form of lifestyles. (See 

Figure, 3-2) 



The Significant Environmental Resources 

University Commons at the Universitv of Michipan 

University Commons. adjacent to the nonh campus of the University of Michigan. 

features 92 condoxninjum homes including apartments. townhouses, and villas centered 

arcmnd ffoughton Hall. a 17,000 square feet multi-purpose common hcility for resident 

learning, working and interaction, and nested in an 18-acre wooded site, including seven 

acres of permanently preserved (n~oodlands, Many opportunities and possibilities \vonld 

occur in the I-Ioughton I gall though a variety of activities faciiitated by such encouraging 

spaces as a dining and recital hall, commons cafe. librasy, fitness room. wellness center 

visiting doctors and nurses, private dining ruom for family or friends, workshop, 

crafts room, and seminar rooms. 

Friday Coln~non Time, a weekly informal gathering from 4:30 to 6:-30 pxn in the 

C ~ o m o n s  cafd, is the most important social activity in this community. Every week there 

is a volunteer host to organize r l~e event and residents usually bring a bottle of wine or 

their special homemade appetizer to share. Conmon l'irne has motivated many residents 

tu get out of their rooms a d  interact with other people, providing friendship. 

socialization, and a sense of belonging. 

Dinner Time on every Tuesday and Thursday night is another in~portar~t social 

activity for I!C1s residents. In the initial creation of the 40-page University Con2rnons 

Design Statement, exciting and innovative cuisine was clearly stated as a priority. 

Zingerman's. one of the best known and beloved food-service institutions in Ann Arbor, 

has been selected to sen7e this evening dinner event in the DininglRecitaS Hall for 

residents and guests. Moreover, central to the dinner program is the intent that, in 



addition to elljoying a marvelous dinner with interesting neighbors or invited friends. 

residents experience the social interaction and have a sense of community living by 

getting ix~forrned of recently occurring events regarding other rieighbors or the 

community as a whole through timely. and sometimes heartwarming, mnc~uncernents. 

In addition to facilitating Dinner Time, rhe Dinlng'Recital hall is also the place for 

hosting nmerous musical events and guest lectures as well as cultural and educational 

events. Many pro'essiond musicians from the School of Music at the University of 

Michigan, the 17niversity Musical Society, and Chamber Music Ann Arbor have been 

invited to UC to perfi~m recitals and concerts. Moreover, a relationship, between 

Ijniversity (:'ommons and the University of Michigan Schoof of h4usic has been 

developed for a regular series of graduate student performances in ihe IIG diaing'recital 

hdl. 

For the past year, a wide variety of committees have been established in response 

to residents' needs and interests such as an art committee, library committee. dining 

committee. and health committee. In addition, a series of special prcygams, usually 

educational and cultural in nature, have also served many residents of varying interests. 

"These programs fwction through three different types of participation: First, rjngoing 

activities, such as "learning in retirement" courses held in IJC, a "recital program" with 

the University of Michigan School of Music for student recital, -'Special Five 0"clock" 

program on 'Tuesdays and Thursdays inviting many guest speakers for topics such as. 

-'I! of M-Solar Cai' that itwas the 2001 American Solar Challenge champion and 

I:oriol~mu.s and IMevry M'ives of Windsor performed by the Royal Shakespeare Company. 

and "'health education program," &out a variety of health, weilness, and medical research 



topics. Second. there are purposive services, such as "Con~puter Classes for Rookies,'" a 

five-week progrmn for residents who want to improve their computer skills, and planned 

services by the "health and wellness program?' in the wellness center. Finally, special 

events are also offered, such as a trip to the Detroit institute of Arts for the "'The itledici, 

:I~lii.helrn?geIo ~rnd the Art c?f'Llrlii Renui.r.sunce E-lore?zce" exhibit. 

She Ilnivcrsity Commons' high-speed computer network has been viewed by 

most of the residents as an important feature. It links all homes and educational spaces 

within the comn~unity (via multiple T-1 connections) to the University of Michigan 

(Internet and Internet 2), thus allowing the residents better access to the lnternet for 

reading and sending emails, looking for travel information. or doing research. 

It i s  also important to note that the "Learning in Retirement" program at the 

Turner Senior Resource Center at the University of Michigan held either in UC or on 

campus consfihutes an integral part of the life of residents. "Learning in Retirement" was 

cstablishecl in 1987 by a group of Turner Geriatric Clinic volur~teers tbr people to pursue 

lifelong learning continued personal growth. 1-IR currently has a membership of 

more than 700 community residents and provides a wide variety of learning activities on 

campus including a Distinguished Lecturer series, lecture series. mini-courses. study 

groups, and special presentations. 

With its abundant resources and opportunities. the university motivates and 

supports many residents in maintairling a co~ltinuing relationship on the campus. 

Libraries. computer centers. recreational centers, dassrooms, and the stadium. and social. 

cultural and educational activities such as concerts, Iechlres. classes, seminars, and sport 

events provide a variety of places and activities for older adults to participate and explore. 



Social organizations such as the Michigan League, the Ilniversity of Michigan Alumni 

!4ssociation, and the University Musical Society, and channels such as contirlued 

appointmenis with departments, centers or institutions md ongoing relationship with 

students through consulting and lecturing all provide a large rlu~nber of opportunities for 

work and meaningful work substitutes. 

'I'he ~?\rm Arbor community. in a broader view, has been serving ac an incubator 

Cbr a rich and v,xied context in which people interact with their environment. Many 

orginizations and special events and places have had direct influences on the life of 

residents of UC. Frcm the subjective perspectives of the residents, frequently mentioned 

social argsmi~ations that itre related to their daily life are local churches, the Gray 

13mthers, the Hemlock Society End-of-Life Care. Ann Arbor University Women. Ann 

Arhor Women's <:ity Club, Margaret Waterman Alumnae Club, and A m  Arbor I f ands- 

On Museum, in which they find meaningful work substitutes and opponullities to 

contribute to the larger community. Musical events offered by Charnber Music Am1 

Arbor and the I hiversity Musical Society. sporting events (foc)tball, bashetkail and 

hockey games), theatre, and the Matthaei Botanical Garden all play im important pa% in 

the life of the residents. Mrs. Ci., for example, a fcxmer docent at Michigan's Marthaei 

I3otanical Ckden, and currently holding a position on its advisory board, likes the 

location of iiniversity Conmons because " it is close to downtown, ctimpus and, of 

course, the Matthaei Botanicai Garden." 

Holy Cross Villape at Notre Dame 

Holy Cross Village i s  also immersed in a fabric of social. cultural, educational, 

and spiritual activities and settings, and draws people who have emotional bonds antijor 



daily ties to that hbric. Socially and ctdturally. a great variety of musical events. art 

exhibitions, performing arts, and athletic events not only provide opportunities for people 

of dl ages to explore new approaches to a meaningful social life. but also saturates 

people with interactions that contribute to the sense of belonging and social integration. 

Musical events constitute a very important part of the life of the residents of Holy Cross 

Village. Each year, the University of Notre Dame Department of Music features a series 

of musical. performances by music students, faculty members, and guest mists and the 

most mentioned student group include the liniversity of Notre Dame Concerr Band, 

Chorale, Chamber Orchestra. Symphony Orchestra, and Glee Club. Chncerts in the 

Basilica of the Sacred Heart usually start at 8:OO pm and are free and open to the public, 

A great number of art exhibitions offered by the Snite Museum of Art on campus, are ail 

integral part of the residents' social life. Central to the Notre Dame spirit is the "Fighting 

Irish.'' When team plays at home, the game md many concomitant activities energize 

everybody in t o ~ w .  

Within the village, usually beginning with a "welcome tea" for new neighbors 

moving in, the social interaction among the residents is spontaneous - having a glass of 

wine and visiting your neighbors: having people over to watch the Notre Dame game on 

a big screen 'I['!': and visiting neighbors who might be sitting on their porch or c\lhile 

taking a around the pond. About once a month, people in the village are invited to a 

social event with wine and cheese provided by the college for the purpose of interaction, 

information, conxnunication, and celebrations such as a St. Patrick's Day party in March 

and a summer socld in July. 



Besides their involvement in volunteer activities, intellectually, a variety of 

learning and personal development activities are offered tn everybody with varied 

learning intentions. Many of the older adults of Holy Cross Village have taken courses 

and attended lectt~res, seminars. and conferences, and participated in discussion groups. 

Most of the lectures, semiwars a d  conferences are sponsored by academic departments 

such as sociology or specific research instit~ttes such as Kellogg Institute and the institute 

of Democracy, A wide spectrum of interesting topics ranging from "American Foreign 

Policy Challenges'' and "Religicsn and Politics" to "Stories of Peoptehood in the 21'' 

Century" and "'Cholesterol and You - \XXai to do" appeal to different interests and 

curious minds. 

"Great Decisions" is a group of 10 to 15 peopie who meet at St. Mary's Clollege 

every Saturday. Its purpose is to engage people in active discussion of issues of major 

significance tbr the nation's foreign policy and further, to make responsible decisions in 

the area of international aff'airs. Many residents join this group to exchange ideas with 

other people a d .  by following a prc3grm developed by the Foreign Policy Association, 

eventually participits could cc~mn~unicate their opinions to policy makers and have an 

impact; on the policy-making processes through producing a "National Opinion Ballor 

Report'*. 

fIoly Cross College is sbongly committed to providing prograrnma~ic resources to 

engage the residents of the village in active learning and personal development. '"Adult 

I_earners" has been established to serve older adults from the village by providing them 

with the access to the computer network of Holy Cross College. the privilege of taking 

courses from Comnlunity and Continued Education programs and auditing an academic 



class for free. arid the opportunity to cnroli in a dcgrce program. The adult learner 

lncmbership costs two hundred dollars per family a year. In addition to taking 3 course. 

the college has strongly encouraged older adults to teach an enrichment class in the 

Community and Continued Education program or even in an academic class. 

Another interesting educational component is a11 educational travel. program, 

provided by the college in partnership with a local travel scrvice company. Twice a year. 

this program offers a major trip; one abroad and the other, domestic. Both of them, 

however, invite professors from the college or experts in the area to join with a group of 

adult lemers and travelers and conduct discussions on different educational aspects 

during the trip. Most of the residents love this innovative idea and are excited about their 

h t  one-week trip to cen~a l  1 taly. 

The history of Notre Dame actually dates hack to 1842 when a young priest, 

Father Edw~xd Sorin, a member of a French missionmy order called the (:'ot~gregatjun rsf 

the Holy Cross. came with seven Holy Cross Brothers to take possession of land given to 

them by the Bishop of Vincennes, Indiana. ' lkough his wit and will. and by subsequently 

purchasing more land, Father Sorill made this area a setting of three institutions of higher 

educa.tian. Most of the people around here are Catholic. 'fierefore, people in the Notre 

Danle conmunity share a common religion that is a bond between them and this land. 

C'hurch- related activities play a significant pa-t in the daily life of the residents irm 

the Holy Cross Village. St. Joseph's Chapel at Holy Cross College and the Basilica of the 

Sacred Heart at the University of Notre Dame are the two places where the residents 

usually go for Sunday Mass. It is important to note that the Basilica of the Sacred Heart, 

in addition to fulfilling the spiritual needs of the Holy Cross conmunity and people in 



Notre Dame. senres as thc home of a local congregation, Sacred Hear? Parish, and many 

oi'the residents who come to f-loty Cross Village come from that same parish. 

'I'he Significant Outcome of Environmental Transactions 

'Yhe outcome of the transaction between the person md the environment refers to 

the performed behavior (transacting behaviors) and attached subjective experiences in 

which the individual receives the meanings of that transaction. 'The attached meanings are 

derived %om individual's subjective reports through the expressions of excitemellt or 

g&f: satisfaction or dissatisfaction a sense of being useful and capable or a sense sf 

being useless md vulnerable; and a feeling of self-esteem or a feeling of u~orthlessness. 

The following discussion f'oci~ses on outcomes of the transaction between senior residents 

and their environment. 

'I'ransacting Behaviors and Attached .Meanings toward "Learning Activities" 

Severd significant outcomes of specifk environmental transactions related to the 

pursuit of learning and personal development were reported by the residents. which 

indude taking courses; attending lecti~es, seminars m d  discussion group; using campus 

libraries or computer lab. 

Transacting Behaviors - 'raking Courses 

(Tmnsactiny: Behaviors - University Commons) 

Dr. S., a retired physician from the l.!M Hospikd, is pursuing a Master's degree in 
music at the University of Michigan Musical School. (uc) 

Mr. £3.: a retired surgeon from St. Joseph I-iospital. registered for a course focusing on 
the American Indian from the Learning in Retirement program. cc!cl 



Mr. and Mrs. I). take several courses fix- their personal etlrichrnerlt such as con1putt.r. 
history, and Modern China from the Lxarning in Retirement progam. Their motto is 
that a learned mind is part of good health. c r!c) 

Mr. and Mrs. F., both of whom are emeritus professors and enjoyed rich academic 
careers with the Ur~iversity of Michigan. take computer courses and participate in  the 
ct~amher music study goup offered by the Learning in Retirement Program. r l i ( ' )  

(Transacting Behaviors - Hviy Cross ViIIagej 

Mrs. H.,  a surviving spouse of a professor of Ilniversity of Norre Dame. has taken a 
computer course and religious courses from Community and Continued Education of 
Holy Cross College. iwcvi 

Mrs. M., a retired child social worker, has taken a poetry class, one of her passionate 
interests, f'rom It-loly Cross College. (Hcvi 

Mr. hj., a retired protkssor in the Department of Psychology at the Clniversity of 
Xotre Dame, still teaching and working in his tieid, has taken a theology course from 
Notre Dame and is planning to take an anthropology class in the near future. ct4c.v; 

Mrs. H., a retired registered nmse, has taken a wide range of classes fiona computer, 
history to literature. rt{Cv, 

Transacting Behaviors - Attending L.ectures, Sernjnars and 1)iscussion Groups 

(Transizc6ing Behaviors - Universiry Commons) 

Mr. and Mrs. F. both are professor emeriti and are interested in Chinese literature, 
culture, and history. jut) 

Mr. and hlrs. R. both are retired physicians and go to lectures and seminars on a 
regular base. A topic such as DNA genealogy would be their most passionate interest. 
( I:C) 

Mrs. <I., spouse of a retired professor of architecture in the College s f  Architecture 
and Urban Planning, loves to attend lectures or seminars in which the speaker in 
particular is from Architecture. 

(Transacting Behaviors - Holy Cmss Vitlage) 

* Mrs. M., having traveled in forty-three countries said: 

"We were in the Great Decisions discussion group. which has met for two months eight 
sessions." I H C V ,  

Mr. 'T., a retired professor of history from the University of Notre Dame and a 
volunteer teacher in the Forever Learning Institute, has attended lectures and 
seminars at Notre Dame as well as participated in the Great Decisions discussion 
eroup. 
Ld 



Mrs. V., a retired principal in a his11 school having received her Master's degree rn 
E~lglish from Notre Dame. has k e n  leading a book discussion goup for more than 
three years. She said: 

"When 1 first came here, Brorher Philip aked me if 1 would like to starl a book 
discussion group wit11 fiin~. We have done that for three years. It has been wonderful. 
'Xhere arc five or six in the group. a !3~ther and another laywoman. We ztke a book a 
month and we discuss it and then we have refreshments in our home. We go to different 
houses. It's very nice." <i-ICV> 

Transacting B e h a v i ~ r ~ ~ ~ J J s i n ~ !  Campus 1,ibraries and Computer Labs 

(Tiansuctiirg BePaaviors - University Cummnn~) 

Ms. B., a retired professor of psychology from Central Michigan {Jniversity and a 
seiGerrapioyed psychotherapist, usually goes to the campus library for research 
purposes once a month. !r.;c) 

Mr. S., a retired physician from the U M  Hospital and an active volunteer in the 
Michigan Menial fiealth Association, and his wife, a retired nurse, go to the cainpus 
library on a weekly basis. cut, 

Mr. H., a practicing psychoanalyst and faculty member of the University of Michigan 
and his wife, a retired nurse from IJM tiospital, go to tht: campus library on a 
rnor~thly basis and the computer lab for their computer course. (ric, 

(Trunsnciing Behaviors - Ho& Cross Wage) 

a Mr. N., a retired marketing manager fi-om Sears having lived in a ranch in 
Colorado for ten years and wanting to return to civilization. goes to the campus 
l i b r q  at Notre Dame on a monthly basis. ;~-\cvl 

B Mr. T.. a retired professor from the University of Notre Dame having 
received his PhD deg~ee in Arnerican history and lived in Notre Dame for thij-ty-six 
years. usually goes to the library monthly for research purpose. itrcv, 

rn Mr. M., a retired professor of psycholoby still leaching and managing his 
own corlsuiting business, usually goes to the campus library on a weekly basis. {iicv) 

Tl~e Attached Meaning of the Transacting Behavior toward L e a r ~ G n ~  Activities 

The several types of transacting behavior (taking courses, attending lectures and 

seminars, pahcipating discussion group, and using campus library and computer lab) that 

constitute the category of learning activities share the characteristics that the activity not 



only is enjoyed but is viewed as enabling the person to change in some way. in other 

words, learning ha,? the pocver to help the person pursue continued personal developn~ent. 

Many subjective experiences attached to the specific transacting behavior were 

derived from the repons of the residents. Typical experiences were "a feeling of 

intellectual stimulation9', "a sense of growth", "an opportunity for self-expression". '-a 

sense of challenge". "a sense of having new roles", and '-a feeling of developing capacity 

for contribution." which, by and large, suggest that the need to develop one's potential is 

continuous throughout life. Moreover, this pattern of [earning not only provides older 

adults more xneaningful and valued role support but also has trrmst'ormative cognitive 

'I'he general ambiance provided by both University Commons and Holy Cross 

Village allows residents to stay involved in co~rtinuous learning. Mr. F., a f.iC resident 

anti fbrmer president of the University of Michigan, said: 

"A number of universities have this kind of settings and as fa as I know it's been well 
received almost everywhere for obvious reasons -- compatible interesting people who are 
stiH interested in new knowledge and who can talk about it and you have reason to 
believe what hey are taking about, We rue still interested in ideas and new things. 1 
think everybody here is resource to everybody else. If you have health prohlems or 
interests yoir can call somebody and say what do you know about so and so. I think it's a 
good place for your personal growth. Now I am very happy here.. .." ( 1 . r ~ )  

These outcomes. generally speaking, suggest the congruence between the 

motivation of the residents tocvard "learning-centered activities and personal gro\.'th7' and 

the resources that the environment offers. In other words, the enviro~mental resources 

such as educational opportunities and facilities motivate. encourage, and support older 

adults to fulfill their needs. This congruence was supported by the following enthusiastic 



"We enjoyed many educational and cultural activities. 'l'he motto is that a learned rrlirltl i s  
pan of a good health. We strongly agree that my expectations have been Fulfilled.'. r!Jc: 

.'We are taking twtr courses right now, one is; the history oi' Japan and the other one is the 
history of music. 'This was the main reason why we were here. And we enjoyed it.." (ijcr'j 

"Definitely you can have growth because you have to keep growing all the time. So your 
mind can keep growing just by reading what's going on on the campus. You know. if' you 
are interested in how Not~e D i ~ e  handled the whole problem with the sexual abuse ui' 
the priest, you have Father H stailding right up talking and addressing it, so the Holy 
Cross priest addressing it and the bishopric addressing it. and how they handle it with h e  
youth, were very wel! done. Tlley didn't avoid it. So as issues come up like that you are 
in the h e m  of a think tank. I mean. the goup here ... got together and wrote the paper and 
sent it lo even: single bishop prior to his meeting. So they addressed that issue. Now they 
are addressing t:he Cuban Diaspora and the Cubans on the island and they are preparing to 
keep these two groups together when Castro does fill md the regirne changes, so they 
already look into the future there. You got you know all these people. So if you want to 
keep up with things you can go where these opporarnilies are available to you if you want 
(them)." i~-ii:v: 

Transacting Behaviors and Attached hfeanings toward kWorkinp Activities" 

Many distinctive outcomes pertaining to work or meaningful work substitutes. 

which included fill]-time or part-time work, a wide variety of volunteer activities, and 

guest lecturing. emerged from the subjective reports by the residents. 

Transacting Behaviors - Full-Tirne or Part-time Work ...- 

(Trcmsacring Behuviors - Universiiy Commons) 

Mr. H., a practicing psychoanalyst and faculty member of the Unikersity of Michigdn. 
is holding two appointments with the university including being a psychiatrist in the 
Medical School and teaching a mini-course named "Psychology of Ethnic Conflict in 
Eastern Europe" in the Center for Russian and Eastern European Studies (CREES). 
He also actively gives guest lectures reirrted to his expertise, psycholoky, in many 
different occasions, ruc, 

Mr. F,.  a former president of the Ilniversity of Michigan and PBS, is still an active 
worhing retiree. In addition to engaging in several committees on campus and seeing 
a lot of people from the university, he aiso works as a consuitant for a federal judge. 
(IIC) 

a Mrs. L)., a trained social worker and fc?nner president of the Learning in Retirement 
in the Geriatric Center at the University of Michigan, is vigorously working as a 
social worker in the clinic in the UM Hospital. crlci 

Mr. G., an eight?.-year-old retired professor of orthodontics, is currentty wotkitlg at 
florrle including doing grant research. puhljshing papers, and writing a book chapter. 
(tic ! 



(Trunsncting Behaviurs - Holy Cross Viilugc~ 

Mr. E., a retired professor of theology froin the University of Notre Dame, is still 
teaching and doing research on his own field. He said: 

"Because I am not oniy teaciling in the St .  Mary's college and the t.!niversity of Notre 
L?arne, t am teaching a special pro-gram. " ccicvl 

* Mr. M., a retired professor of psychoiogy, still holds an appointment with the 
Depannaent of Psychology at the University of Notre Dame and in addition to 
enjoyir~g his teaching and research he is also a self-employed psychologist. ciicv, 

Mrs. E.. a registered nurse, having worked in the hospice service for rnarly years, still 
works in her profession and has never retired. ci-ICY) 

Transacting X3ehaviors - Volunteering 

In addition to the rich and varied full- or part-time work on the campus, the 

residents oi'I.iniversity Commons and Holy Cross Village also reported a great variety of 

volunteer activities that ellable them to stay involved. 

(Tranfaciiq Behaviors - LTniversity Commons) 

Mrs. M., a retired principal of a middle school, helps the book sale event for AAUW 
and other volunteer work in the .4iln Arbor Women's City Club. cr:c, 

Mr. S., a retired faculty member of the C!niversity of Michigan, and his wife, both are 
currer~tly active volunteers in the University Musical Society. ivc, 

Mrs. ti., a retired nurse from the lini\lersiry of Michigan t-fospital, helps children in 
the I-lands-CJn Museum in Ann Arbor. 

Mr. S.. a retired physician and faculty member from the IJr~iversify of Michigan, is 
still an active volunteer in local churches and the Michigan Mental Health 
Association. luc: 

a Mrs. H.. spouse of an emeritus professor of the University of Michigan and a board 
member of the University Condominium Association. is intensively involved in 
several volunteer activities including quilts for aids baby once a week, lnternatiorlal 
Neighbors, and on the art and library committees. ~UL, 

(Transucfing Bei~aviors - Holy Cross I Tiiuge) 

a Mrs. M., a retired school teacher, has been actively involved in Girl Talk ... reading 
newspaper articles. stories or hooks to the blind elderly. ~~~~V) 



Mrs. I-I., a retired registered nurse having lived in Notre Dame ail her life. works as a 
vcrlunteer in the "'Thrift Shop," which provides 9uw cost quality goods to the 
community, and emergency ciothing and household goods ro those in crisis, cwcw 

h.trs. R., a retired psychiatrist, energetically engages in a variety of volunteer works 
including a tour guide in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart. a member of the YWCA 
board of directors, volunteer teaching in the Forever Learning Institute, and ckiurch- 
related services. r rtcv, 

Transacting Behaviors - Guest Lecturing 

{Transacfi~tg Behnviurs - University Corttntons) 

Mr. S . ,  a retired faculty member, somelinles gives guest lectures related 90 boats, 
cruising or navigation in C!niversity Commons. (uo 

Mr. G., who retired konl the University of Michigan in 1993, has ken  doing grailt 
research and publishing papers since then. He also gives guest lectures about 
nutrition on some occasions. ii:o 

Ms. K.. a former chair of the Department of History of Art at IJM, specializing in 
conkmporw art, enjoys leading a UC group through a tour of an area museum and 
giving lectures about the Museum of Fine Art on many occasions. (uc) 

Mr. F.. a retired physician scierltist specializing in the study of diabetes, still 
energetically contributes his expertise to tlte community (UC arld campus) by giwing 
guest lectures related to issues about diabetes. cvc) 

(Transacting Behaviors - I;la!v Cross Village) 

hlr. 'T'., a retired professor of Anterican history from the University nf Notre Dame, 
still contributes his expertise to the Forever Learning Institute and Comtnunity and 
Continued Education program in Holy Cross College as a guest speaker, and teaches 
American history, Korean War. and Vietnam War. crJcv, 

Mrs. M., a retired pastor still volunteering in the hospital, sornetirnes gives guest 
lectures in regard to the pastcxal ministry. rr-ICY) 

The Attached Meaning of the Transacting Behavior towdrd Working Activities 

'I'hree major types of transacting behavior. including full- or part-time work, 

volunteering, and guest lecturing, conlprise the category of working activities. Several 



subjectively perceived meanings attached to the three types of trar~sacting behavior have 

emerged from the repons of the residents. The general expressions include, "satisfaction 

h m  continued affiliations with the university, colleagues md students". "a sense of 

pwpose". ''a sense of self-esteem", "a feeling of having accomplished something 

important", "a sense of lbliillment"', and "a sense of contribution and influence". mhich 

underline the meanings attached to the category of working activities. 

Working activities supported by this environment aliou7 older adults to maintain 

the sense of continuity both externally through their work and interactions with 

colleagues and str~4ents. and internally through the mental constructs about wl-ro they are 

and what they are capable of. Equalty important is that working activities also lead to the 

sense of self-actualization. 

'Ilese outcomes, generally speaking, are the f'unction of the residents with the 

motivation toward "'university resources and mutual &Xliations" and their environn-rental 

resources related to working activities. In other words, the environmental. resources 

motivate. encourage and support older adults to actively stay involved in works or 

rneaningfui work substitutes and continually contribute their skills and talents to the 

larger comrnuni ty. 

Transacting Behaviors and Attached rneanin~s toward "Leisure Activities" 

Transacting Behaviors - Attending Musical Events 

One of most frequently mentioned leisure activities which the residents have 

attended since they moved to the collegt./university linked retirement conununities was a 

musical event. 



In the case of llniversity Comn~ons, the I-iniversit): Musical Society. Chamber 

Music Ann Arbor and a regular series of graduate student performances offered by the 

University ol' Michiga~'~ School of Music have perfbrmed a variety of concerts aid 

recitals in the Recital Hall at Universip Commons. A majority of the residents appreciate 

and enjoy this kind of activity. 

7be partnership between University Conmons and the University of Michigan 

Music School. is strengthened both informally by inviting faculty members in the Music 

School to give performances in liC, and formally by co-sponsoring a series al' recital 

( Trunsacliag Behaviors - Lhiversity (;itmmon.s) 

I Mr. B., for example, who is on the piano fac~~ity at the Universily of 
Michigan teaching piano and chamber rnlnsic and has perfomled and recorded with 
the Chamber Music Society of Linculrl Center, was invited to have a "Beethvven 
Performance" in the UC Recital I-$all. {uc) 

= Not long ago, two UM Music School students gave a piano recital in Recital I-iall, 
featuring fiw- handed playing of classic music. c[.:c) 

llniversity Clommons has also been developing a good relationship with the 

Chamber Music iann Arbor through a series of concerts performed in the UC Recital Hall. 

Mrs. C., who is the conmunity director in liC, revealed her vision of the promising m d  

growing relationship with CIhmber Music Arm Arbor. She said: 

"Now last week we had the fourlh in a series of concerts that were put on not by the 
university group but separate goup called Chamber Music Ann Arbor. That goup put on 
foux concerts. two of them are in the Art hluseurn at the university, and two of them were 
here in the Recital Hail. Arid they loved here. Tlley had 176 people at the concefi 
Saturday night. They lked the new acoustics in the room, and they liked everything about 
it. They were thinking of doing all four concerts here next year." cr:c, 

The residents, generally speaking, greatly appreciated the opportunities and felt 

fortunate to enjoy the concerts, recitals and other musical events. 



Mr. and Mrs, S. have elljoyed many concerts, recitals and chamber music since they 
rncwed here. In addition, Mrs. S.  also plays regularly in a string quartet with neighbor, 
Mrs. F. u;c) 

Mr. and Mrs. B. express their passior~ for art and lnusic such as attending conccns 
and other musical events provided by the University Musical Society and Music 
School at the University of Michigan as well as visiting art museums. rucl 

Many of the residents of Holy Gross Village, like those in ljniversity Commons, 

have a heart fix music appreciation that becomes a way of l~ourishing their soul. 

( Triznsaciing Behuviors - Holy Cross Village) 

Mr. and Mrs. R. have attended several concerts at Notre Dame especially those in the 
Basilica of the Sacred Heart. They said: 

Mrs. H., a surviving spouse of a professor of University Notre Dame, said: 

"Oh. yes, [ have gone to lectures. concerts. plays, and religious services. And I have 
raker] some classes from Holy Cross College." c~-rcv, 

Mrs. R.,  whose husband has sufkred from Alzheimer's disease for more than ten 
years, loves to attend lnany activities especially musical events offered by the 
IJniversity of Notre Darne. cwcv) 

'Transacting .- Behaviors - Attending Sporting Events 

I3esides n~usical  events, many residents in both settings attend sporting events 

such as football, baskexball, and hockey games, some of  which are usually the nation's 

cl;bssic collegiate events. 

fTrunsucting Behaviors - LTniversity Commons) 

Mr. S., a retired physician, and his wife. a retired nurse, love to attend football games. 
iilC:s 

Mr. F.. a hrmer president of the IJniversity of Michigan, and his wife, an 
accomplished violinist and painter. enjoy a wide variety of social and cultural 
activities. and in particular footbatl game. Mr. F. said: 

-'They do give the fom~er president some privileges. for instance.. .you get invited to all 
the football games to sit in the president box so you don't have to be kicked outside." (UC, 

(Ifrarrsuctiiltg Behaviors - Holj Cross Viflage) 



= Mrs. M. in her early 70s is still actively involved in a variety of activities and the 
athletic event is one of her passionate interests; she ltas gone to several basketball 
gatnes and baseball games at Notre Ilan~e. 

a Mrs. W.. a retired registered nurse, has lived in Notre Darne and gone to football 
garnes all her life. She said: 

"And I have gone to football games for all my life. because we already consolidated with 
Nowe Datntr. My husband and 1 go to football games and basketball games, especially 
basketball; I like basketball games. i have a lot of company for footbali games, I still get 
tickets, so a lot of people like to come and stay with me and use my tickets, which ! e~tjoy. 
I like rhe company. The football game here is very famous and blichigan is one of our big 
rivals." (HCV) 

Mr. and Mrs. M.. in their early 80s, have lived in Notre Dame for 46 years and their 
major cor~nection to the Notre Dame is season tickets to the sport events. 

Transactins Behaviors Social Leisure Activities 

(Transacting Behaviors - Unhersitp Commo~.~)  

Mr. and Mrs. W.. a relatively yourlg couple both between 50 to 59, desiring to interact 
with people having more like interests, attend rnost of the Friday Common Tirnes and 
Dinner Time on 'T'uesday and Thursday. 

* Mr. and Mrs. K.. both in their late 50s. organize and participate in Friday Common 
'Time and attend many other social events. Mrs. K. said: 

"I organize Friday Common 'Time. dinners. and speakers and there is a scrapbook group 
I~ere. We attend most of thern." (11c) 

* Ms. K., sirlgle and in her late 60s. currently serves as the chair of Art Committee and 
gets heavily involved in the Dinner Committee md Technolog?: Comntittee. tricl 

Mr. and Mrs. M., who are both in their late 70s, express their enjoy~nent of social 
interacrions in the Friday Common 'Time and Dinner Time. (ucl 

Mr. and Mrs. B., who are both in their early 80s and er~joy contacts with old friends. 
colleagues, and making new friends. usually go to Friday Cumnlon Time and [)inner 
Time. Not long ago, on a Dirlrler 'Time occasion, Mr. B. said: 

"When the community director announced '' Happy birthday to Mr. S," I felt s sense of 
belonging." t uc: 

(Tmnsaciing Behminrrs - HoZy Cross Filf~zgef 
* Mrs. M., a retired teacher from Palo Alto, California, has been involved with rnany 

social leisure activities. She said: 

"Wc also attended social activities provided by tioly Cross Village like the St. Patrick's 
Day patty and ice-crearn social. When a new neighbor moves in, all of the ladies have lea 



for her and we get together. We have friends over from St. Mary's College. 1 have friends 
over there. They have been over here and we have been invited over there tbr dinners." 
(t3CV) 

* Mr. and Mrs. B. who rnoved here frorn Sterling. Illinois, Said: 

'We have attended quite a few. For example, the dedication of the new wing of the 
nursing care facility we went over for that: we've already been to the St. Patrick's Day 
party and summer social paw." ~flcv, 

hlr, and Mrs. M. have gone to many social events here and tiley like the spontaneous 
way in which residents interact with each other. They said: 

"UJe )lave gone to many social everlts here. There will be a dedication of the new wing to 
rhe nursing home; we are invited. We have gone to several dinner events here invited by 
Brothers. They also Ilave a get acquainted tea every monrh or so when new people ccme 
in and that way we get to know people." ~ftuvj 

"We have a glass of wine or something and we visit with them. They have us over to 
watch the Notre Dame basketball game on a big screen TV. One of the people has a SO- 
inch-'I'V and she had us over, And at Christmas time, we were just one of a few people 
living here and one of the couples invited us to come to dinner with thern. And we had 
people here, too. And in the sunlmer, nom~ally we sit out on the porch and people walk 
by ancl rhey come up and visit with us for a while. That's just natural and we do that to 
them. We usually take a wak around the pond and sonleone might be on their porch and 
say, come on up and visit. So it's very nice." (!-rcvi 

Mrs. V., a retired pri.incipa.1 in a high school, initiated the Welcome Tea. She said: 

"%'hen I moved here I was the first layperson, and Brother J m e s  was the fmt cleric. We 
began to have a little part): among ourselves with a few people living here to begin with. I 
appointed myself social director. Now every time new people moved in 1 have a welcome 
tea for the ladies." IrjCv) 

Transacting 13ehaviors - Creativitv and Self-Espressiun activities .- 

Mrs. S., a retired English teacher and librarian, and Mrs. F., an acconlplished violinist 
and painter, regularly play in a string quartet. cric) 

Mrs. G.. an artist, still immerses herself in the creation of art works. and some special 
paintings hanging on CJC wails are frorn her creative hands. ac)  

The Attached Meaning of rhe transact in^ Behavior toward Leisure Activities 

Four major tjpes of transacting behaviors constitute the category of leisure 

activities. Several distinct sub-jective meanings perceived by the residents from 

transacting behaviors such attending musical and athletic events, participating in social 

leisure activities, and in creativity and self-expression activities have been derived from 



their reports and expressic~ns. 'These ii~cludc "a sense of excitement and enjoyment'", "a 

feeling of satisfaction", "I\ sense of'relaxation", "a sense of self-actualization". "a feeling 

of companionship or friexldship". and -'a sense of social interactions." 

The outcomes (transacting behaviors and attached meanings) are supported by 

I,au.tonts (1993) category of leisure activities. Attending rnusical and sport events, 

according to I-awtox~, is in the category of experiential leisure. and the perceived meaning 

of intrinsic satisfaction refers to the fact that the emotions and sensation of the activity 

itself are the only source of enjoyment. Several tyyes of transacting behaviors such as 

attending Friday Common Time, Dinner 'Time, the St. Patrick's Day party, Summer 

Social pmy and welcome tea, in I.,avvton's definition, belong to the category of social 

leisure. and the ma-jor perceived meaning is of social jntertction. The transacting 

behavior of participating in creativity an3 ~el~expression activities is in the category of 

developmental leisure that focuses on perlimning an activity for its consequences, such 

as intellectual and creative pursuits. 

'Yhe outcomes also suggest the congruence between the motivation of older adults 

and their environmental resources. In other words. environmental resources provided by 

University C:omn~ons md Holy Cross Village in terms of a variety of musical. athletic 

and social events have gratified rhe older adult's motivation toward "social contact and 

sociaX and cultrrral activities." 

transact in^ Behaviors and Attached hlennings toward Intergenerationall 
Interactions 

Intergeneratioi~al interaction is encouraged and supported both in University 

Commons and Holy Cross Village mainty through social and academic interactions. 



liniltersity C:umnlons has been developing a strong connection with the Music 

School through a regular series of graduate student performances in the UC Recital Hall. 

Through xnusical events, intergenerationd interactions have been facilitated in a 

spontaneous way in which older adults enjoy and appreciate the music perfi3med by the 

young students while the students ke l  foxtuxlate to have a good place to perform and an 

appreciative audience. In some cases, tlxough the involvement of volunteer work older 

adults enjoy intergenerational interactions in the form of helping children in a variety of 

settings. such as helping young foreign women frorn International Neighbors. 

In I-Xoly (Imss Village, in addition to informal i~~teractions that could happen 

everywhere on the campuses, the residents usually interact with students through 

sponsoring exchange students, being a conversation partner with foreign studenis to help 

their English. and being host parents to help foreign students smoothly accommodate 

themselves to American culture. 

(Transacting Behuviors - C'ltiversiQ Commons) 

L A doctoral student pianist wbo played at l jC before has been invited ti:, bring her 
eleven students. ages 6 - 16, who are intensively studying classical piano. The 
program will include solo pieces frorn the Baroque to the 2 0 ' ~  century keyboard 
repertoire. (ilC j 

(Transacting Behuviurs -- Holy Cruss Vifiage) 

a Mrs. M., a retired teacher, been a great help for many exchange students. She said: 

-'We sponsored a young girl into the Philippines and then when all of the lroubles started 
to happen in the Philippines she came back. but she got married in Indianapolis and so we 
were invited to her wedding. We went to Indianapolis." (HCYr 

Mrs. H., a retired registered nurse. said: 



''1 ]lave been a conversation partner with international stucierlts to help their English. I 
have a young lady fiom South Korea. a student of Holy Cross College We get together 
every week or mto and we go to take a walk or whatever." :ricv) 

Mr. arid Mrs. S. l~ave tnoved to fioly Cross Village and a new chapter. One of their 
passionate interests is that they car) be the host parents to help young people 
accommodate themselves to a different culture and make new friends. They said: 

"It's an intclgenerational community living. 1 like the idea of meeting new people 
because my husband mind 1 in the past had been host parents for No@e Dame students and 
so our inrerest is in multi-culture and multi-nationality friends really. We can count on 
our hands how many students we have been host parents for." (~{cv) 

'Transacting Behaviors .--- Academic Interactions 

(Transacting Behuviors - Lini~~ersity Commons) 

Ms. K., a former chair of the Department of History of Art at UM, works with 
students on several projects such as '-Art as Inforn~ation" and "Michigan h'lille~anial 
Values oBfor a IJniversity Education" after she was called back to act as interim 
chair from July 2000 to June 2001. juc:) 

Mrs. F.. who is a prc3fessor emeritus of Chinese Iiterzture in the 12epartment of Asian 
Languages and Cultures at \.lhl and a recipient of the prestigious Arthur 'fl~urnau 
Teaching Award for excellence has k e n  working with students and giving guest 
lectures about the modern Chinese culture and literature. rrfc) 

Mrs. D.. a retired professor of Psychology. specializing in women's studies, is still 
giving lectures on the issues of psychology of women. and nlorenver, she is currently 
an associate director in one rei~ownled institute at tile Ijniversity of Michigan. iiJC, 

f Transacting Belrraviors - HoZv Cioss t1IiageJ 

Mr. M.. a retired professor of psycholoa in the Department. of Psychology at 
UniversiQ of Notre Dame, gives guest lecnlres talking about psycl~ology in  Inany 
occasini~s. rwv)  

Mr. E.. a retired professor nf theoloe is still teaching both at St. Mary's College and 
the University of Notrc Dame. In addition to that, he also teaches a special program 
at Notre Dame, iHcW 

'I-he Attached Meaning of the 'l'rmsacting Behavior toward htergeneratiogal. 
Interacti~m 

The category of intergenerational interactions comprises zwo types of transacting 

behavior: social interactions and academic interactions. which generate three distinct 



meanings. I'hese are: "a sense of generation integration", "a feeiing of regaining youth", 

and "a sense of t n ~ e  human community ." 

The outcome, as expected, is based on the congruence between the residents' 

motivations toivard '"an active intergenerational comntuni-ty" and '-university resources 

and aft<liations" and environmeirtal resources. In other words, the environment iftat 

Llniversiby Cornl~lons and the university provide offers older adults opportunities to 

participate in a variety of social events promoting intergenerational interactions and 

channels and contribute their expertise and wisdom to younger generations, which would 

not only gratify the motivations of the older adults but also lead to cogqitive social 

inteyra tion. 

tn summary, University Commons and Hoiy Cross Village with their connectior~s 

respectively to the University of Michigan and University of Notre Dame provide 

exceptionally abux~dant resources and opportunities that enable older adults to explore 

new purposes and meanings of life while fillfilling their needs and motivations. More 

specifically, with its immense social, cultural, educational and recreational resources and 

opportunities, the environment empowers older adults by motiwting them to pursue 

learning, working, and leisure activities, and intergenerational interactions and, more 

irnportar~tly, during the process encouraging and supporting them to achieve their 

motivations. 



'The .Major I3elhavioraf Patterns 

'Elwe arc. four major behaviorai patterns identified from the analysis of the 

attributes of the environment. Each behavioral pattern represents a cluster or grouping of 

similar transacting behaviors and perceived meanings (See Figure 4-1). 

Learninp while Aging 

The first behavioral pattern is "learning while aging." It includes taking cornrscs. 

astending lectures, seminars and discussion grc~ups. and using canpus libraries ar~d 

computer labs. This behavioral pattern suggests that there is congruence between 

envirom~ental resources in terms of educational opportunities and suppoaive culture and 

facilities and older adults' motivations toward "learning-centered activities" and 

"'w~iversity resources." 

Working while Aping 

The second behaviorai pattern, identitied as "working while aging," includes full- 

or past-rime work, volunteering. and guest lecturing. This behavioral patsern implies that 

older adults' motivation towad "university resources and mutual aftj'filiations'' is 

congruent with the environmental resources in terms of opportunities and c h m e l s  for 

employment, volunteer work, and guest lecturing. 

Leisure while Aping 

'l'he third bel~avioral pattern, "leisure while aging," includes such transacting 

behaviors as atfending musical and athletic events. and participating in social leisure 

aclil~ities. This behavioral pattern shows that rich and varied envirc)nme~~tal resources 
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The Hole Of Colleges And iTniversities 

tlniversity Commons and the I!niversity o f  Michigan 

'The aftilialic~n between University Commons and the CTniversity of Michigan fits 

in with the CIatego~ 11 of college/university linked retirement cornrntmilies. The role of 

the 1Jniversity of Michigan in developing the University Commons project has been that 

of a strong supporter in ternls of selling the land to the I[.!nivzrsjty Condominium 

Association anci helping pixchase a portion of the construction loan from the lender bank, 

things that the University of Michigan had never done hetbre. 

"'fie groijp called the University Condominium Association was a group of ljniversity of 
kfichigan faculty, staff, and alunlni that has been working for about iburteen years to 
build the lJniversiy Con~rnons community and they had developed about a 40-page 
design statement of the type of living environment features on conceptual level that they 
wanted to put in there. They had an additional approval h m  the university to make this 
land set available. This is the tirst time that the university has ever sold a piece of 
properly to a private group. The university has been a strong supporter of this." 

"ln March of 1999, we closed the construction financing with Bank One who is the lead 
lender, and the university also participated in [he construction loan tinancing, also 
something that they had never done. Essentially the university agreed ti:, purchase a 
portion of the constructiorl loan from Rank One so that's helpful with the firlancing a 
well." 

(Mr. B. the president of the Blue Hill Development) 

In developing this project, however, the University Condominium Association kas 

playcd a leading role in tcrms of the initiation of the concept of' building an active adult 

community on campus for alumni, ficulty and staf'f' and their sun7iving spouses; 

persistently working with the University of Michigan to purchase the land on the north 

campus and obtaining financing assistance; and collaborating with the Blue Hill 

Deveioprnent starting with programming. conceptual design. schematic design. m d  

design development all the way through to the construction and currently the joint 



operation of ihe University Commons. In fact. the University Condotninium lZssociation 

eventually will completely ovm and operate 17(_' in the form of AAUCICA, which is the 

condominiuxn homeowner association. 

c. I h2 connection between llniversity Commons and the University of Michigan. on 

the whole. is informal and depends largely on individual connections: ncveriheless, it is a 

strong one in that every resident living in IJC is associated with the university. A good 

example is the relationship between University (_'ommons and the University of Michigan 

School of Music, which has been developed through individual connections and efforts. 

informally inviting 5aculty members from the Music School to give performances, and 

Cc~nnalty co-sponsoring a regular series of recital programs. 

In regard to individual connections and efforts, Mrs. D. is a fellow resident in 1JC:. 

and both Iaer stepfather and late-husband were professors of piano in the Music School 

and also fc,mer chairs of the piano department. Since music and piano are their 

passionate interests and a major part of their lives, she and her husband. also part of the 

original ~70up developing University Commons. donated a beautiful 1928 Steinway 

grand piano to the University of Michigan School of Music with the understanding that it 

would be permanently located at IJniversity Commons for the entire community to enjoy, 

This Steinway not only plays a major role for many fine performances in the UC Recita! 

Hall bur dso allows many residents to appreciate and enjoy the spirit of leisure that music 

brings with it. 

In addition to that effon, University Conmons also proactively developed a 

stronger partnership with Music School. Mrs. C.. the community director of UC, 

described their collaborative effort with Music School. 



".f'he university has been supportive quite all along. They are supportive. But .gxaduaIIy 
we are developing other connections. Rut they are inibrmal connections. Fur instance, for 
the Music School, we already had, just as an example. a connection with a young man 
who runs the prograin at tile Music School for young perfornlers and he will send us over 
once a month or so 3 young performer to do a little recital for us. Recently, we visited the 
dean of the Schcrol of Music to talk to her about the Steinway piano and while we were 
there we talked to her about the facility, because she hasn't been over here, m.d talked to 
her about heir space problems because their space problem over there, at the Music 
School - -  sometimes every room is in iise and every auditorium is in we for a 
perfor~nancc of some kind. So we were saying that perhaps people would like to know 
abcrrlt this place as another place to perfurn1 and especially since we are so close. and she 
said yes. And not only thai, doctoral students need a place to rehearse the degee recital 
hefbre they perform them for their degree but h e  more they can do &at in front of an 
audience. the heaer. So that's a tie that we are developing and we are developing more 
ties like that but you can see it's informal. But what I see is that growing anci 
stsenghening. Because the Music School is the best example. ... We love the rllilsic and 
they need a place to play, you know. it's perfect. 1 see that growing." 

Many facuky members of the hlusic School also expressed their desire to have 

their facully recitals in the Recital Hall at Ilniversity Commons, which was resulted froin 

bvo of a series of fimr concerts perf'ormed by the Chainber Music Ann Arbor in d ~ e  1lC 

Recital Hall. Mrs. C ,  explained the reason: 

"l,asr week we had the fourth in a series of co~lcerts that were put on not by the university 
~ r o u p  but by a separate group called Chamber Music Ann Arbor. 'fiat group put on four -. 
concerts.. . Now the perfornlers in their four concerts, they had 28 different performers in 
their program, and most of them were from the University of Michigan faculty. Here is 
this group --- they rue bringing in the hculty, in other word$, professional musicians, and 
these people looked around here and they said, "Oh, this is nice, maybe I will do nly 
Rculty recital here next year." So I see us developing these ties more and more wilh the 
Music School." 

It is obvioilts that, in the absence of a formal program structure between IJniversity 

Comnlons and the University of Michigan. the residents rely heavily on their own 

affiliations with the university and University Conmons as a whole to develop 

connections that lead to  a happy fillfilling life. According to the analysis of the 

attributes of the environment. the IIC residents are actively engaged in taking courses, 

atlending lectures and seminars, and using the campus libraries and computer labs; many 

working activities through full- or part-time work on canlpus, volunteering. and guest 



lecturing; many leisure activities tiuough attending musical and athletic e\)ents, and social 

leisure activities: and many intergenerational interactions through social and academic 

interactions. 

Holy Cross Village and Holy Cross College 

Holy Cross Village represents the Category I11 of college!'ur~iversity linked 

retirement communities. With a strong commitment to building an intergenerational 

community on campus, the Brothers of the Jioly Cross and Holy Cross College have 

developed a reciprocal relationship with Holy Cross Village. In other words, the college 

and its students benefit from the presence of older adults with a great variety of 

esperiences, skills, and energies, and likewise, older adults benefit from the rich and 

varied resources provided by the college and from the University of Notre Dame and St. 

Mary's College. Brother. 6.. CSC. cment president of Holy Cross College, described zhe 

major reitsons that influenced their college to pursue this venture. He said: 

"That was a cooperative adventure with the religious cornlnunity (the Brothers of the 
Congregation of the Holy Cross) that sponsors the college: and we are looking at the 
propeny development as well as the educational resources primarily that the college car] 
contribute towards the retirement community, which is going to be developed on this 
property. That was basically an opportunity and part of that was because of our proximity 
to the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. 

The religious congregation o m s  this community and also owns the college. '('lley operate 
the community. We simply were very interested in having them as neighbors and then 
looking at the associations we can have with such a commimity." 

"It's a synergy of both using the adults with wide experiences,  he retirement commurlity 
is here, our people. many of whom have experiences and expertise that they can use for 
our students. So the idea was to build the intergenerational communi~ at the same time 
h e  resources that the college cvuld contribute towards the retirement community. We are 
providing technology and technical services, library resources. and adult continued 
education -- that kind or thing, so it has been a two-way street." 



Financing I-Io[y Cross Village encoux~terecl no dif'ticulties in that time Brothers 

already ourr~ed the property. In the early staye, they built a number of hrjrnes with 

financed ntoney, 'nut when people started to rrlove in, their membership tke generated 

enough ixicorne to cover the cost of that borrowing; therefore, the loan was torally paid 

off. 

In addition to the land and financing, the college is strongly committed to 

devoting more programmatic resources to create a culture where personal growth is a 

way of life. hlrs. A., the program director of Holy Cross College. described the "Adult 

Learners" membership and Community and Continued Education Program this way: 

"What we have tried to do once people start to move in is to quickly establish a link, 
which is through me. I am the director of the Community and Continued Education here 
in the college. So 1 have gone over to the village ofice to meet with people, have cofEees 
there right at first. And I will come in almost every Friday and then I will be able to get to 
know them. they get to know nxe and 1 te61 them what we are developing here so they car] 
become involved. Primarily what we have is callcd "Adult Learners". We have a 
membership that, for two hundred dollars. they can come over here and get an IT) card of 
Holy Cross College. 'T?uough that card they are able to have access to our computer 
system. they can use our lihrar);, they can take my of the Cornrnuniiy & Continued 
Education classes, and they can also audit an academic class. They can enroll in a degree 
program if they want to, or they can just audit any  class and be a guest student and they 
can do that free. Auditing tile class is free; it will be two hundred dollars per family a 
year and they get all these diserent services. Quite a few people have taken the 
opportunity to do that ... when they have taken auditing classes through the Community 
and Contirlued Education Program, which is the enrichment non-credit class that we have 
developed here. We have a big following of those residents that take at least two or three 
ofthose a semester. So they can come over here and rake enrichment classes. And one 
family has even taught in the enrichment class and that is an option for them. It's also an 
option for them to tttach ;ul academic class if they want to approach someone iike the vice 
president of Holy Cross College about that if they have a specific bdckground and bey 
would iike to contribute to the college. 'They also can be a guest speaker. We encourage 
them to be a guest speaker into our cla~srooms." 

The Community and Continued Education is a strong component of programmatic 

resources devoted to the integrdtion of retirees from the village, the young students frorn 

the: college, and older adults from the local comnlunity. It offers a wide range of 

enrichment courses for the old and the young, i-rom both inside and or~lside the village. 



Typical courses include "Freelance 'CVriting", "Changing Market and Your lPetirernel?tv, 

'"Bark Poets o f  English Literature", "Exploring CIassic Music", "Tai-Chi", and cornputer 

courses such as "Beginning Word for Seniors",  microsof oft Excel & PowerPoir~t for the 

Workplace" as well as some courses in which older adults could be mentors such as 

"Revised SKI' Math Review", "Revised SA?' English Review", and "TOEFH, Test 

I>reparation," 

Resides the Community & Continued t:ducation. the college also opens its 

classrooms for traditional students to older adults living in the sillage. For example, there 

is one history course called "Culture Ilrossroom". which is a combinational look at the 

history of the Undergroux~d Railroad, the Underground Railroad in the South Bend area, 

thc French fur traders. and the Catholic Church in this area. This kind olintergenerational 

learning setting not only provides older adults with opportunities to interact with young 

students but also offers them a place to contribute their experiences, expertise, and 

energies to the class and to young people. 

Another successful component. a mentorkidvisor program is a collaborative effort 

between Community and Co~ttinued Education and Elnglish Language Institute (ELI). 

fiach year students from more than fifteen foreign countries are enrolled at I-loly Cross 

College, Many residents in the village actively participate in the Conversation Partners 

Program and assume the responsibility of being a mentor to help these students become 

lnorc proficient in English. Most of these interactions happen in a very inIormal way 

where older adults and young students might have a conversation while taking a walk 

around the pond or on the porch of a resident's home while eating brunch, The cross- 

generalional friendship, therefore, is shared and embedded in a natural cvay of life. 



"One of the other areas where we have been able to broaden our program is by 
collaboration with our newly designed EB-l (English Language institute). We have some 
students in there who need just conversation in English and what we have been able to do 
is to pair them up wilh the: fanlily at the village and they go over and meet with then1 and 
'just talk. So they jusl get together and talk and it helps that student become more 
proficient in English. And it's right here on campus so it's easy for students to be able to 
take care of that here and not to worry about it. not to worry about trmspor~tion i>r 
anything like that. So that turr~rd out very nicely, too." 

(Mrs. A. Director of Community B Continued Education) 

Not only does the X-Ioly Cross College have an intensely strong commitment 

towards shaping Holy Cross Village as an intergenerational conm~unity by devoting 

enormous programn~atic resources to create a socially and intellectually supportive 

environment, but it also has an ambitious vision for the strategic development of the 

village. One major god, according to Brother C;., president of Holy Cross College, would 

more eiYectively exploit the assets tha.t richly reside in the village to strengthen what is 

lacking fbr a liberal 3 . s  institution like Holy Cross College. He said: 

"Well. I see continued growth. We have been a two-year college and we are looking at 
the process of seeking accreditation within the next couple of months for a Bachelor's 
option. And we are looking as part of that for many more opportunities for d u i t  meniors 
of foreign students ro enrich that possibility. and many of the contacts we made in regard 
to {hat are fix the people who are in the retirement community who have goid practical 
experiences and contacts with business and industry so we are looking tu exploit that and 
really to exploit the practical expertise of the people who are in the business co~n~nunity 
as a resource. Also our facult?; members - - -  ycru know. an academic particularly a liberal 
arts institution like our own is not involved in research with the business community and 
that kind of thing, so the faculty members can lack the practical experience of' what's 
happening in the real world. So we are really looking to draw people having practical 
expertise and bring their experience to the mainstream work of the fat:ulty regarding their 
curricrrlun~ design to help students to do their career planning and eventually enrich the 
possibility. Tt's a good way for us to easily access to a pool of intelligence that is right 
here rather than going out to find them, which is much more dificult." 

:$nother ma-jor aspect, according to Mrs. A. the director of Community and 

Co~~titinued Education, tvould be outreaching to the larger community. 'l'he (lommunity 

arad Continued Education Program, by providing enrichment courses and community 

service projects, has the potential to draw together older adults from the tocal cc~mrnunity. 

residents fiorn the village, and students from the college, and reach out to the larger 



community to render senlices and solve problems. This type of strategic collaboration 

would significantly enrich the iarger community. I\/lrs. A. described tvhat she fc~resee for 

the future regarding the partnership between the village and the college: 

"I can see both of us enhancing the students and the college arld enllancing their life ... we 
also have many community service projects that are going on i i ~  the college. If they want 
to be involved in a prqject that we are doing, the students are doing something that 1 think 
they will enjoy too. 1 teach a social work class and I require community service in that 
class and you have to gc:, our. to the ccrmmunit). and do things. If' there are things that 
students can do to help people over here or to get them to be involved with what they are 
doing out the community, I am sure they wouid like to do that. And 1 am the outreach 
person too. so 1 an, outreaching the community as weil with members or agencies and 
Rotary Club and help with dityerent projects out in h e  comolunity representing Holy 
Cross. There has been a different time that 1 thought this should he son-tething that some 
of the residents here would be interested in. So [ think it just needs to develop a littie bit 
to a point that - actuakly one of tile residents lnentioned when we were there that they 
wouid like a newsletter. so we are sending them our school news letter and our schooi 
magazine on a contir~uous basis. But 1 think even with Community and Continued Ed 
they woilld like a little newsletter of just ideas and tips about what's out lhere lhe 
community, what we are up to." 

In summary. Holy Cross College and the Brothers of the X-loly Cross Literally 

could be viewed as one entity. With a strong and persistent cornrniiment towards buj lding 

a small, age-integrated community, Holy Clross College has been proactively involved in 

designing an3 organizing proganlxnatic resources that would benefit the rcsidenis in the 

village and the young students in the college. Moreover, there is a sense of assurance 

nsanifested in the comments made by the Community Director and Project Consultant 

when they contemplate the fut-ure. 

"1 ktlow this is going to grow; I know this is going to deveiop. It's just right at the 
bursting point. It gives older adults a natural way to be involved and to continue learning 
md to feel like they are contributing. i atn really hoping that they start guest speaking 
quite a bit to our students because that's just a wonderful way to have an impact on 
students and have the students recognize that the resource is right here in our backyard." 

(Mrs. A. the Director of Community & Continued Education) 

"ln the old days, the (rid days are maybe just five years ago, we wouid say to move into a 
retirement center sotnebody had to be in good hands like the good hmd of Allstate and 
you are in this good hand. We will take care of you and no matter what happens you just 
stay here and you never have to leave. We got health care. we got a country store. we got 
other people your age. Stay right here and we will rake care of you and fbr a while that 
was ok. But what we got now is the new age of retirees who don't want to just be in good 
hand. They want this but they want this hand to be open so they can go to the community. 



they can go to the college, they can go to the lectures. and they can go to the inteiiectual 
things and that sort of thing. So. yes. you are still in this good hand and we will take care 
o f  ysu; but the hands are <>pen wide. Yuu car! say  active znd stay l?-.uu!ved when ynu. 
need to come hack 4'011 got the hnme here." 
"I ihirrk ~-eiirecs are going to look t r  this type of university- based retirement ssmmunity 
at least next 15 to 20 years as i see il. 'l'he future shoulil he bright fix this." 

(Mr. M. C+-'rqject Consulta~~i of t-loly Cross Village) 



1)JSCUSSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 

An Overview 

Who moves to the C:ollegeATaiversity Linked Retirement Community 

1. Tlae lnajority of the residents of University Commons and Iloly Cross 

Village are in the age groups 70 to 74, 75 to 79. and 80 and over. (Sce Trthlc 

4-1,4-17) 

2. Most of the residents are married couples (UC: 75.6?/0: HCV: SO%), while 

a small percentage is widowed ( L K :  19.5°h'/u; HCV: 1 5.7°/o). Tttere are very 

few cases in the divorced (UC: 4.9%) and never-married categories (HCV: 

3.3%). (See Table 4-2,3-18) 

3. Older adults living in Vniversity Commons and Holy Cross Village 

generally have high educational attainment. 'Re va.t majority have college or 

post graduate degrees (UC: 95.1 %; HCV: 70% j. (See Table 4-3.4- i 9 )  

4. I he  seniors moving to ljiliversity Commons and Holy Cross Village have 

a profile of very good health. Most of then1 reported that their l~ealth is either 

good or estren~ely good (UC: 90.394; HCV: 96.7°/~). (See Table 4-4,4-20) 



- 
3. The residents art. more likely to engage in work or rncaningfi~l ~ v o r k  

substitutes. Most of them are retired but still actively volunteer jl!C: 56.1%; 

MCV: 66.7%). while a number of residents are still teaching or working in 

their fields (UC: 19.5%; I-ICV: 16.704,) such as college professctrs, researchers, 

physicians, nurses, psychologists, m d  cngirteers. (See "fable 4-5.4-2 1) 

6. 'Ile residents have a prof& of high I~ousehoid income. la IJr-riversity 

Commons. the most and second most quoted household income categories are 

$ I O , O O O  md more (43.9%) and $125,000 to $149,999 (19.5%): in I-Ioly 

Cross Village, the most and second most quoted hausehold income categories 

arc $50,000 to 74.999 (36.7'%) and $35,000 to 49,999 (30%). Although the 

residents in t-ioly Cross Village have relatively lower household incomes than 

those in h!niversity C~omn~ons, they still have higher household ili~cornes than 

the median income of households containing fanlilies headed by persons 65+ 

in 2000 ($32,854) (Administration on Aging 2001). (See Table 4-6,4-22) 

7 .  'The majority of residents are from the local area where they have lived for 

more than thirty years. For instance, LJniversity Comlons has drawn 85Yo of 

its residents from the Ann '4rbor area, while Holy Cross Village has recruited 

56.796 of its residents from the South Bend area. 

8,  Older adults moving to the college/university linked retirement 

community are more likely to have affiliations with the colleges or 

universities. University Commons has been designed speciiically for ti-M 

aiunmi, faculty and staff and their surviving spouses; therefore, all of the 

residents have aftjliations with the university. liowever, although Holy Cross 



Village is open to the public. more than 70 O/O of its residents have affiliations 

with the University of Notre Dame. (Sce Table 4-7,4-23) 

9. Most of the residents Inavc. taken advantage of resources on campuses such 

as raking courses for personal enrichment (IIC:: 78%); E-ICV: 4094) and usix~g 

campus libraries (UC: 24.496: HCV: 5U0/o). Their passionate interests 

encornpass a wide spectrum. ranging from English, French, literature, poetry, 

and n~usic ro history, political science, anthropology. theology, and cornpurer 

courses, (See Table 4-8,4-241 

10. Many of the residents actively pursue meaningful activities on campuses 

such as "Guest lectures" (UC: 34.1 94). "Volunteering" (HC:V: 56.7?4), mi3 

"Part-time or Full-time Work"' (UC: 17. I %: HCV: 10%). (See Table 4-9.4-25) 

4.1. The residents generally speaking have good knowledge of how to use 

informatinn techlologies. The majority of them use computer at home (UC: 

65.9%; HCV: 50%), and the primary use of the computer is for ernail and 

communication (UC: 82,9?,6: HCV: 56.7%), and connecting to the Internet 

(I!C:: 82.9%; T-KIV: 56.7'lio). l'heir experience with the Internet is usually more 

than 2 years (IJC: 75.6%; HCV: 50%), and their major Internet activities we 

"read and send email" (IJC: 85.4'?/0: HCV: 56.7%), *"look for trdvel 

infbrmation" (UC: 58.5%), and "research (HCV: 43.3%). (See Table 4-10 to 

4- 1 3 and 4-26 to 4-29) 

12. 'The majority of residents view the Internet as an extremely useful 

enabling technology (LJC: 56.1%; 1-TCV: 4Oa/o) that has great potential to 

maintain their independence (IIC: 63.596: I ICV: 53 3%) and provide 



opportunities for staying in touch with fiends and family and making new 

connections, whiel~ gives them a feeling of continued social belongii~g, (UC: 

78%; 1-ICV: 50%). (See Table 4-1 4,3-15 and 4-'30,4-3 1) 

13. On the whole, the residents of Uni\,ersity commons md Holy Crc~ss 

Village express a high level of satisfaction in terms of their expectations 

having been hlt?lled (UC: 90.2?4; FICV: 66.7%). (See Table 4-16.4-32) 

Why Older Adults Move tu the College/University Linked Retirement Community 

1. Resident Characteristics 

Older adults were motivated to live with people who are ti-iends or colleagues 

who have similar backgro~md, ivld share like interests and affiliations with the university. 

2. University Resources rind Mutual Affiliations 

Older adults are drawn by the university resources that are socially. culrurally. and 

intellectually rich. and a number of residents desire to maintain slrong aftjliations with 

colleagues, students. and social organizations on campuses, which allow them to continue 

to teach and/or wc~rk. 

3. 1,earnin~ Activities and Personal Growth 

Many of the residents were attracted by a supportive intellectual culture where 

they can explore varied learning activities such as taking courses and attending lectures. 

seminars, md discussion groups that encourage md support personal growth. 



4, An Active Inter-Generational Community 

'I'he majority of the rcsidcnts were motivated by the iBct that the 

collegeivu.liversitgi linkcd retirement community promotes an active intergenex-ationas 

community where they not only enjoy more social involvement. new Criendships and 

higher morale by interacting with residents of their ages but also have more opportunities 

to give and contribute to the larger community by integrating themselves into all ikcets of 

the campus iil'e. 

5. Affiliations with Ann Arbor or Notre Dame / Aping in Piace 

One significant underlying factor that motivated older adults to move to 

t!niversily C~ommons or I-Ioly Gross Village is the desire to maintain a tong-lasting 

affiliation with the University of Michigan or Notre D m e .  This motivatioi~ has been 

supported by the ljcr that most of the residents are from Iocd areas (IJC:: 85%; HCV: 

53°4), and it also suggests that older adults. having strong emotional ties to the local 

community where they have spent most ol' their lives. we more likely to stay in the same 

commlmity. 

6. Su~portive Environment 

Many of the residents have strong desire to move lo a supportive environment 

where they are free of the responsibilities of maintaining a relatively large house: where 

they could enjoy the freedom of "lock and -lk" and where they are supported by a 

barrier-free environment. 



7. Social Contacts / Sociai and Cuitural,4ctivities 

Many of the residents intend tcj stay physically a ~ d  mentally active through their 

participation and involvement i x l  social and cultural activities thus, avoiding trmrnatatic 

loneliness and isoiation. Opportunities to engage in social interactions lead to their vital 

psychctlogicd fwlctioning. 'fiis motivation indeed was one of the major factors that drew 

many older adults to move to tinivzrsity Clo~nrnons or Holy Cross Village, 

8. Lacation / Proximity 

A number of residents were att~acted by the Location of University Commons or 

Holy Cross Village in terms of the proximity to university and college campuses, 

do\%ntown, and regional transportation centers as well as places that ari: important to their 

daily life. 

9. lndepetrdence / Self-Determination 

'T'he motivation of some of the residents was being independent; having cfioices; 

and maintaining control over personal decisions. '%is motivation rellects the fact that 

older adults do not want to be a burden to their children, and they want to make their own 

decisions regarding their future living arrangements. 

10. Reiigious Reasons / Brother's &%inistry and Value 

The unique religious background of Holy Cross Village at Notre Dame is a major 

reason influencing older adults to move there. Many of the residents hdve strong ties to a 

local parish. to the Holy C:ross Brothers and to Notre Dame, which shape their decision .to 

move to a place where they can maintain their religious activities while enjoying the 

services rendered by the Brothers whom they tmst. Holy Cross Village therefore. attracts 



ol~ier adults who have a common religious faith and tnist the Brothers' ministry and 

values. 

11. Assisted Living and Skilled Nursing Care on Site 

For tl3e residents moving to Holy Cross Village, the on-site assisted living and 

skilled nursing care facilities represent one of the major attractions contributing to their 

decision to move. A number of residents view this facility as a valuable resource in that 

they would feel secure and have a sense of predictability knowing that the place 

eventually you might go is rig& there. Some of the residents have an urgent need for {his 

type of services due to their spouses' health problems. and this arrangement sliuws them 

to live in the independent houses yet have easy visitation and a more comforting life, 

The Attributes of the Environment Created by the College/University Linked 
Retirement Community 

(1) Environmental Resources 

Both Ilniversity Commons and Holy Cross Village provide senior residents with 

environmental resources which allow them to engage in rich and varied social, cultural 

and educational activities and programs; stay involved in a variety of organizations; enjoy 

difyerent supportive services; use enabling technologies for work or personal enrichment; 

access a great number of supportive facilities; and pursue activities that fulfill their 

motivations. 



Social, Cultural m~-~fii-ggaiionaI Activities, Programs-sd..Qrganizations 

'7'Ble activities and programs provided by communities and campus environments 

can be divided into four categories: learning activities and programs; working activities 

and programs: ieisure activities and programs; and inter-generational interdctions. 

Learning Relared Environmental Resources 

Learning-hcused activities and programs represent a significant integral pan of 

the daily life of the residents who pursue lifelong learning and personal growth. haany of 

the residents of University Commons take courses from "Learning in Reriremtmt 

Progranl" at the Turner Senior Resource Center at the University of Michigan; attend 

"'Special Five O'clock Lecture Series"' and "health education seminars" offered by 

l.'niversity Conmons; develop their computer skills and knowledge in the "Cornprrter 

Classes for Rockies"; and attend lectures and seminars on campuses. In the s m e  way, 

older adults in Holy Cross Village have benetjted by the unique ~Zdtilt Leraners 

membership that provides residents with the access to the computer network of tioly 

Cross College, the privilege of taking courses h m  the Community and Continued 

Educatioxi progran and auditing an academic class far free with the opportunity to enroll 

in a degree prclgan. in addition. thc Community and Continued Education program 

draws residents from the village. young students from the college, and older adults from 

local communities. 

Other interesting activities md pxograns such as "educational travel prograin" 

feaiuring learning on trips; -'Culture Crc~ssrooms" an intergenerational classroom: mcl 

numerous campus conferences. lectures. seminars, discussion groups all fulfill their 

motivation for learning activities that enhance personal growth. 



Working Re/ated Environmenttrl Resources 

'The con~mullity and campus environment provide senior residents with 

opportunities for work or meaningful work substitutes in terms of full- or works. 

voluntary work, and guest lecturing. People who have enicjyed rich academic careers 

with colleges or universities can nlaintain strong aililiarions with colleagues, students. 

and organizations on campuses. This mutual relationship allows retired faculty and staff 

to continue to teach or work in their ORTI fields. 

Volunteering, another form of working activity is a significant part of the daily 

I i f i  of senior residents. The most mentioned voluntary activities of the residents of 

University Gomnlons are: serving on varied coxnmittees within the commuxlity; serving 

as board members in a variety of non-profit organizations (such as Ciray Panthers, the 

FIemlock Society End-of Life C m ,  Matthaei Botanical Garden. klargwet Watennan 

Alumae Club. and so on): volunteering in local churches, Am .Arbor University Women, 

Ann Arbor Women's City Club, Ann Arbor Hands-on Museum. and the University 

blusical Societyg... I.,ikewise, the majority of the residents of Holy Cross Village are 

intensely involved in all kinds of community services. Frequently mentioned volunteer 

work, includes volunteerixig in the nursing home, the Soup Kitchen and Thrift Shop; a 

tour guide in the Basilica ol'the Sacred Heart; volunteer teaching in the Forever Learning 

Institute; and reading newspapers or books for the blind elderly. 

Opportunities for guest Lecturing within the community or on campuses involve 

many residents in giving lectures on topics related to their expertise. Resources include 

"Special Five C3'clock Lecture Series" and "health education seminars'" offered by 

Uuiversity Conmons. -'C~omiunity and Continued Education Program" and "Inter- 



genzrdtional ('lassroon?" provided by Eioty Cross Village, as well as many irwitaLions 

i'rom academic units on campuses. All of these opportunities are important channels 

tluough which older adults contribute to both colleges and universities and to young 

sxudents. 

Leisure Refuted Environmc.nta/ Resources 

Musical events offered by the LIniversity hlusical Society, Chamber Music Ann 

A r b r  and a special recital program in collaboration with the School of Music at the 

University of Michigan significantly enrich the residents' life at {Jniversity Commons. In 

the same fashion, each year ihe IJniversity of Notre Dame Department of Music features 

a series of rnusical performances by guest artists, faculty members, and music students 

jkr the residents of Holy Cross Village. Sporting events such as football, basketball, and 

hockey games are beloved by many of the residents of University Commons and 1-luiy 

Cross Village. The two communities also provide senior residents with popular md well- 

aitended activities that promote social interaction among residents and enhance a sense of 

conlmunity md belongingness. 'These resources include '-Friday Common Time" and 

.'Dinner Prob~dm." at University Commons, md "Welcome Tea" and monthly cheese and 

wine events at Holy Cross Village. 

Intergenerruion-Interaction Related Envirutzmentul Resources 

Opportunities and programs devoted to intergenerational ir~teracticrns are a 

significant feature of the collegeluniversity linked retirement community. The campus 

environment in essence senies as a hotbed for cultivating cross-generational interactions. 

'fhe central idea of this relationship is that it happens in a very informal and spontaneous 

way. The context might be a jogging path. campus cafe. athletic or cultural events. or a 



classroom. in addition. some programs initiated for promoting intergenerational 

irmteractions have served as an effective catalyst that shapes mutual relationships bettveen 

senior residents and young students. For example. a collaborative ef'fbrt beeween 

University Commons and the University of Michigan Music School has developed into a 

regular series of graduate student performa1ces in the Recital Hall at University 

C~omnlons. It is a reciprocal relationship in that older adults enjoy the music performed 

by young students while young students have a good place and an appreciative audience. 

Xn fio1y Cross Village, programs such as host parents, English Conversrition Partners, and 

sponsoring exchange students provide a deeper way of cross-generational interactions 

that enable older adults to be involved in the life of young siudents. 

Support Senrices and Enablin~ Technologies 

University C'ornrnox~s has developed a variety of committees to sewe residents ctf 

varied needs and interests such as art committee. library committee. dining committee, 

and health committee. The health committee through planning periodic clinic hours 

within the n7ellness center in conjunction with the resident's primary care physician 

offers one planned service, health and ~~elIness  program. It includes such services as 

preventative health care, chronic disease management, operating presence for individual 

and in-home care coordination, iildividual health coordination and case management, 

podiatry services. and massage care. In addition to pro\)iding a variety of exercise and 

strength training equipment. the University Commons Fitness Center alsct offers tjtnzss 

classes led by a professional fitness trainer several times a week. Further. to assist 

residents who may need more care, the University Conmons health committee has 

developed a database of referral information and preferred provider and access 



arr<mgernents with in-home care service providers, new-by skilled nursing facilities, 

hospice sexvice providers, and long-term care insurance providers. 

tloly Cross Village, in contrast. provides on-site assisted living and skilled 

nursing care services, which becomes one ma-jor factor to draw older adults to nl&e thc 

move. I'ransportation service to assist residents who need a shuttle bus t'or their daily 

activities is supported by It loly Cross Village. 

Both Ilniversity Commons md Holy Cross Village provide residents with high- 

speed cornprltes network and Internet access that enhance their independence and social 

belonging (See 'Table 4- 14, 4-1 5 md 4-30.4-3 1 ) as well as learning, working, m d  leisure. 

Physical Settings 

IJniversity C:ismmons is located adjacent to the north canlpus of the University 

Michigan. Campus facilities such as libraries, recreational centers, ciassrc>oms, <md 

stadium art: within ten-minute drive. The ninety-two residences including seventy 

apartment-style wits, ten townhouses, a d  twelve duplex units (villas) nestled in a 

spectacular eighteen-acre wooded site center around a community center - Houghton 

Hall, a place for resident Ieaming and interaction. 

I-ioly Cross Village is situated on the campus of Holy Cross College and 

neighbring the Lrniversity of Notre D m e  and St. Mary's College. C'arr~pus facilities are 

all within walking distance or five-minute drive. In addition to twenty-six units 

independent apartment building, sewing primarily for Brothers as well as about twenty 

units of individual, duplex, and fourpies villas surrounding a man-made pond, Holy 



Cross Vi[l;age offers a thirty-two units assisted living a ~ d  sixty-bed skilled nursillg care 

on-site facilities. 

'I'hereforc, a community center and on-site assisted living and skilled nursing care 

facilities significaltly distinguish University Commons from Holy Cross Village. 

(2) Maior Behavioral Patterns, Transacting Behaviors and Attached 
Meanings 

Four major behavioral patterns (Figure 4- 1) are suggested to better understand the 

outcon~e of the transaction hexween senior residents and the co~nmui~ity and campus 

environment. A major behavioral pattern is defined by a cluster of similar transacting 

behaviors such as  "taking a course", "attending 'lectures and seminars". or "using campus 

library" and their attached meanings such as "a sense of growth", "a sense of challenge". 

or "a sense of intellectual stimulation". These major behavioral patterns include "learning 

while aging''. "working while aging". "leisure while aging". and "inter-generational 

interactions." 

Idearning wfiile Aging 

Several transacting behaviors such as taking a course, attending lectures. seminars 

and discussion gotxps, as well as using cm~pus libraries and computer centers induce a 

sense of growth, a feeling of intellec~ml slirnuiation, a sense of challenge, and a feeling 

of developing a capacity for contributions have been identitied as fbrrning a major 

behavioral panem --- learning while aging. 



work in^ while iZai~~g 

The majority of residents of University Conunons and Holy Cross Village engage 

in a variety of working activities including full- or part-time work, wlunteering, and 

?. guest lecturing. [ hzse activities provide them with a sense of purpose, self-esaeern, 

fulfilfrnena, and a sense of conlrihurion. Work-related transacting behaviors a~hf their 

attached meanings, therefore. constitute another major behavioral piittern - working 

while aging. 

Lcisulrc while Aging 

The residents reported that a great variety of leisure activities constitute a masor 

p a t  of their daily lives. These include "attending musical events". "attending sporting 

eve-nrs", "attending social leisure activities". and "participating in creativity and self- 

expression activities" from which older adults derive "a sense of excitement and 

enjoyment", "a sense of satisfaction". '"a sense of self-actualization". and "a sense of 

social integration." This major behavioral pattern. leisure while aging. coupled with 

learning while aging and working fi7hile aging, constitute balanced opportunities for 

leming, work and leisure. 

Inter-Generational --.. .-. .- - - - -. Inreractions 

Aside from inft3rmal and natural cross-generational interactions on campuses. the 

two Fpes of activities, social interactions and academic interactions. are primary ways 

for senior residents to interact with young people. Many residents of University 

Commons attend recitals performed by graduate students from the music school at the 

University of Michigan and participate in International Neighbors to help young women 



from different countries. A number of older adults at I-loly Cross Village are involved in 

bcing host parents. F:nglish conversation partners. and sponsors for exchange students. 

I'hese social interactions enhance cross-generational interactions. Acadenlic interictions 

such as guest lecturing or teaching and working with students are also iirequently reported 

by thc residents both in IJniversity C'ummons and I ioly ('ross Village. 

(3) 'The Hole of Colleges and Universities 

Thc University of Michigan has been a strong supporter of University Comxnox~s 

in terms of selling the land and l~elping finance the project. However, in ternls of 

facilities and programs. the University of Michigan and Iiniversity Conmlons esser~tiatIy 

constitute two age-segregated con~munities on campus. The connection between the 

community and the university is based on individual connections and efforts. Perhaps this 

could be attributed to the absence of an enabling policy fostering diversity and an agc- 

friendlq environment. and a fornlal program structure enhancing the integration of the 

residents into campus life. The general attitudes of the residents regarding the 

relationship between the University of Michigan and University Commons are 

manifested in a quest for more opportunities. stronger connections, and most importantly, 

a sense of integration. 

Holy Cross College. on the other hand, not only is the initiator and developer of 

ihe Holy Cross Village project, which is based on a strong commitment to building an 

active inter-generational community but also opcrates and owns this community. The 

goal is to achieve a reciprocal relationship in which the college and srudents benefit by 

senior residents with energies, expertise, and experiences: likewise, older adults benefit 

hy the rich and varied resources provided by Lioly Cross College, the IJniversity of Notre 



Dame and St. Mary's College. Through a policy that integrates senior residents from the 

hillage into 311 Facets oi' the college life and devoting pmgrarnrnatic resources such as 

Adult Idearners menhership and Community and C'ontinued Education, f loly C'rc)ss 

('allege and I XoXy <:robs k'j [lage have become one integrated community . 

A Comparison Of Two Cases 

A Comparison of the Characteristics of Residents 

'The residents who move to University Commons or f-Eoly Cross Village generally 

share many aspects of socioeconomic hackground in terms of age. marital status. 

educationat atbilmler~t. health status, income, work status, and howledge of' using 

inhrrnarion technologies. Many of the residents are active in social, cultural and 

educational activities as well as having strong affiliations with the linked colleges or 

universities. Furihermore, the vast majority of residents have very high overall 

satisfaction in tenns of their expectations having been fulfilled. 

In the same manner, the residents of University Commons and Holy Cross Village 

hold sinlilar motivatiolrs that convinced them to move to the college/university linked 

retirement comrnuniry (See Table 5-11, However, nvo key motivations that distinguish 

the residents of Holy Cross Village fronl liniversity Commons artre '-religiotls 

rzasonsiRro~hers' ministry and values"' and "assisted living and skilled nursing care on 

site." it is, therefore, obvious that tloly Cross Village essentially draws a number of 

residents who have a common religious faith and an ernocional bond to the Brothers, and 



who have specific preferences or urgent needs ibr the assisted living and nursing care 

Facilities. 

A <:omparison of the Attributes of the Environment 

It is essential that the comparison of the attributes of the environment begin with 

the coinmjtment of the colleges and universities to creating an enabling culture in terms 

of policies and programs that shape the environment. major behavioral patterns and 

general m~hiance. (See Table 5-2,S-3 and 5-4) 

The Roie of Colteges and Universities 

Although the University of Michigan has been a strong supporter h r  the 

development of thiversity Commons. it has no continued coinmitment to develop 

policies. programs and organizational structures that foster a long-term partnership 

between these bvo communitjes. The residents of llimiversity Commons are integrated 

into the cmpus life ;:>I' the Cniversity of' Michigan primarily through individual 

connecdions and efforts. Although informal, but the connection is nevertheless a strong 

one in that every resident living in Cniversity Commons is affiliated with the university. 

'[his unique nature generates many opportui~ities and channels for the residents 

themselves to explore new approaches and continue the mutual af'f'jjliation that ultimately 

enhances the potential for the integration of these two conmunities. It is expected that the 

I Tniversity of Michigan will provide policies and an enabling organizational struct~xe in 

partnership with University Commons in order to develop more comprehensive programs 

and activities that enrich the reciprocal relationship hetween senior residents. the 

university md young students. 



In contrast, Holy Cross College has a long-term commitment to its retirement 

community rr~anifcsted in supportive policies such as building an active Inter-generational 

cornmunit?, ~ h i c h  integrates senior residents into the college and campus life, and 

dckcloping programmatic resomces such as the Adult 1,earners membership and 

C'ommu~ity and Continued Education program. Adult Learners provides senior residents 

with learning, and working activities, and inter-generational interactiolt~s. 'I he Community 

and Continued Education program esse~~tialty serves as a.11 etrablkg stnlcture which 

provides infonnation and opportunities for interested individuals and draws senior 

residexits froin the village. young students from the college, and older adults from the 

local community to learn and work together. It also serves as a focal point for 

conlmunication and interactio~~s between the college and the village In terms of 

newsletters and regularly held meeting at the village. Furthermore, it develops courses 

m d  colninunity service projects that have the potential not only to integrate the village 

into the college but also reach out to the larger communiry. rhe connection ~herefc>re 

between Holy Cross College and Holy Cross Village is mainly through thc integrated 

et'fort by the college. 

Environmental Resources 

enviromnent that motivates, encourages and supports residents to pursue 

learning, working and leisure activities as well as inter-generational interactions is s h a d  

by University Commons and Holy Cross Village in social, cultural and educational 

activities, programs and organizations; support services; enabling technologies; and 

physical settings. 





two communities. the residents of CToly C'ross Village still expressed a desire to have a 

common Facility ( o f  their ocvn. 

?Vhat. therefore, should be the role of colleges and universities? It is essential 

that a suppctrtive policy fostering age integration and a formal program structure 

providing amenities and activities to its own residents and young- students as well as older 

adults from the larger community be endorsed and provided by colleges md uriiversities. 

It would be ;m e:cctraordinary effort to create one community rather than two age- 

segregated communities on campus. 

Maior Behavioral Patterns 

University C~ammuns and Holy Cross Village generally share several types of 

major behavioral patterns including ieaming while aging. working whilc aging, leisure 

while aging, and inter-generational interactions (See Table 5-3). 'I hese behavioral 

patterns convey a strong message to both older adults and society at Ixge that older 

adults have the uillingness, capacity and necessity to live a balanced life of learning. 

work and leisure as well as inter-generational interactions. 
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Emergent Themes 

The Congruence of Mutivations of Senior Residents and Environmental Resources 

In Kahana's (Kahana IQX2) Person-Environment Congruence Model. 

psychological well-being and adequate functioning of older adults are most likely to 

occexr when their preferences and needs are congnzrei~t with envirolmental resources. In 

other words. a favorable outcome of the transaction between the older adult and the 

environment is manifested in a condition where the preferences and needs of the older 

person have been fulfilled by the resources that the environment offers. 

This reseiirch suggests that the high overall satisfaction of the residents (See Table 

4-16 & 4-32! is attributed to the congruence between their motivations and the 

environmental resources. The evidence of fbw major behavioral patterns (See Figure 4-9 ) 

shows that senior residents perform certain patterns of behaviors that are generatcd by 

envirom~ental resources according to their motivations. For exampie, the courses and 

lectures offered by a "Learning in Retirement" program are most likely to motivate older 

adults having intents or needs towards learning-focused activities and personat growth to 

perform behaviors (taking a course or attending lectures) that would fulfill their 

nlotivations. Furthemtore. older adults who perform behaviors je.g., taking a course) 

motivated by environmental resources je.g,, a Leming in Retirement program) would 

perceive meanings (e.g., a sense of growth) attached to those behaviors. Ilence, the 

congruence of older person-enviro~ment relations literally is embedded in a close fat 

between their motivations and environmental resources, and is manifested in the ouicorne 

of the enviromenta[ transaction (See Figure 5-1). 



In this regad. the behavioral pattern of "learning while aging" could be 

interpreted as representing congruence between tke ~~iotivation towards "teaming 

a.czivities and personal growth" and learning-related environmental resources. 1,ikewise. 

the behaviorai patlern of "working while aging" could be viewed as the sign of 

ccpngnience hetween the motivation towards "r~niversity resources and nlutual 

afiliations" and working-related environmental resources; the behavioral patten of 

"leisure svhile aging" could k defined as the expression of congruence between the 

~raotivaiion ton~ards -'social contacts / social and cultural activities" and leisure-related 

environmental resources; the behavioral patzern of "inter-generational interactions" could 

be seen a the indication of'congnlence between the motivation towards "an active inter- 

generational conm~unity" and age-integrdtion-related environmeiltai resources. 

Collegehmiversity linked retirernen~ communities draw older adults who have 

certain characteristics in terms of profiles and nmtivations that are congruent with the 

environmentid resources that they can provide. In other words, older aclults purposively 

select environments a ~ d .  by the same token. these environments purposively draw older 

adults. The underlying motivations. therefore, influencing older adults to nlove to 

college!universjty linked retirement communities definitely guarantee their satisfidction. 
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Figure 5-1: The Congruence between the Motivations of Senior Residents and Environmental 
Resources 



'The Reciprocal Empowering Process 

Based on the congruence between the characteristics of senior resicjlents and 

environmental. resources, the research found a reciprocal empowering process operating 

in the intemelationsfiips between the residents and their environment. In other cvords. the 

envirorarnent eznpowers the residents while the residents empower the environment. 

The Concept of the Reciprocal Empowering Process 

'I3e nature of "empower" is "giving power to", "enab[ingm or "promoting the self"- 

actualization or i~lRlrence of."'" Although it might be applied to a wide variety of aspects, 

when used in reference to the relatioi~ship of older persons - environment in a 

coileyet'universitgirsit linked retirement community cotild be defined as "enable.. . to promote 

the older person's personal growth totvard self-actualization": first, in regard to the older 

person ernpowering the environment, "empower" means enabling the environment to 

become functioiially active and vital and to further develop its resources, thus 

contributing to older person's self-actualization; second. as to the environment. 

empowering the older person. "empower" means enabling the older person to fulfill 

hisher motivations and acquire new and more valued roles throu.& an enriched 

environment in which to continue hisher personal grow41 toward self-actualization. 

'This research suggests that the relationship between the older person and the 

environment is a mutual empowering process that leads to hisher personal growth and 

I3 In Merrim-Wcbsier's Collegiate Dictionary, "ernpowr.r" is def ned as: 
I .  to give official authority or legal power to 
2. enable 
3.  to promote the self-actualization or influence of 



self-actualization. I t  is a "reciprocal empowering process" of the c?Ider person - 

environment relations in the college'university linked retirement cornrnunity. 

The reciprocd empowering process ctf thc older pcrson - environment relations in 

a college!'university linked retirement comn~unity is. in fact. supported by t,eavinTs "life 

spacc'" conccpt. In Lcwin's view (LC195 I), human behavior is a function of thc person and 

of hislher environment. Central ro his conceptuali~ation of E3 = f (P, E) is thc notion that 

the behavior dcpends on the state of the persoil (P) and the state of his:%er envirc>nmenr 

(E). which, further, are n~utually dependent. It is this mutual influence between the 

person and the environment that shapes behavior. In order to ur~derstand or predict the 

behavior, therefore, the person and his/her environment d~ould be kicwed as one 

constellation of interdependent Fdctors and studied as a totality of co-existing factors, 

nfhich is termed the "life space" of that person (I,euin, 195 1 ). 

The concept of life space connotes tu70 essential properties that are embedded in 

the relationship of person-environment transactions. The first property is a holistic form 

in which the person md  his/her enkironment are viewed as a totality of co-existing 

factors. The second one is the notion of mutual influence be~ween the person and hisihcr 

environment. In other words, the changes in the environment would lead to the changes 

in the person, and vice versa. The concept of life space also offers a useful way in which 

the behavior is better undersrood as the outcome of the mutual iniluence between the 

person and hislher environment. 

More specifically, human development is a process of self-actualization that is 

cr~ntix~uous thoughour life ((Maslow, 1968). In this view, the mutual influelice of the 

person-environment relations could also be viewed as a process toward achieving self- 



actmlimtioi~. By applying the definition of "empo\i~er," rei'erring to "enabling" and 

"promoting the sel f-act ualicraiinn.'" it is apprc~priate to define the mutual irlfluence of the 

person-environment relationship as a reciprocal en~powering process between the person 

and the environment that Izcids to the person's self-actualization. 

Xn fact, according to Maslow's hierarchy of nceds (Madow, 19541, sellt 

actualization is thc highest level of personal development that is continuous thoughout 

life. Further. he reserved the concept of self-actualization for older people'Jstating, ". . .13y 

thc criteria 1 used, self-actualization does not occur in young people." Therefore. it is 

more appropriate to define that reciprocal empowering process in the older person - 

environment relations in a college!university linked retirement community as a process in 

which the older person continues hisher personal growth and becomes or does what 

he'she is capable of becoming or doing (e.g., professor must teach andor do research: 

musicians must make music; artists must paint), which is the meaning of self- 

actualization ( Madow. I 954). 

Three Essentiaj Aspects of Reciprocal empower in^ Process 

'I'he concept of reciprocal empowering process of older person -- environment 

transactions emphasizes three essential aspects: the process of the environment 

empowering the older person. the process of thc older person ernpowering the 

environment, and the outcome of the reciprocal empowering process (See Figure 5-2 1. 

'" Maslow reserved the concept of self-actualization for older people. In his preface to the second edition 
of .Motivation m d  f'ersc~nalic!, he wrote: "...on self-actnali~ation I h w e  removed one source of confusion 
by confining the concept very bet'initely to older people. By the criteria i used, self-actualization does not 
occur in young people'' Abraham H. hlaslow. ,'otivation und Pi?r.sonais'ty (New York: Harper & Row, 
I978 j. 
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'I'he Process of the Environnzelzt Empowerincr, tkg-jjjder Person 

'Yhe environment empowers the older person first. through stimulating the persorl 

to pelfcxm behaviors according to hidher motivations. and second, by encouraging and 

supporting perfbrmed transacting behaviors ivith atfached meanings to fulfil [ hisher 

motivations and providing hirn'her with new and Inore valued roles; by devzioping 

his/her human potential; and eventually giving self-actualization. 

'The . -. . -. - . -. Process of the Older Person Empowering the Environment 

I'he older person empowers the environ~nenr tjrst, by seeking sources of 

satisfaction and perfomling specific actions that gratify his!lter motivations, and second, 

through hisiher performed behavioral patterns to enable the envircmrnent to function 

vitally (through fsilfilling or helping its function); to have potential to grow; and to 

bccome meaningful to the older person for his:%cr personal growth. 

The Outcome of the Reciprocal Empowering Process 

The ouacome of the Reciprocat Empowering Process (Figure-5-3) is in the 

dynamic form of thee levels of ernpowement of the older person (e.g., f~ilfilling 

motivations and deriving new and more valued roles. personal growth, anJ. self- 

ac~ualization) md the environment (e.g., fulfilling environmental functions, 

environmental development. and becon~i~~g rneanir~gful lo older persons) and two Ievels 

of empowerment of behavioral patterns, which include the denotative level the 

behavioral patterns (e.g., learning while aging, working while aging, leisure while aging, 

and intergenerational interactions) and the coru~otative level - the transcendental 

meanings (e.g., personal growth, self-actualization, and social integration). 



For the purpose of this research, the reciprocal empowering process of the older 

person - errvironrnent relations (Figure 5-2) and its outcome (Figure-5-7) are used as a 

corlceptual model for a better understanding of the process of college!university linked 

retirement coxnrnunlties developing new models for future retirement. 

I Senior Kesiden ts I 

Performing 
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[ Behavioral Patterns Transcendental Meanings 1 I Denotative Level Connotative Level I 
Learning While Aging Personal Growth 
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Figure 5-3: The Outconle of Reciprocal Empowering Process 

! A Dynamic New Model for Future Retirement 



The Outcome of the KeciprocaI Empowering Process: 
A Dynamic New Model fur Future Retirement 

The Emnuwerinv Characteristics of Older Adults 

In a reciprocal ernpcvering process of older person - environnlent conceptual 

model - the motivation of the older person serves as the energizing source of transacting 

behaviors that empower the envirolm~ent by fult'illing or helping to fuBfilI its functions, 

stimulating its growth, and achieving its meaningfulness for the older person's personal 

gou.th ad self--;lctuaiiir.atic~r~. 

Motivations toward 1-earning-Centered Activities and Personal Growth 

The pursuit of learning activities (and personal growth is significant arnor~g the 

residents in this research. This fits in with several studies suggesting that individtlats with 

higher levels of education are more inclined to participate in educational programs when 

they retire (Cross, 1384; Peterson. 1983; Anderson & Darkenwald, 1979). According to 

the findings, sevcrd factors constitute this category of motivation: first. the desire to have 

more opportunity for leanling activities such as taking a course, attending a seminar, or 

going to a guest lecture. second. a culture or general attitudes that encourage inrellectual 

development. and fixially. an environment that serves to catalyze persolla1 growth. 

This pursuit of learning would lead older adults to search for and participate in 

learning-related activities and enable the environment to function active[y and vitally 

fron~ the exploitation of its learning resources siich as guest lectures, mentoring, and peer 

teaching. Moreover, based on the feedback and the growing size of needs both from the 

participants and from the conditions of transacting behaviors. the environment would 

have ro seek ways to develop its resources to better serve the older person's motivations. 
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the hnctioning of the environment and its resources provides the residents with more 

resources. 'Pheref'sre. ultimately the environment h a  great potential to become 

n~eaningful to older adults fbr their self-actualization. 

Motivation toward Social Contacts and Social and Cultural Activities 

One of the major reasons that convinced older adults to move to a university 

linked retirement community is that they desired to stay physically and mentally active 

through social contacts and social and cultural activities. In addition to living the same 

life-style as before. another influencing factor is that many of the residents have been 

living in Ann Arbor or South Bend for many yexs a d  are involved in many social and 

cultural activities. This move, therefore, allows them to stay in the (;me 

neighborhood and maintain a similar life style except for arduous and expensive home- 

rnainzenance duties. 

'T'his mutivation, again, leads older adults to seek sources of g~at.ificat.lion and 

pcmue activities such as  attending sctcial and cultural events and participating sport or 

recreational. activiiies, which axe the energizing stimuli that enable the environment to 

tirnction vitally by providing resources and opportunities for such events. According to 

the research, "social contacts mil social and cultural activities" results in several types of 

leisure activities such as attending musical and sport evenis. attending social events, and 

participating in creativity and self-expression activities. All of these transacting behaviors 

have the potential to push the environment to develop mare resources to better serve 

older adults. Eventually the environment becomes meaningful to the older person for 

hidher personal growth and self-actualization. 



Motivation toward An Active Intergenerational Commu~lity .---. -.-. .-. -. .. . . . -.---. -. -. - -- 

A number of residents expressed the desire to have better opportunities to interact 

with other active people of the same age md with members of younger generations who 

haiw shared values. tike interests, and similar backgrounds based 011 thc university. This 

type of rnotivaxion suggests that, on the one hand, older adults would prefer to live in an 

age-segregated environment where they could enjoy more social involvement. nekv 

friendships, higher morale, and support services, but. on the other hand, they desirc to 

canzribute to the larger con~munity by sharing their experiences and wisdorn with 

younger generations, 

This motivation empowers the environment in the foml of informal contacts 

between old and young. or formal activities promoting more opportunities for crsss- 

generational i~rteractions. This empowering process would move colleges and universities 

totvatrd a multi-generational environment and senle students of varying ages for different 

types of learning; therefore, it enlarges the capacity of colleges and universities to foster 

diversity zmd enhance cheir environmental resources. 

The Empowering Attributes of the Environment 

,Motivating, Encouraging, and Supporting 

In the reciprocal empowering process. the environment empowers the residents by 

fulfilling their motivations and providing them with new and more valued roles, 

developing their potential. and ultimately giving them self-actualization. The way in 

which it does this is that first. enviro~unental resources stimulate the residents to pursue 



activities that fulfil1 their motivations. and then. during the ernpo~cering prt-xess, the 

envircmrnent encourages and supports those activities through policies. programs. and 

facilities. 

Liniversity Conmons and Holy Cross Village both share e~~vironrnental attributes 

that empower the residents. C)n the whole, the envirorunent motivates the resider~rs by 

offering rich and diverse resources related to their motivations while at the same time 

providing policies, programs and Facilities for pursuing new and meaningful social roles. 

ar~d personal growth. Speaking concretely, the environment offcrs resources in leaning, 

working, leisure, and intergenerational interactions that motivate them to pursue what 

they intend to do or become, not only t'ulfilljng their motivation toward "learning 

aciivities and personal growth", "Unitcrsity Resources and mutual affiliations", "social 

contacts arid social and cultural activities", and "an active intergeneratioral community" 

hut also providing them with new md valued roles and encouraging and supporting their 

continued persc~nal growth. 

I..earning Ac tivities motivated, encouraged and supported by the en \/ironmen{ 

Continued learning in University Commons and Holy Cross Village is a way of 

Biik, Not only was the "learning activities and personal growth'' a significanr motivation 

that influenced older adults to move, but this motivation has been realized by their 

actions in terms of taking courses, aaending Iectures and seminars, and participating in 

discussion grc3ups, which were the most mentioned social and culturai activities and 

clunpus resources of which they have taken advantage. The environment that University 

Commons and Holy Cross Village provides abounds in opportunities for ail Iypes of 

learning that motivates the residents to perform learning behaviors. The residents were 



given opportunities to pursue leariaing-centered activities as well as many campus 

lectures. seminars and discussion groups. 'The environment further encourages and 

supports learning behaviors tl-rrough a culture ira which learning is highly valued fu~d 

viewed as a normative behavior, and through policies and facilities that prc~mote 

Intellectual pursuits. For example. the University Commons Design Statement states, 

"University Commons has been designed for active LJniversity s f  Michigan alumni, 

faculty. and staff (md their sunliving spouses) age 55 and older, with an emphasis on 

lifelong learning tind intellectual stimulation via ail interesting series of study grc~ups. 

lectures. seminars, concerts, and community interactions." Based upon this commitment, 

many policies, educational. programs and activities shape an enabling culture for learning. 

Likewise. the primary purpose of developing Holy Cross Village was to provide 

older adults with the college's educational resources and more intellectual opportunities 

from the neighboring University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College, It is that 

commitment that induced the college to establish an "Adult Learners" inenlbership in 

which older adults, like students, tvould have an ID card to access the computer network, 

library, and other campus facilities; to take or even teach a course; and to participate in 

co~nmunity service projects. The general ambiance is to promote continued learning and 

view personal growth as a way of life. 

The commitment held by both University Commons and Holy Cross Village hss 

guided developing policies and programs as well as providing facilities. which encourage 

and support learning activities. 



Working Activities motivated, ~3couraged and sgppc.tfled by the Penm.rom~ler~t 

The majority (of the residents both in University Commons and ffoly Cross 

Village described themselves s "retired but still a.n active volunteer," which reveals the 

fact that meaningful work substitutes such as volunteering are prevailing among the 

residents. In addition, a number of residents are working retirees; that is, they are retired 

but: still have full- or part-time work. Still, a number of residents reported tha-t, from tirne 

to time, they give guest lectures on campuses, usually on issues related to their 

professional expertise. 

'I'he rich resource of the environment related to working activities motivates the 

resiciznts to pe&m working behaviors that &/fill part of their motivation toward 

"university resources and affiliations with rhe university," and part of the motivation 

toward "atEliations with Ann Arbor or Notre Dame.'' These two motivations reveal the 

desire to pursue activities based on the university resources and affiliations and in the 

geographically same neighborl~ood. 

'Ilese two major underlying attributes possessed by both University Commons 

and E-IoIy Cross Village, therefore. motivate the residents to pursue working activities. 

First. university resources and af'filiations provide older adults with many opportunities to 

continue to work. Many of the residents are retired faculty members and have enjoyed a 

rich career with either the University of A4icfriga1 or University of Notre Dame. 'i'heir 

affiliations with the universities, coilea.gues, and students, therefore, serve as a strong 

impetus to motivate them to pursue continued activities such as teaching, research. and 

guest Lect~ring. 



Another influencing factor is geographically staying in the same neighborhood. 

'X'he new l i rm oP aging in place in which older adults enjoy a move that aliows then\ to 

maintain connections to previous working activities and fmtiliar commtinity services. yet 

be free of home maintenance responsibilities, becomes an important stiinulus that 

motivates older adults to contil~ue to work. 

The environment provided by University Commons and I-Eoly Cross Village and 

their broader university context encourages and supports %orking activities to the extent 

that the motivation of the residents can be fulfilled. 11.1 li'niversity C~omrnons. t'or exampic. 

a geai variety of committees were established in response to residents' needs and 

interests such as an art committee, library committee, dining committee. and health 

conunittee. Residents have been encouraged to participate in whatever conmirtees might 

interest them; this gives them opportunities ro contribute their expertise to other residents 

and take on responsibilities for organi~ing and operating the committees. 'Re 'I-iniversity 

of Michigan and thc Uniwrsity of Notre Dame also encourage and support foms of 

working activities ibr the retired hculty members such as providing for continued 

appointments for teaching and research in their own field; offering opportunities for them 

to stay invotved by serving on different types of committees: and inviting them to be 

gucst speakers on issues that are related to their expertise. In an attempt to draw residents 

from the village to participate local community sen7ices, Holy Cross Clollege provides 

community sewice projects through the C~omwrit). and Continued Education Program 

in which older adults have opportunities to be involved in many interesting community 

projects such as "Suinmer Youth Enrichment Days," 



Leisure -. -. . activities - - motivategl~ncoura~ed and sypported by the gnyi ronment 

SeveraI types of' activities or transacting behaviors constituiing the category of 

Ieisure activities include attending musical events md sporting events. atteniiing social 

leisure activities, and participating in creativity and self-expression activities. 

'The motivation toward "social contacts and social and cultural activities" is one of 

the major motivations identified according to the research findings. The environmental 

resource related ti) thax motivation then induces the residents to pursue the specifk 

activities, which gratify their motivation. In the case of Ilniversity Commons, a great 

number of concerts and recitals have been brought into UC Recital I-IalL Another major 

leisure activity is spoxting events, including football, basketball. and hockey games. It 

gives opportunities for the residents to enjoy the -'Cia Blue" spirit. In addition? some well- 

attended activities such as +'Common 'I'irne" and "Dinner Time" within I!niversity 

C ~ o m o n s  motivate the residents to participate in social leisure activities and enjoy 

interactions. 

In the cask: of Holy Cross Village. each year ihe University of Notre Da~~ le  

Department of Music features a series of musical performances by guest artists, faculty 

members, music students, md student groups. in addition to these, a great nunlher of 

opporrunities for mending sport events are provided for the residents to e ~ ~ j o y  the spirit 

of the '"Fighting Irish." Within the village, activities such as the "Welcome 'Tea". 

"Moving Dinner", a d  social events once a month sponsored by the village all give 

opportunities lfor the residents to get involved in both formal and infornlal social 

interactions. 



'I%e e~~viro~xnent provided by University Coln~nons and Holy Cross Village, 

harther, encourages and supports leisure activities that. are pursued by the residents. in an 

attempt to accommodate high quality social interactions, University Commons provides 

places such as C?omxnon Cafe and DiningiRecital FIall to encourage and support informal 

gntherings and formal social and cultural events. In addition to i~mrvelous hcilitiest UC 

also has made enormous efforts to shape a11 encouraging ambiance hi,r  social leisure 

activities. Most importantly, besides enjoying excellent food with nice neighbors and 

friends, I-!&' usually informs residents of recently occurring events regarding other 

neighbors or the community as a whole through timely and sometimes heartwarming 

announcements. Another important effbrt that UC has been persistently working on is to 

make Recital Hall a place full of music, energy and life. 

For E-Ioly Cross Village at Notre Darne, the environnient itself spc~ntaneously 

encourages and supports many musical and sport events. For example. the Basilica of the 

Sacred H~eart, the campus's premier place of worship and the 'landmark that underpins the 

university. has been generously hosting a series of concerts and recitals each y e a  free 

and open to public: and Notre Darne Stadium, home of "Fighting Irish", the greatest 

physical manifestation of sport. tradition, pride, loyalty, and belief, has been containing 

nurnerclus games with victorious cheers and jubilations for more than seventy years. 

Within the village, the philosophy of encouraging and supporting social leisure activities 

is based 0x1 the notion that every resident is a motivator and innovator and they initiate 

the social interr-lction themselves in and for their rejoicings such as the "Welcome Tea" 

and "Moving Ilir~ner.'' In addition to the informal internctions, however, there stilt is a 



regular social event once a month sponsored by the village and college, primarily f<>r 

information exchanges aid the fellowship thdt contribute to a sense of community living. 

Tntergenerationd Interactions ~notivated~ encouraged and sup~orted ~ J - J I ~  .- 

environment 

The essence of the intergenerational interr-tctions on carnpuses rneans older adults 

walk from their home and among young people, talk with young people. and further 

make friends with young people in the fonn of mentoring. supporting, and collaboration. 

'I'he college campus itself is rich in opportunities lor older adults to interact with qounger 

generations. 'Ihey might meet each other in athletic or cultural events; they might work 
'.J 

together on a voluntary work: they might learn together in a class or seminar: and they 

might encounter each other on a jogging path. Therefore, a11 these limitless possibilities 

serve as: stimulus motivating the residenis to pursue intergenerational interactions. 

In addition to spontaneous interactions, a number of efforts have beer1 made both 

by {Jniversity Commons and Holy Cross Village to encourage and support 

intergenerational interactions. Tfie partnership between University Conmons and School 

of Music ar the University of Michigan is a good example. The older adult at Holy Cross 

Village who sponsor, converse with and help exchange students to smoothly 

accommodate themselves to ~ h e r i c a n  culture is another. 

The Leadership Role of Coile~es and Universities 

Colleges and universities serve in a leadership role for providing an empowerir~g 

environment by their strong commitment, intensive involvemenz and supportive policies 

and programs. A general policy that fosters diversity and age integation on the campus 

and programs that practically provide residents with opportunities to pursue activities thai 



fulfill thcir rnolivations tvould necessarily have great polential to shape an enabling 

culture where a balanced role opportunity for learning, cvork, and leisure :md 

intergenerational interactions is crnbeddeil in cveryday Iifc. Moreover, the unique life 

style that could possess several behavioral patterns such as learning while aging. working 

while aging, leisure while aging. and intergenerational interactions would transcend from 

a denotative level of behavioral patterns to a connotative level of transcendental 

meanings such as personal growth. self-actualization. and social integration. 

The Behavioral Pattern and i ts Transcendential Rleanin~s 

The outcoinc of thc reciprocal empowering process of the se~lior residents and the 

cornmunity and campus environment includes several types of behavioral patterns 

idenxitied from &his research and its transcendental meanings that constitute a dynamic 

new model for future retirement. The outcome is not a static state of perhmed 

behavioral patterns, but rather, a dynamic model including the whole transcending 

process from the denotative level of behavioral patterns to the connotative level of 

transcendental meanings. ' n j s  dynamic model in fact represents a new model for future 

retirement that emerges from the reciprocal empowering process of older adults and their 

environment in a collegei'university lirlked retirement c o r n m i @  setting (Figure 5-3). 

Leanling while Aging and its 'Transcendental Meanings 

"'Learning while aging" refers to a lifelong process of development linked to both 

hblman potential and elderhood: mosl importantly it is manifested in the form of fulfilling 

the educational needs of older adults while connoting the transcendental rnemings of 

personal growth toward self-acxualization and social integration. 



According to McClusky (1974) who emphasizes the development of human 

potential as a lifelong process, lifelong learning could be a major force in ernpotverit~g 

older adults through fxilfilling a hierarchy of learning needs including coping needs. 

expressive needs, contdx.itjve needs, influence needs, and trmscendence needs. In other 

words, learning wl~ile aging in essence could ernpowrcr older adults by enab1in.g then1 to 

exercise influellce in irnproviny and ctvercoming their OWTI situation. md  further, provide 

opportunities and capabilities to contribute to the well-being of the lager society. 

'I'hrough this process of "learning while aging" empowering older adults, a crsncomitant 

result, personal growth toward self-act.ualization both perceived by older adults 

themselves and the general public, would simultaneously emerge. 

Another important empowering attribute that learning while aging possesses is 

that it empowers older adults by giving them new purposes and valued roles, and possible 

group men~berships that lead to the social integration. I-earning activities such as the 

pursuit of a11 interest or curiosity through special courses, lectures and seminars provide 

older adults with opportunities to derive new roles by seehng personal flulifilIment, taking 

up new skills, extending cultural horizons, and achieving personal growth, md to build 

new friendships rhough meeting people of all ages with similar interests and 

participating in learning related groups or memberships such as "Great Decisions" and 

"Adult 1,earnzr.s." Social integration, a concomitant result of learning while aging. 

therefore, would be perceived favorably by older adults thenlselves and the larger society. 

~ 
"Working while aging" refers to a lifelong process of productive activities (paid 

or voluntary works) linked to both human motivalion and elderhood; most importantly it 



is manifested in the form of fulfilling the working necds of older adults while coimoting 

the transcendental mearlirlgs of personal growth, self-actualization and social integration. 

I'he meaning of work intrinsically carries a r~urnber of attached value5 that 

motivate people LO ptirsue twrkjng activities. In addition to the material value that 

exclusively belongs to paid work, there are at least four other different types of values 

serving as motivations for works, which include achievement-rclated values such as 

autonomy, challenge. success. growth, interest, and variety; a sense of purpose including 

keeping active. organizing activities and lives on a daily basis, and a feeling of doing 

something significant; social relationships that provide opportunities lo interact with 

others, share infomation. attain visibility. and receive feedback and recognition for one's 

accomplishnlent; and cnhancement or maintenance of the self-concept suck zxs feelings of 

doing something important or worthwhile and feelings of self-respect (1,ocke and Taylor 

1 990). 

Working while aging conveys dual implications in rcgard to an older adult 

pursuing mlorking activities. First, working while aging addresses the needs of older 

adults for acquiring salient work values through work or meaningful work substitutes that 

usually lead to significant social and economic roles. Second. working while aging views 

older adults as major and invaluable resources and emphasizes the role older adults could 

play on a campus or in the larger conm~unity. Furthennore, bayed upon these two 

implications, working while aging would hake three transcendental meanings including 

personal gromh, self-actualization and social integration. I'he first, personal growth 

pPin~arily derives froin the work value of achievement (e.g., a sense of challenge and 

growlh) and cnhancement of self-concept. The second, by seeking working activi ties that 



fil1t;:ill work values, older adults acquire significant social or economic roles in which they 

have opportunities to do or become what they are capable of doing or becoming and 

reach self-actualization. Finally, based on ihe social and ecollc-trnic roles derived from 

work or meaningftd work substitutes and sociat relationships derived ??om work values 

and providing opportunities to interact with others. share infomation. have fiendships 

and sc)cirsl recognition, the meaning of social integrdtion would emerge and be perceived 

by older adults and the larger society. 

Leisure \i.ihileAa=..md its Transcendental Meaxlings 

"1-eisure while aging'" refers to a lifelong process of leisure activities linked to 

both human natuse and elderhood: most importantly it is manifested in the fomz of 

fulfilling the leisure needs of older adults while connoting the transcendental meanings of 

self-actualization an3 social integration. 

Older adults receive psychological and social benefits from their leisure activities. 

For instance, in an attempt to measure the psychological benefits of participation in 

leisure activities. Tinsley and his associates (Tinsley. Teaff et aL 15-65) developed a 

conceptual framework for understanding the psychological benefits derived from 

participation in leisure activities by persons in the 55 to 75-age range. This framework 

provides six major clusters of leisure activities on eight psychological henelit scales. 

'These psychological benefits include self-expression. companionship. power. 

compensation, security, service, intellectual aestheticism, arid solitude. I ,awton (La~qon 

1993) developed thee-category meanings of leisure by grouping a number of specific 

leisure meanings into three larger categories: experiential. developmental, and social. The 

essence of experiential leisure is that "the se~~sations and emotions of the activity itself 



arc: the sole sourcc of en.joynient" (Lawton 199.31, md usually include rneanii~gs such as 

-'intrinsic .;atisfaction". "solitude", and "relaxation." Developmental Icisure, in contrast to 

experiential leisure, focuses on performing an activity for its consequences such as 

intcllec~~lal pursuits and creativity; it usually i~lcludes such meanings as intellectual 

challenge, personal competence, expression md personal development, and creativity. 

Social leisure, howeser, is mainly based on social contact that usually leads to the 

meanings such as social interaction. companionship, and intimacy. 

There are bu r  major types or transacting behaviors such as attending rnusicai events, 

attending sporting events, attending social lcisurc activities, and participating in creativity 

and self-expression activities which constitute the category of leisure activities and the 

behavioral pattern of leisure while aging. Attending musical and sporting events. 

according to Lawton (I,awton 1993), are both in the category of experiential leisure and 

the catcgory of social leisure. and their attached meanings respectively is of intrinsic 

satisfaction and social interaction. Attending social leisure activities such as '-Friday 

Common Time"', "Dinner Time". "St. Patrick's Party". " Summer Sociai" md "Welcome 

I'ea"' are in the category of social leisure, which generally leads to social interaction and 

social integration. Participating in creativity and self-expression activities has the greatest. 

potential for the residents to achieve self-actualization by providing senior residents with 

opportr~nities to pursue their interests and to express their accomplished skills and 

expertise. General iy speaking, leisure while aging fulfills their motivations toward '"social 

contacts and social and cultural activities." Furthermore. leisure while aging 

simultaneously provides them with psychological and social benefits in terms of 

perceived meanings such as "a sense of excitement or enjoyment", "a fceling of 



satisfaction", "a scnse of relaxation", "a sense of expression and creativity"', "a kcling of 

companionship or fiiendship". and " a sense OF social interaction." Thsretbre. Icisure 

while aging has the potenrial to transcend from behavioral level of activities ir l tc~ 

transcendental rneanings of ~el~actualization and social imegration. 

intergegercztic~nal Interactions and its TranscenderltaI Meaii~~gs 

The unique setting of a retirement community on the campus of a c~llege or 

university pr~vibes a solid contest in which the intergenel-ationai interaction is ir~itiiated 

spontaneously. 

The development of college/university linked retirement commur~ities on or near 

campuses generally could be viewed as a constructive response to the demands of older 

adults themselves and society at large. One of the significant demands of older adults. on 

che one hand. is to live in an age-cor~centrated environment where they can enjoy nlore 

social inawlvernent. new friendships, higher morale, and supportive services (Messer 

1967; Kosow X 967; Bultena and Wood 1969; Hochschild 1973; Osgood 1 9821, hiat on the 

other hand. they also desire to live in an environment where they can have more cross- 

generational interaciions with younger generations, have more opportunity to give md 

contribute to the larger corn-mimity, and have a broader sense of social integration 

(Mumford 1956). In the same vein, (Lawton 1980) in his study of planned housing h a  

suggested the need to experiment with cross-generational living situations in difterent 

contexts and proposed '"residentiai segregation within a more broadly age-integrated 

environment, such as a pro-iect located on a college canipus" could be a solutiorl to the 

age segregation versus integration issue and could open up the way to the social 

integration for all ages. 



According to the research findings, the behavioral pattern of intergenerational 

interaclions i s  characterited hy two major categories of transacting behaviors that include 

social interactions (e.g.. rslusical events, volunteer works. host parents, and mentoring) 

and academic interactions (e.g.. teaching and working with students and guest lecturing). 

l'luough the two types of interactions. intergenerational interactions empower senior 

residents by nor only fulfilling their motivations toward "an active intergenerational 

comnrunity" and "university resources and mutual aftiliations", but most importantly, by 

leading to social integration. 

A conceptual Framework of Co1legeni:niversity Linked Retirement Communities 
developing New Models for Future Retirement 

Figure 5-4 shows a conceptual framework of collcge/universit-y linked retirement 

communities developing new models fur future retirement. In this conceptual framework, 

first. the social contest representing the issues and challenges that are embedded in our 

society1' implicitly exerts influence on the older adulr's motivations and the role of 

colleges and universities; second, the communiiy and campus environment motivate 

senior residents to perfornr behaviors that gratie their motivations, and encourage and 

support transacting behaviors and attached meanings; third. the outcome of the 

transaction between senior residents and the cornmunity md campus environment in 

terns of major behavioral patterns (transacting behaviors and attached meanings) 

represents a vehicle though which the reciprocal empowering process is operating: 

fburlh. senior residents possess empowering characteristics manifested in their distinctive 

For a detailed discussion of issues and challenges regarding retirement and rerirerna~t con~munities 
ernbedded in our society, please see Chapter 11, Literalure Review. 



transactions with the community and campus environment, which empower that 

environment by f~lltilling environmental functions, stimulating environmental 

development, md achieving meaningfulness for their personal growth and self- 

actualization; fifth, colleges and universities. by having a strong cornnihnent and 

intensive involvement, and develop policies and programs that prrwide an environment 

that can empower senior residents by fulfilling their motivations and giving them new 

artd valued roles, supporting personal growth, and giving them selfiactua8ization.: and 

finally, a new model t'or future retirement emerges in the form of a dynamic process from 

a denotative Level of behavioral patterns (e.g., learning while aging, working while aging. 

leisure while aging. and intergenerational interdctionsj to a connotative level of 

transcendental meanings (e.g., personal growth, self-actualization, and social integration). 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

Older Adults, the Society and she New hjndei for Future Retirement 

'lhe major dilemma that older adults are encountering is both a blessing and a 

challenge. The era of mass longevity that advanced industrial society has created is a 

blessing in the form of a signiiicmtly extendcd life expectancy. In the IJnited States. fbr 

instance, rile life expectancy at birth is 76.9 years in 2000, which is about 29 years longer 

than that in the 1900 (Administration on Aging 2001). This unprecedented approximately 

thirty-year life bonus and its potential of being healthy and active. therefore, have led to a 

revolutionary social change in which older adults are experiencing a fresh map in life 

(1-aslett 1996) filled with many opportunities and possibilities. In addition. higher 

educational attainments, a significant product of modern society, even augments the 

blessing to the extent that empowered older adults with time and capability fox social 

contributions are in search of a stage on which they can perform a new and more valued 

role. 

However, this unprecedented blessing ironically has turned out to be what is 

perhaps one of the most significant social challenges of the twenty-ilrst ccl~twy (PastaIan 

1999). A basically empty role and the low expectations of human develo~xnent tragically 



stigmatize the prolonged period i r ~  life after work where older adults are healthy and 

vigorous and willirlg to share their experiences and energies. 

In Kosow's view (Kosow 1967) the key problems of older people are intrinsically 

social. Due to losses in employment, income, and marit~l status. and declining group 

memberships in the family, friendships. md organizations, older adults excessively suffer 

a 'koleiess role" in retirement. It is this role ambiguity and its consequent ssyternatic 

devaluation of older adults that lead to their being ignored and rejected. particularly by 

younger generations. 

Our traditional education-work-leisure dimension of the life cycle literally 

underscores the roleless role and the explicit devaluation of retired adults. l%e linear 

model, on tlie one hand. draws rigid boundaries between the life stages of childhood and 

youth, adulthood and old age, on the other hand. our social institutions and values assign 

high expectations of human development and meaningful roles exclusively to thc youth 

representing Learning roles, and adulthood, representing work roles. li-lowever, the 

expansion of leisure time in the last stage of life receives low expectations and no clearly 

defined role and purpose. Thus, older adults whose lives and identities have been closely 

tied to work and community roles find these roles diminished or unavailable during 

re tiremen t. 

In fact, tfie two major social trends of "learning while aging"' and "working while 

aging'' discussed in the literature review suggest that tirst. older adults asc: dissatisfied 

with a life primarily structured around leisure and are exploring ways in which significant 

social andor economic roles can be defined and appropriate balances coutd be struck 

hetween learning. work and leisure: and second, older adults have needs and the 



capacities to continue personal growth and achieve greater self-actualization. It is c~hvious 

that seeking solutions to the personal grotv?h of older adults and providing a supportive 

intellectual and cultural ait~lbiance that relates to the development of new and more valued 

roles in retirement is one of the tbrernost challenges that needs to be addressed by our 

society. 

The dynamic ilew model tbr hture retirement (Figure 5-3), cultivated and shaped 

in a college/university linked retirement community, implies that a balanced opportunity 

for learning, work md leisure as well as intergenerational interactions manifested in a 

new lifestyle has great potential to turn the unprecedented challenge posed by mass 

longevity an3 low expectations in retirement into new possibilities. One of the most 

important findings s f  this research is that the congruence benveen the motivation of older 

adults returning to campuses and their subjectively reported daily activities further 

supports a view in which retirement or the third age is a time for active involvement and 

continued contributions as well as developing one's hwnan potentiai. 'This view is 

embedded in how older adults live their daily lives in terms of' learning while aging, 

working while aging, leisure white aging. and intergeneratioi~al interactions and is 

~mmifested in the perceived meaning both by older adults and the society a$ personal 

g r t ~ t h ,  self-actualization, and social integration. 

Learning. while aging, in esscnce. enables older adults to gain power or re- 

empower themselves to overcome ctlallenges. and &filler to reach a higher order of 

psychrslogical f~rnctioning - self-esteem md self-actualization. The opportunity for 

learning in old age. therefore. provides them with opportunities to learn for economic 

necessity; to learn practical life-skills; to learn for community contributions; tmd, most 



importantly, to learn tbr personal growth (Moody 1988). Learning while aging also 

allows older ailults to fully participate in comm~rnity life and derive valued roles from 

that participation. thus, not only passively dispelling the stereotype that the elderly are 

too old to l e m  and are disengaging from the community, but also actively leading to an 

age-integrated society. 

Working while aging signifies a way of life in which older adults are actively 

engaged in a variety of productive activities including paid work or meaningful work 

substitutes. 'T'hrough working activities older adults may maintain the identities and 

activities from the lifc before retirement or explore newly defined purposes and 

meaningful roles. Working while aging also provides older adults with opportunities to 

learn tiom, and meet challenges posed by working activities, thereby enhancing personal 

growth, and provides them with more possibilities for self-acrualization. Furthemlore, 

working while aging strongly suggests that the experiences, expertise, and energies 

possessed by older adults are invaluable assets that could be viewed as soiutioas to many 

social challenges, and, most irnportmtly. to their own problems. 

Leisure while aging cannot be viewed separately from learning while aging andior 

working while aping, otherwise, it leads to the devaluation of rhe leistrre activity due lo 

its non-productive nature. Elowever. bdanced learning. work. and leisure enhances the 

psychological benefits derived from participation in leisure activities, and rnakes leisure 

meaningfill ho older adults and a high-status leisure perceived by the society. By having 

the possibilities ellriched by leisure, older adults might apply their taIents and skills to 

purposeful activities such as painting, playing music. carpentry, sculpture, \wiring, and so 

on. 



Intergenerational interactions denote a desire of both older adults and young 

people toward age integration, It provides opportunities fbr positive involvement by older 

adults in the lives of younger generations and by younger generations in the lives of older 

adults. .This research suggests that this cross-generational involvement, such as 

intergeneratior~al cla~srooms. host parents, English conversation partners, mentoring, and 

many other spontaneous interactions, promote new friendships, better understanding, md 

mutual sympathies between generations; dissipate the negative stereotype ahlit each 

generation has of each other; and further shqes  a.n "age-friendly" environment. 

'I%is dynamic new model f i r  future retirement offers a solution to Ihe issues and 

ckdlenges posed both by older adults and society. Older adults in retirement, blessed hy 

living longer in better health and with higher educational attainments, have great 

potenzjd to continue to engage in learning, working, and leisure activities as well as in 

intcrgcnerational interactions in an enaiiroxlrnent that motivates, encourages and supports 

them. Based on lhis dynamic model, four significant messages n7cjuld have been 

conveyed. First of all. from a balanced opportunity of learning. working ai~d leisure. older 

adtilts derive n~eaningfi~l purpose and valued roles that transform the meaning of 

retirernent or third age from a time with low societal value and no expectations into a 

time for active involvement and continued social contribution, a time to offer one"s 

expertise and talents and to cc~ncinue to develop them to one's full potential. Second, this 

balanced rule opportunity combined with intergenerational interactions would be the 

energizing source of the transformation of an age-integrated society in which age is no 

longer the powerfu'ul determinant for learning, work or leisure. Rather, an age-irrelevant 

;and more flexible structure of rl-iree parallel role oppomnities of learning, work. and 



leisure would open simultaneously to older adulls. I'hird. the othenvise tragic waste of 

l-ruman potential wcwld became an enormous resource with both the x+illingnt.ss and 

capacity to make social contributions, and further, to have the tremendous impact and 

influence on our society. Finally and most importantly, this new model of retirement 

would generate attitudinal changes toward aping and retirement from h e  negative 

stereotype of older adults being dependent, disengaged, and non-contributing membcrs of 

society to the positive attitude about seniors as actively engaged and productive 

participants who have unique contributions to make. 

CoilegesK~niversititts And The New Model For Future Retirement 

This research is firnclamentally about creating an empowering ei-rvironnlent that 

fosters a balance between leaning. work, and leisure as well as cross-generations1 

interactions that lead to the personal growth, ~el~actualization and social integration of 

older adults. an9 further, relates to the development of new and nmoxe valued roles in 

retirement. An environment that motivates, eilcourages and supports older adults' 

perfiornzance is based on a policy that fosters intergenerational diversity md an enabling 

culttire that encompasses a diverse set of age groups as well as diverse racial. gender and 

edulic backgrounds. Furthermore. policies, programs. and facilities ~rould foster learning, 

wrxbng, and leisure activities as well as intergenerational interactions that \will lead to 

the creation of new models for retirement ( Pasralan 1999). 

University Commons and Holy Cross Village indicate that. for a viable 

integration of a college or university arid its linked retirement conmlunity, it is essential 

to develop an enabling organizational structure to fkcilitate a long-term partnership. The 



goal is to create one cornlrrunity with joint access to each other's facilities and programs 

with regard given to availability and use of space, tuition and other educational anil 

administrative considerations. 'This type of programmatic relationship tvould greatly 

enhance the likelihood that the members of these two communities to participate in 

meaningful inter-generational activities. which can then extend to the larger community. 

This research suggests that an "Ofli'fice of Mature Learners" be established to serve 

a s  a vehicle fix partnering programs and activities, md to function as a catalyst fix out- 

reaches to the larger community. I t  would he here that interested individuals from all 

walks of  life might come to seek inforrnatio~l, guidance and opportunities. 'The C?UKCCme 

would be thai the college or university and the college/university linked retirement 

community would be integrated with joint access to each other's facilities and programs 

with appropriate consideration given to tuition. and. various other costs. 

'Ihe Oflice of Mature Learners would promote the foltowing: first, 

communication and interaction between and among the college/univzrsity cummua~ity, 

the linked retirement community, and the larger community; second. creating 

aspportunities for learning through curricular and experiential activities where lifelong 

learning, work or work substitutes. intergenerational interactions. personal gro'~t1h and 

curmunity invcrlvement are a way of life; third, el~couraging the use of college/universihy 

linked retirement communities and canpus facilities by the college/university community, 

senior residents. and the larger community: finally, sewing a leadership role in terms of 

laying a four~datjon for attitudinal changes, providing opportunity structures. creating an 

environment that can empower older adults and developing new models tbr retirement. 



For the "Otfice of Mature Learners'" to be viable, it is proposed thab dbur key 

mechanisms should tK: established to foster an enabling culture for the ~izvelopment of 

new models li3r retirement. which includes "Intergenerational I-earning initiative". 

"Productive Leming Initiative", "Rese~mh Initiative Network", and "Intelligence Pool."' 

Inter-genera tionak Learning initiative 

The purpose of this mechanism is to develop programs and provide opportunities 

and facilities that will involve older adults in an intergenerational learning environment. 

For instance. classes, particularly those in gerontology, social work, psychology, public 

policy, architecture, nursing, anci ergonomic engineering can utilize older adults as guest 

lecturers. 'They can also address such topics as how they adapt themselves to, and cope 

with, the aging process, widowhood, loss and grief, housing needs, health care problems, 

and issues about environmental barriers. 

This format could be developed as a regular intergenerational classroom in which 

older adults are students, not officially enrolled in the college or university. who 

contribute to the class by sharing their experience in aging, generating productive 

discussions, debunking negative stereotypes about older people. and helping students 

understand the reality of aging as tvell as giving them information related to their work 

experience. 

Productive Learning initiative 

A traditional retirement program usually is not constructed as a form of human- 

capital investment but as a leisure-time activity (Moody 1993). 'The purpose of this 



mechanism is to heip older adults discover how to make their later years productive md 

begin a new phase of life. It is fundmentally about production rather than const~mption. 

F3roductive learning initiatives recruit talented and motivated older adults such as retired 

professors. physicians, engineers, and corportte executives to share tkeir experiences and 

give lectures or be a course leader to form a peer-learning enviromnent. Moreover. i t  

should emphasize strong ties between ihe campus and the wider commtmity by training 

volunteers and potential part-time or full-time employees to meet the needs of boih c~lder 

adults md the wider community. which is important in reinforcing the external 

constituency for the college or university and positive attitudes to older adults. This type 

of learning program should avoid a private-market model or social welfare approach; 

rather, a social-investment model should be the dominant approach when Productive 

Leming Initiative develops any comprehensive productive learning prcjgrms. 

llsearch Initiative Network 

The purpose uf "Research Initiative" is to effectively involve older adults as 

researchers in research pro-jejects. Many older adults on campus are active, highly educated, 

and community-invidved persc?ns with degrees, expertise. and talents. 'l['his valuahIe 

intellectuat resource has the potexlGa1 to be organized and deveioped as a research team in 

which older adults have major roles. Research Initiative is mainly composed of older 

adults wishing to participate and conduci research projects that have opportunities to 

attract outside funding or clientele. Research projects could come from outside clientele 

and could be in partnership with professional researchers from internal units of the 

respective colleges or universities. The relationship between Research Ini tialive and 



colleges and universities is reciprocal. On the one hand, colleges and universities provide 

older researchers with rich campus resources to successfully conduct research projects. 

On thc other hand, older researchers with their special knowledge and experience can 

return these favors by receiving outside funding and prtiects and external constituency 

fbr colleges and unikersities. 

Bass arid Caro (1995) provide further support for the idea that older adults can 

play a significant role in applied research activities. 'They comment that involving older 

adults as resetrrchers in a r k  action-research nlodel has proved to he effective for a variety 

of gerontological policy studies. First of all, older adults help professionat researchers in 

framing research issues thrc>ugh substantive discussion. Second. older adults have prc~ved 

to be eftkctive as interviewers due to their patience, thoroughness, and interest in the 

subject matter of their interview. Finally, invoivement of older adults in research on 

aging issues and policies nlakes research and the policy recommendations more credible 

to the policymakers. 

For this "'Research Initiative" to be viable and filnction most effectively, the 

collaboration with other ^'Research Initiative'" on other campuses should be established to 

f o m  a "Research initiative Network". With this broader view of Research Initiative, 

older adults have more opportunities and resources and contacts with the wider world. 

Intelligence Pool 

The combination of market forces and demographic trends suggests that 

organizations anci society as a whole will have no choice in the hture but to employ md  

develop older workers more (Auerbach and Welsh 1994). On the demand side, mare and 



more organizations view older adults valuable resources and assets ((:hen 1987). tJn 

the supply side, older adulls are able and willing to make meaningful co~stributions 

through paid work or volunteering ( Bartk. McNaught et al. 1995) (Kraut 1987). To hster 

proifucti\le aging on campus and meet thc needs of both older adults and the wider 

comtnur~ity. colleges and universities could develop m "Intelligence Pool" from rnaturc 

students and residents. In fact, colleges and universities, organizations from the loca! and 

the wider world, and older adults themselves will all benefit from this "Xrmtelligence 

Pool." For colleges and universities. this "Intelligence Pool" becomes a Lalents and skills 

storehouse, which can be called on to silpport the collegehniversity in its teachixmg, 

research. and public service. More than that, this rnay be devoted to the achievement of 

college/university objeczives. For organizations interested in external staffing 

arrangements and dissatisfied with the cost and quality of temporary agency hires, thrs 

"Inrelligence Pool" provides a significant resource for potential part-time or full-time 

employment and trolunta-y works. For older adults themselves, this "intelligence Pool" 

represents optimism and tremendous opportunities to seek nett purposes and meaningful 

roles. 

A Framework for Future Research 

A Comparison of CoiIegeKniversity Linked Retirement Communities and 
Traditional Retirement Communities 

Collegcluniversity linked retirement communities are distinguished from 

triditional retirement communities not only by the similar socioeconomic hackgrounds 

and motivations of the residents, but aiso by the attributes of the environment that they 



and their linked colleges and universities create, as well as the potential for the 

development of new and more valued roles and the creation of new nlodeis for retirement. 

Shis exploratory study provides a better understanding of the phenoirrcnon of 

colIeyehniversity linked retirement communities; however, i t  does riot place such 

comlunities within the larger context of retirement communities. 

'I'raditional retirement communities. generally speaking, could be divided into two 

major types, active adult communities distinguished by their leisure- and recreation- 

oriented fdcilitics and programs, and continuing care retirement comn~unities (CCRC) 

distinguished by their comprehensive and continuing healthcare provisions. Active adult 

communities dran older adults who are usually married and in their 60s and early 70s. 

The majority arc healthy and actively pursuing a variety of outdoor recreational activities 

and leisure programs. Older persons attracted to continuing care retirement communities. 

in contrast. tend to be widowed females in their late 70s and early 80s, and less physically 

active. On the whole, the residents are a better-educated group that is more likely to have 

high household incomes and have worked for themselves or in professional and 

managerial positions (Sheman 1971: Hunt, et al. 1983: Blank 1988; GoIant 1992). 

The motivdtions of older adults who move to traditional retirement communities 

are essentially the existence of support services, leisure- and recreation-focused amenities, 

and healthcare services (Sherman 1971 ; Longino 1981 ; Gibler. et al. 1997). It is not 

surprising that the environnlental attributes that traditional retirement communities 

provide are n~mifcsted in the focus of comfortable surroundings, extensive recreational 

activities, excellent food, and good health care (Pastalan and Schwarz 3 994). 



In contrast, the college/university linked retirement commux~ity draws older adults 

who might share a common socioecor~omic background with those in the iraditional 

retirement conm~rmity, but are motivated by a supportive intellectual, social and culturat 

ambiance that fosters continued learning and personal growth; provides university 

resources and mutual affiliaiions: facil iiates social and cultural activities; and prcmotes 

inter-generational interactions. It is fundamerltally that empowering environment that 

gives oider adults new and more valued roles and leads to the creation of new models for 

retirement. (See Table 6- 1 ) 

it is essential shat future research conduct a thorough comparison between 

crsl tegeiuniversity linked retirement communities and traditional retirement commmnitjes. 

A systematic comparison would focus on the following issues: first, the cfiaracteristics of 

residents in terns of their socioeconomic and demographic profiles and the underlying 

motivations which influence them to move ti) college/university linked retirement 

communities or traditional retirement conmunities; second. the attributes of the 

environment. including environmental resources such as social, cultural and educational 

activities, support services, enabling techologies. physical settings. and general 

ambiance rnnd major behavioral patterns manifested in the new lifestyle shaped by the 

transaction between alder adults and their environment; third, the potential and 

opportunities of both types of communities for developing new roles for older adults in 

retirement; and. tinally, the ilnplication of the two types of communities in achieving 

attitudinal changes towards aging and retiremenx and the creation of new models for 

retirement. 



A comparison itlat places the research of collegeluniversity linked retirement 

communities within a broader context of retirement communities will enhance the 

generality of the research findings; contribute to a better understanding of the distinct 

characteristics that differentiate colIege!universit.y linked retirement communities h m  

traditional retirement communities; and provide guidance and information h r  e~lder 

adults who are planr~ing retirement moves to retirement communities to make appropriate 

decisions leading to the congruence of personal intents and needs and environmental 

resources. 

In smnlary, the phenomenon of collegeluniversity linked retirement communities 

is more than simply a solution to the housing needs of older adults: rather, it represents 

the promise of a new old age in which older adults have meaningful purposes and highly 

valued roles and influence social change. It also provides a new model that gives us new 

minds ia deeply feel the life experience of our elders and eyes through which to better 

understand and f'ulfill their higher needs for personal growth, self-actualization and social 

integration. Moreover. the new minds and new eyes would consequently give rise ~o an 

artitudinal change towards aging and retirement and turn the rejection of older adults by 

younger generations into an appreciation and enjoyment of their presence and of what 

they can contribu1.e in terms of directions of social change, life experiences and skills, 

energies, wisdom, and social senrices. It is also anticipated that colleges and universities 

serving in a leadership role for developing linked retirement communities will have the 

vision to meet the social challenge and making a way out from the old paradigm of seeing 



aging m d  retirement as a problem and burden toward a new paradigm in which aging and 

retirement are full of meaning. value and opportunities. 
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Appendix A: Q~lestionrlaire 

13. What is your total bu~axchold income? 

Q ! :::<JLT $35.M10 (J X35.000 ro W9.YY9 

9 i?i~.(i(#i 10 S74.0W 0 575.M0 S9.W 

(3 S l:iC.O%)o to S124.900 0 11?1,0(N110 $119.%9 

(2 3 I Sr,.ow mu more 

14 Oa zou live hem weasonally o r  year round? 

0 tL.u wund-CIO 1 0  (216 

Q ~;vimc: w11y 

ib ..wr ,JtlI) 

(-J &h.r : \pe'f!) 

15, If seasunally, where do you spend the mt of your 
?mr? 

- - --- - 

16. llcrw much do you pey for your monthly service fee 
Iaerc?" 

11'7. H'ha6 d m  the monthly wrvice fee cover? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ....... 

..... ........ -. .... - .- . - .-----..--... 

................................................................................ 

........................................................ 

IS. Whrm did yon live just before you moved here? 
(State, Cits) 

19. Have you moved more than once in the past 10 yean, 
if so. how mrny times and wben?  

20. Are you an alumnus, lacislty, or  staff crf Universitj of 
Notre Dame, Holy Cross Cotlcge or  St. Mary's 
College? 

17 Staff 

21. What w e n  the major reasons that convinced v u  to 
move so this university-linked retinemuut 
community? 

- .  

- -- -- - 

22. Since you moved to this university-linked retirement 
community, have you attended any social, culturar o r  
r r r rea t ia~a l  eveuts provided by the University? 

23. Do you take any advantage of the following campus 
resources provided by the university? 

a U s e  tthr ampus recreaiona! ccnter-CjC) 'f0 Q29.30 

Use the cornpurcr !ab-GO TO '$3 1 

a Use ihc m1pw5 lib--CICI TO Q32 

Psge 2/S 

Page 11'5 



24. I%yc)u token course for pcrrronai enrichment, what  
I )  peh  of course did ~ u u  take? 

. . . . . - .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  

25. Did you get any special discount fur these courses? 
(GO 'TO Q33j 

5 t i s  %,s 

26. if  ya3u enroll in a degree program, what degree did 
;;ow g~umrse? 

............................................................... 

~~ ~~~. ......................................... 

................................................................. 

2.7. &low much does i t  cost? 

28. [)id you get any discount fur this? (GO 'TO Q33) 

I d  LCP .a xu 

2% MOW often do !on use the campus recreational tenter? 

0 I.>irii) C )  Weekly C) Monthly 0 Quarterly 

a .\r.nuali) 3 0 t h ~ ~  

30. Did you get any spechl discount for this? (GO 'TO 
Q33) 

(-J !.<< <Q N,?. 

$ 8 ,  MOW often do p a  use the rclmpuier lab? (GO TO 
Qssr 

.(3b i)aiI: CJ Wc~kIy f;) kionthly 0 Qumrrly 

9 ,>sr~r;ually (3 Qlhcr 

32. How often do you nst the campus library? 

{a t:ragi? 0 Weekiy Monthly 0 qum~rrly 

3 :%i~t-: : d l ; ;  13 :.Ither 

33. Have you pursued any of the fulIowing activities on 
the campus? 

34, if 'part time or full time work'. what is the nature of 
the work? (GO TO 037) 

3s. 1f 'volunteering', what is the nature ef atre volunteer 
work? (GO TO Q37) 

36. I f  'guest Imture', what i s  the nature o f rhs  expertise? 

37. To access the amenities at the nnivenity. do yola 
typically wnlk o r  need to take tm-~nspclrtaliun iple;rsr 
specify)? 

38. Do you use a computer a t  home, somewhere else, or 
both home and somewhere el=? 

Q Hume 

(3 Sornewhmc elw (Specify: ............................. j - C i  T O  <;>4i1 

0 Both home and s o m r w l ~ x  cise (Spxii-:- ._ i 

0 No-(30 FO QUSO 





17. .According ru your knowledge, ta whrr cxtenl do you 
sgrce fhar the Internet can maintain yaur 
irtdcpendenrc? 

18. IPo you agree that "the Internet provides 
~~ppotlunities for staying in touch with irieads and 
hmity and making new cannwfions, which makes 
me fee9 continued sactsl Monp;ing?" 

49. 3)#1 you agree that "the Internet provides 
oplwrtuniries to develap on-line supportive and 
rc,mprnionship relationship, which could evoke inta 
a soria8 network? CO '1'0 Q-S4 

SO. What is rbe main m.ma why you don't have uw ofa  
carnputer? 

51. .%re rhere plans to buy a computer within the next 
yeadas? GO I'C) CfSJ 

52. Cyan you plcsse tall me why you do aut currently huve 
access to the Internet? 

hol uucf'ul 

Cf 1~rrrhlcn:s wit5 scnice provider 

Rot in~crcstcd 

0 Kur cnuugh :imr trt u x  it 

C:osr. too rxpensive 

3 S p u s c  is handy 

J NO need 

53. Are there plans to have access to the internet within 
the next year? 

'ia I Why" -. ........ J 

\vhY! ................................ 

54. t)o yau agree with the statemont,Cenerally s~nhiance 
provide4 by this university Iinked retiwment 
rommurrilty fulfdb my expectation? 
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